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Abstract 

The aim of the thesis is research into application of direct-manipulable 00 graphical 

environments to the development of methodology-independent CASE tools . In this 

thesis, a Methodology-Independent Graphical 00 CASE Environment (MIGOCE) is 

proposed. 

MIGOCE consists of three parts: 00 Notation Workshop, 00 Notation Repository and 

Universal 00 Diagramming Tool. 00 Notation Workshop is an 00 graphical editor 

which is used to design existing and new notations; 00 Notation Repository is a 

notation database that stores different notations designed by the notation workshop; 

Universal 00 Diagramming Tool is an upper-CASE graphical environment, by which a 

user can draw arbitrary 00 diagrams of different methodologies. The MIGOCE database 

management system provides 00 notation sets management, OOA/OOD diagrams 

management and 00 repository management for data integrity and sharing. 

MIGOCE has three outstanding characteristics: Methodology-independence, Directly

manipulable graphical environment and Easily-expanded program structure. MIGOCE is 

completely methodology-independent. It not only supports existing 00 methodologies, 

but also supports users' own notation designs. It provides support for mixing, updating 

existing methodologies or defining new ones. It typically allows the user to switch 

quickly different 00 notation sets supported by corresponding methodologies for 

designing diagrams. Direct manipulation interfaces of MIGOCE enable it more flexible 

and distinctive. The user can easily add, delete, edit or show notation shapes, and get the 

system feedback very quick on the screen. The MIGOCE system itself is programmed 

using object-oriented programming language - C++. Its program structure enable the 

functions of itself easy to be modified and expanded. 

Although MIGOCE is a prototype, it provides a new way to develop the real 

methodology-independent 00 CASE environment. So far, the way and style taken by 

MIGOCE have not been found in 00 CASE literatures. This system gives a complete 

possibility of implementing a methodology-independent 00 CASE tool and shows 

distinct effectiveness of such a tool in practice. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Object-Oriented Development 

Over the past ten years, object-oriented (00) technology has indeed moved into the 

mainstream of industrial-strength software development. It is a software strategy that 

differs from the functional approach, because it is based on information hiding and views 

a software system as a set of interacting objects, with their own private state, rather than 

as a set of functions . 

00 technology is the most important software evolution of the 1990s. It is destined to 

change not only the way we build software, but the way software intercommunicates 

over worldwide multi-vendor networks. 00 modeling will change the way we design 

business processes and the way we think about enterprises [ Martin, 1993] . 

Object-oriented software development is mainly characterised by four features : 

information hiding (encapsulation), data abstraction, dynamic binding and inheritance. 

Data abstraction provides a clear separation between the specification and the 

implementation of objects. Inheritance allows the application developer to define new 

application-specific objects based on existing ones. This improves and reinforces 

reusability. Therefore, object-oriented development of software is one of the best 

currently available techniques to keep the cost of software development down. 

At present, object-oriented analysis and design (OOA & OOD) has aroused exceptional 

interest both in industrial and in academic areas. Particularly, the object-oriented 

approach contributes to the production of quality software [Sommerville, 96]. The 

acceptance ofOOA and OOD as effective software strategies has led to the development 

of 00 methodologies. 00 methodologies cover the requirements gathering, analysis and 

design phases of the software development lifecycle. 

Three generations of Object-Oriented methodologies have been defined over the past 

decade. A multiplicity of Object Oriented analysis (OOA), Object Oriented design 
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(OOD), Object Oriented analysis & design (OOAD), Object Oriented software 

development (OOSD) methodologies, etc., have been developed over the last 10 years 

(over 50 different 00 methodologies at this time) . Some of the well known and widely 

utilised methodologies are: 

• Wirfs-Brock ' s Responsibility Driven Design [Wirfs-Brook et al. 1990] 

• Object Oriented Design [Coad, P. and Yourdon, E. 1990a, 2nd Ed 199lb] 

• Object Oriented Analysis [Coad et al. 1991 b, Shlaer et al ., 1991] 

• Object Oriented Analysis and Design [Shlaer et al. 1988, Martin, J. 1993, Booch 

l 994b, Martin and Odell, 1995] 

• Rumbaugh's OMT (Object Modeling Technique) [Rumbaugh et al., 1991a] 

• Object Oriented Modeling and Design - Jacobson 's Objectory (the Object Factory 

for Software Development [Jacobson et al . 1992] 

• Object Oriented Software Development, [Coleman et al. 1994, Colbert et al. 1994] 

• MOSES (Methodology for Object Oriented Software Engineering Systems, 

[Henderson-Sellers et al l 994a] . 

First generation methodologies including Wirfs-Brock' s responsibility driven design, 

Booch' s OOD [Booch, 9la] , Rumbaugh's OMT , Coad and Yourdon OONOOD, 

Shlaer and Mellor OOA , Jacobson's Objectory (Object Factory for Software 

Development), etc. have been developed in the late 80 ' s and early 90 ' s. 

The first generation techniques were applied and evaluated resulting in second generation 

methodologies such as, Booch' s OONOOD [Booch 1994b], Graham' s SOMA 

(Semantic Object-Oriented Modeling Approach) [Graham, 94b], Henderson-Sellers' s 

MOSES (Methodology for Object Oriented Software Engineering Systems) [Henderson

Sellers and J. Edwards, 1994a], Martin and Odell's Advanced Object Modeling [Martin 

and Odell, 1995], Coleman's Fusion methodology and Rumbaugh's second generation 

OMT [Rumbaugh, 94b, Rumbaugh, 95c] . 

The plethora of OOMs (00 Methodologies) and their current rapid evolution have made 

it difficult for a company wishing to adopt the object technology to choose an 

appropriate methodology. Some of the problems are: 

• the large number of existing OOMs and dialects of these methodologies (e.g. Wirfs

Brock's responsibility driven design and its dialects adopted by Budd [Budd, 91] and 

Booch [Booch 1994b]; 
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• most OOMs are still undergoing modifications such as the Unified method [Booch 

& Rumbaugh, 95], Unified Modeling Language [Firesrnith et al., 96] and Rumbaugh's 

second generation OMT [Rumbaugh, 94b, Rumbaugh, 95c]. Some of the new models 

are a major departure from the originals. In some cases the entire approach is different. 

These ongoing modifications are natural as ' methodologies must evolve' [Brough, 92] 

and 'any method must grow or die'[Rumbaugh, 94b]. 

• new methodologies which are revisions of existing ones have also been proposed 

such as SOMA, a revision of Coad and Yourdon' s methodology, FUSION, an extension 

to OMT, etc. 

To address the diversity of first and second generation methodologies two third 

generation methodologies are under development: the 'Unified method ', a convergent 

methodology comprising Booch, OMT and Objectory; and the OPEN methodology 

[Henderson-Seller et al, 96b]. The later is proposed by Ian Graham, Brian Henderson

Seller and Donald Firesmith, with input from a Consortium of methodology researchers 

including: Larry Constantine, Meilir Page-Jones, Betrand Meyer, Adele Goldberg, 

Rebecca Wirfs-Brock, etc. Furthermore in July 1996 new releases of the two 3rd 

generation Methodologies were announced ' The Unified Modeling Language' and 'The 

Open Modeling Language'. 

In many concepts of object-orientation, these methodologies are similar to each other; 

but in representation, they have their own distinct notations. 00 methodologies are still 

in constant evolution and their exhaustive study would be a quite difficult task. Criticisms 

as regards to methodologies were identified as: they require long learning periods, 

demand willingness from the developers and users, require users to gain considerable 

knowledge and experience concerning the methods and require the adaptation of new 

procedures. Sometimes there is an overlap between OOA and OOD methodologies 

because object-oriented analysis and design cannot be cleanly separated. 

The aim of the thesis is to develop a methodology-independent graphical 00 CASE 

environment to support the existing diversity of 00 Methodologies and their future 

evolution. 
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1.2. Overview of CASE Tools 

CASE (Computer-aided Software Engineering) is an emergmg technology with the 

potential of being one of the most significant advancements in the software field .. CASE 

tools have been created to help make software development faster, cheaper and higher 

quality. A CASE tool is defined as a computer based product aimed at supporting one or 

more software engineering activities within a software development process. It is proved 

that people can get benefits of CASE tools, such as speeding up the development 

process, improving analyst-user communication and integrating the life cycle activities of 

software development. A CASE environment is a collection of CASE tools and other 

components together with an integration approach that supports the interactions that 

occur among the environment components, and between the users of the environment 

and the environment itself 

CASE tools can be divided into: upper-CASE tools, lower-CASE tools and cross life 

cycle CASE tools. Upper-CASE tools support business and Information Systems (IS) 

planning in the scope required in the preliminary phase, and support system analysis and 

design. Lower CASE tools help to automate the forward engineering part of a software 

re-engineering cycle, speeding up the whole process and reducing the cost of software 

re-engineering. Cross life cycle CASE tools support the activities across the system 

development life cycle [Whitten et al., 94]. 

The CASE industry grew up in the late 1980s building non-00 tools. As 00 techniques 

became better understood, some CASE vendors added 00 concepts to their toolsets. 

00-CASE refers to an object-oriented CASE toolset that is used to support the software 

development adopting OOA and OOD methods. 00 CASE tools are more effective, 

because these tools have the advantages of 00 software strategies. 

Several generations of CASE tools have emerged in the past. First generation CASE 

tools addressed mostly form and representation issues of software development 

methodologies [Sorenson, l 988a]. Initially the focus of CASE tool development was on 

program support tools such as translators, compilers, assemblers, linkers and loaders. 

Later the range of support tools began to expand with the development of program 

editors, debuggers, code analysers etc., collectively referred to as development tools. 

Large-scale software development demanded enhanced support of the entire software 

development process from CASE tool developers [Sumner, 1992]. Assistance was 

required for the requirements definition, design and implementation phases of the 
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software development lifecycle, testing, documentation and version control. A distinction 

was made between those tools that support activities early in the lifecycle of a software 

project (such as requirements and design support tools) and those tools that are used 

later in the lifecycle (such as compilers and testing support tools) . The former class of 

tools are referred to as front-end or upper-CASE tools and the later are referred to as 

back-end or lower-CASE tools. 

In general, the first generation CASE tools aided the user in creating system analysis and 

design diagrams and detailed textual based specifications. They performed consistency, 

completeness and correctness checking. Some of them provided a primitive form of code 

generation. Their main disadvantages were: inadequate methodology support, no 

customisation facilities; lack of support for reverse engineering; inability to integrate 

different CASE tools used at various stages of software development. 

Second generation CASE tools addressed these problems. Integration was achieved by 

sharing definitions of objects and relationships described in a common dictionary. CASE 

tools methodology support was improved by the production of tool sets supporting 

methodology customisation using a meta-systems approach [Brough, 1992; Rossi et al., 

1992; Smolander et al., 1991; Sorenson, l 988b]. However second generation CASE 

tools were still deficient in a number of important areas. They lacked support for defining 

new methodologies. They did not provide information interchange of analysis and design 

results expressed in different methodologies. From a usability perspective they did not 

facilitate navigation of complex structures of data. 

In the past few years, research into CASE technology has been concentrated in two main 

areas. The first one addressed the development of software environments with an open 

architecture aiming at the integration of independently developed CASE tools [Lang, 

1991; Nilsson, 1990; Sorenson, l 988b; Papahristos et al., 1991]. The second area of 

research addressed the methodology dependence of CASE tools (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. CASE Technology [Mehandjiska-Stavreva et al., 96] 
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Because of multiplicity of 00 methodologies, there are a number of 00 CASE tools 

products which support all kinds of different methodologies. Many of current 00 CASE 

tools suffer from generic problems. The main problem is that these tools lack flexibility . 

Most of them are method-dependent. They can only support one or two methodologies 

and cannot meet the needs of different users . 

However, flexible, method-independent 00 CASE tools are needed because these tools 

enable the development of software systems more efficient and economical. 

1.3. A Methodology-Independent Graphical 
CASE Environment 

In order to overcome the disadvantages of current 00 CASE tools, methodology

independent 00 CASE tools are needed. These tools are flexible to model different 

information systems of an enterprise with different methodologies and make use of a 

repository to store and reuse all the information of the different systems. 

In this thesis, an 00 upper-CASE tool kit called MIGOCE is proposed. MIGOCE 

(Methodology-Independent Graphical 00 CASE Environment) is an 00 graphical 

design environment that supports all existing 00 methodologies. In MIGOCE, users can 

create different 00 notations sets for existing 00 methodologies or their own 00 

notation set according to different requirements. The 00 notation sets created in 

MIGOCE environment can be used by a diagraming tool to support different 00 analysis 

and design methodologies. 

MIGOCE implemented under Borland C++ 4.5. The three components of the MIGOCE 

environment are 00 Notation Workshop, 00 Notation Repository and Universal 00 

Diagraming Tool. The main functions of these components are: 

• 00 Notation Workshop: a notation graphical editor which is used to design basic 

shapes to form different notation sets supported by different 00 methodologies, 

including the notations defined by users. 

• 00 Notation Repository: a notation database that is used to store and manage all 

notation shapes designed in 00 Notation Workshop. MIGOCE provides database 

management for data integrity and sharing between 00 Notation Workshop and 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. 
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• Universal 00 Diagraming Tool: an 00 diagraming environment based on notation 

sets created by 00 Notation Workshop. Under this environment, the user can use 

different 00 notations to draw different 00 diagrams supported by arbitrary 00 

methodologies. 

MIGOCE is an upper-CASE tool graphical environment. It is mainly used to analyze and 

design systems that adopt 00 software strategies. The expression of 00 concepts relies 

on displaying OOA or OOD diagrams. Therefore, the graph representation is the key 

issue of the MIGOCE system. Talcing this into account, MIGOCE system is designed to 

have strong graphical functions. During the design of the MIGOCE interface, domain 

task analysis is adopted to bridge the gap between the user's conceptual model and the 

system model. 

In the design of the MIGOCE system, 00 technique has been taken. The domain model 

is built that groups together entities and related procedures to form object classes. 

Because of using 00 technique, the functions of the MIGOCE system can be easily 

modified and enhanced. 00 programming language - C++ - provides complete 

possibility of doing these. 

To users, MIGOCE has two outstanding advantages - Methodology-independence and 

Directly-manipulable graphical environment. These highlights of the system make it more 

distinguished. 

The first, building methodology-independent 00 CASE tools aims at overcoming the 

weakness of existing tools - methodology-dependence. MIGOCE supports all kinds of 

00 methodologies, including existing methodologies and those defined by users. 

Particularly, when information interchanges between analysis and design results 

expressed in different methodologies are required, it is more remarkable. MIGOCE 

provides support for mixing, updating existing methodologies or defining new ones. 

The second, directly-manipulable graphical environment enables MIGOCE more flexible 

and effective. The interface of MIGOCE emphasizes the interaction with users under the 

WIMP (Window, Icon, Menus, Pointer) environment. Direct manipulation of it are 

visualized, quick-response and convenient for users. 
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1.4. Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 reviews of software design approaches - the functional approach and the 

object-oriented approach, and discusses a few existing 00 methods and their advantages 

and disadvantages. 

Chapter 3 states the benefits of CASE tools, and the limitation of current 00 CASE 

tools. In this chapter, an 00 upper-CASE environment is proposed. The chapter 

describes the rationale behind MIGOCE (Methodology-Independent Graphical 00 

CASE Environment) and the overall architecture of this system. 

Chapter 4 describes several task analysis techniques, their applications in the design of 

Human-Computer Interface (HCI) and the types of interaction in CASE. The chapter 

presents the user task model ofMIGOCE, which is based on the TKS theory. 

Chapter 5 presents the static and dynamic object models of 00 Notation Workshop and 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. All models have been built by using the Booch 

methodology. 

Chapter 6 states the process of building the user interface of 00 Notation Workshop, 

including the characteristics analysis, task analysis and task model based on the TKS 

theory. This chapter presents the functionality of 00 Notation Workshop as well as 

notation examples created by 00 Notation Workshop. 

Chapter 7 gives the prototyping of the Universal 00 Diagrarning Tool, describes its 

structure, components and functions, as well as interface design. 

Chapter 8 presents conclusions - the evaluation of the MIGOCE and states future work 

and further extensions ofMIGOCE. 



Chapter 2 

Software Development Approaches 

Different approaches to software development have evolved in the past. Some of the 

most widely used are functional decomposition, data modeling and information 

engineering. This chapter will briefly address some issues of Functional approach and 

Object-Oriented approach. The well-known 00 methodologies are covered including 

Shlaer and Mellor, Jacobson, Coad and Y ourdon, Rumbaugh and Booch. 

2.1. Functional Approach 

In the functional approach, the system is designed from a functional viewpoint, starting 

with a high-level view and progressively refining this into a more detailed design. This 

strategy is exemplified by structured design [Constantine and Yourdon, 79] and step

wise refinement [Wirth, 71; Wirth, 76]. 

Top-down functional decomposition 

The Top-down design method was proposed m conjunction with functional 

decomposition and it is a valid method where the problem is recursively partitioned into 

sub-problems until tractable sub-problems are identified. Functional decomposition 

requires humans to map from the problem domain to functions and sub-functions. 

Usually, this approach is readily recognized with its step and sub-steps. When a designer 

is in the process of design, he is often asked with the question like "What do you do to 

solve the complex problem?" Undoubtedly, the most direct method of solving the 

problem is to decompose it into a hierarchical series of sub-problems and have an 

ordered solution of these problems. Here, the process of solving· problems is the process 

of performing tasks. 

The general form of the design is hierarchical. This hierarchical structure is a tree 

structure. Actually, many existing system designs started with Top-down approach. 
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Data flow diagrams 

Data flow diagrams display how input data is transformed to output results through a 

sequence of functional transformations. They focus on what happens to the data and how 

the data has been passed between processes. This approach is often described as 

"structured analysis". With Data flow approach, the analyst maps from the real world 

into data flows and processes. 

Structure charts 

Structure charts are graphical means of showing how elements of a data flow diagram 

can be realized as a hierarchy of program units. These charts can be used as a visual 

program description with control information defining selection and loops. They are used 

only to display the static organization of the design. 

2.2. Object-Oriented Approach 

The history of object-oriented programming starts with the development of the discrete 

event simulation language Simula, in Norway in 1967, and continues with the 

development of a language that almost makes a fetish of the notion of an object, 

Smalltalk, in 1970s. Some other languages which influence the development of 00 

programming, include Alphard [Wulf et al ., 76] and CLU [Liskov et al ., 77]. Since then 

there have been many languages which have been inspired by these developments and 

have laid claim to the appellation "Object-oriented"[Graham, 94a]. 

As object-oriented programming began to mature, interest shifted to object-oriented 

design methodologies and to object-oriented analysis or specification. So far, there are 

over 50 different methodologies and none of these is entirely complete. These 

methodologies are still undergoing modifications. 

In object-oriented approach, the system is viewed as a collection of objects rather than as 

functions . During the 00 analysis and design, the data flow diagrams in traditional 

methods are replaced by 00 diagrams in which the communication between objects is 

performed through message passing that causes changes in object state. 
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2.2.1. Key Concepts 

(1) Object: An object is an entity that has a state which is represented as a set of object 

attributes and a defined set of operations which operate on that state (The internal object 

representation to the outside world is hidden) [Brumbaugh, 94]. 

(2) Class: A class is "a set of objects that share a common structure and a common 

behaviour" [Booch, 94b]. 

(3) Encapsulation: The data structures and implementation details of an object are hidden 

from other objects in the system. The only way to access an object's state is to send a 

message that causes one of the methods to be executed [Brumbaugh, 94] . 

(4) Message: A message is" an operation that one object performs upon another" 

[Booch, 94b] . 

(5) Inheritance: This is " a relationship among classes, wherein one class shares the 

structure or behaviour defined in one (single inheritance) or more (multiple inheritance) 

other classes" [Booch, 94b]. 

(6) Polymorphism: The ability to use the same expression to denote different operations 

is referred to as polymorphism [Brumbaugh, 94]. 

An inheritance hierarchy or tree is created when a class inherits attributes and operations 

from a single super-class. Multiple inheritance means that attributes and operations can 

be inherited from more than one super-class. 

Object-orientation is a technique for system modeling. Here, the word "system" is used 

with a wide meaning and can be either a dedicated software system or a system in a 

wider context ( for example an integrated software and hardware system or an 

organization). 00 development covers different phases of the software development life 

cycle, such as analysis, design and programming. 

Grady Booch defined OOA(Object-oriented analysis), OOD(Object-oriented design), 

OOP (Object-oriented programming) as follows [Booch, 94b]: 
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"Object-oriented analysis (OOA) is a method of analysis that exammes requirements 

from the perspective of the classes and objects found in the vocabulary of the problem 

domain". 

"Object-oriented design (OOD) is a method of design encompassing the process of 

object-oriented decomposition and a notation for depicting both logical and physical as 

well as static and dynamic models of the system under design" . 

"Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a method of implementation in which programs 

are organized as cooperative collections of objects, each of which represents an instance 

of some class, and whose classes are all members of a hierarchy of classes united via 

inheritance relationships" . 

In fact, OOA, OOD and OOP are three steps which constitute the process of solving a 

problem. At first, a user, as an analyst, needs to grasp, to understand in depth, the 

problem domain. In OOA, the analyst may communicate with the potential users and 

domain experts (people who know the problem area, but not necessarily computer 

experts), to describe the things they know about the problem. These "things" are 

candidates for classes and objects. The analyst abstracts objects from the problem 

domain description. 

At the second stage, the designer must figure out how to build this functionality defined 

by the analyst. When performing the design phase, the first step is to get the initial list of 

candidate classes. Depending on how the analysis is done, this may mean the designer 

has to create the list from the analysis documents . Once the list is fairly stable, he can get 

into a little more detail about the design of the individual classes. 

Finally, OOP is the last step of solving the problem. If OOA and OOD have been used in 

the system definition and design, the translation of design into code should be intuitive. 

The mechanism of object-orientation is very different from many other techniques used in 

the past. It attempts to manage the complexity inherent in real-world problems by 

abstracting out knowledge, and encapsulating it within objects. 

Two obvious characteristics of object-oriented programming are modularity and 

reusability [Booch, 94b] . The modularity makes the program structure compact, not 

scattered. It is easy to modify a program developed using the object-oriented paradigm. 

Also, it is much easier and convenient to add, delete or modify the system functionality . 
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The reusability makes the life of systems longer and more circulative. Object-oriented 

approach has other important concepts such as encapsulation, polymorphism, and so on. 

Undoubtedly, the flexibility of many computer systems has been enhanced by adopting 

the Object-oriented paradigm. The advantages of object-oriented approach has made it 

widely used. 

2.2.2. Existing 00 Methodologies 

Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) is a rapidly evolving discipline, and there 

have been many related books published in the past few years in addition to numerous 

research papers. There are many methodologies in the 00 field from requirements 

analysis to design. 

Some authorities think that 00 methodologies can be divided into OOA and OOD. OOA 

methodologies have evolved mainly from information modeling: e.g . E-R (Entity

Relationship) modeling helps identify objects based on data components; ERDs (Entity 

Relationship Diagrams) show entities (objects), relationship, attributes; OOA extends ER 

with inheritance, and behaviour shown on same diagram. Rumbaugh, Shlaer/Mellor, 

Coad/Y ourdon, Martin/Odell models are extended ERDs. OOD methodologies are 

naturally based on OOP since designs models are closer to coding than analysis. These 

methodologies emphasize class hierarchy, instantiation and message passing, and are 

more useful in design than analysis. OOD methodologies have mostly evolved from 

programming languages, like C++, Smalltalk, Ada. The typical examples of design 

methodologies related to programming languages include Booch methodology, Wirfs

Brock methodology [Rosenberg, 95]. 

In general, OOA and OOD methodologies result from the influence of three domains: 

• Semantic data modeling 

• Structured analysis methods 

• Object-oriented programming languages 

In some cases, there is no clear boundary between OOA methodologies and OOD 

methodologies. Most of existing 00 methodologies are still undergoing modifications 

stimulated by the experience gained from their application in practice. Recently, Coad 

and Yourdon have extended their methodology, providing guidelines for design, without 

changing the graphical notation elements involved; Booch, instead, proposed an analysis 
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phase, for which new graphical elements are added to the existing notation for design. 

Rumbaugh has replaced his OMT with a second generation methodology [Rumbough, 

94b, 95c]. 

Shlaer and Mellor 

SWaer-Mellor methodology was published in 1988 with a case study prototyping 

approach [Shlaer & Mellor, 88]. It gave many heuristics for object identification and 

analysis, which help initial abstraction and object modeling. It was derived from 

information ER modeling. But the initial methodology did not include any notion of 

inheritance. In 1991, a later book by SWaer and Mellor introduced inheritance (Entity 

Subtyping) [SWaer & Mellor, 91]. 

In Shlaer-Mellor methodology, the first step is to break a system into smaller parts, then 

define the interface for all the parts. These smaller parts are called domains. The subject 

matter of each domain is distinct from the subject matter of any other domain in the 

system. 

Domain1 

Application 
. Domain 

Domain3 

1~1 

Figure 2.1 . Shlaer-Mellor domains and bridges 
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Figure 2.2. Domain chart for the Automated Railroad Management System 

[Shlaer & Mellor, 91] 
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Figure 2.1. shows several domains connected by arrows. For any pair of connected 

domains, one domain acts as a client, the other as a server. The arrows represent what 

the Shlaer-Mellor methodology calls a bridge: a small amount of code that holds domains 

together by conveying control and data between the client and the server. 

Domains are always depicted on a domain chart. Figure 2.2. illustrates a domain chart for 

an Automated Railroad Management System. 

According to Shlaer-Mellor methodology, the steps during the process of 00 analysis 

are the following: 



1. Domain analysis 

(a) Identification of domains 

(b) Identification of bridges 

2. Definition of subsystems 

3. Construction of information models 

(a) Objects 

(b) Attributes 

( c) Relationships 

( d) Subtypes and supertypes 

4. Construction of state models 

(a) Life-cycles for objects 

(b) Life-cycles for relationships 

( c) Object communication model 

5. Construction of process model 

(a) Action data flow diagram 

(b) Object access model 

Jacobson 
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OOSE (Object-oriented Software Engineering) [Jacobson et al., 92] is a methodology 

for OOAD derived from Jacobson's Objectory. It is derived from experience of a single, 

although large, project: telephony for Ericsson, in Sweden. It is unique among 00 

methodologies in attempting to address the entire software development life cycle and is 

proved as a successful 00 methodology in many industrial environments. Many of the 

ideas of OOSE are similar to those of other 00 methodologies, but one original idea 

stand out: the Use Case. A use case is a dialogue, between the system and the user, 

which is carried out to achieve some goal. 

In Jacobson's methodology, analysis starts with a description of the set of typical 

interaction sequence (event sequence), called a "Use Case". During establishing a Use 

Case model, the concept of "Actors" is introduced. Actors are external entities with 

which the system interacts. An actor may be a human, also may be an arbitrary system. 

The introduction of 11 Actors" has two advantages: 

• the actors can be used to find the use cases and be instantiated in actual interactions 

with users. 
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• the same event can initiate different use cases depending on the state of the system 

(mode) and the purpose and subsequent behaviour of the user. 

The process of Objectory includes three phases: requirements, analysis, and construction, 

which is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Requirements 
------------------------' ' ' ' ! Use case ; 
l model i ~~~~!~ ----------
: ~ ~ i Analysis 

Domain ; ; model 
' ' object model ! 
' 

User interface ; 
descriptions 

' ----- --- --- ---· -------- . --- -__ _ , / 
Constniction 

---- --------------- ------- --- . 
Block 
model 

Interaction 
diagram 

Block 
interface 
model 
,---------------. 
! Block i 
i specifications i 
~-------- -------1 

Figure 2.3. Objectory: Process Overview [Coleman, 94] 

The description of users' requirements results usually in building three models: Use-case 

model; User interface descriptions; Domain object model . Use-case model (Figure 2.4.) 

is used to generate a domain object model with objects drawn from the entities of the 

business. User interface descriptions bridge the gap between the system and users . 

Domain object model supports the use cases by defining the concepts with which the 

system works. 



Auditor 

Perform 
audit 

Trading · 
system · 

Illegal deal Trader 

\ 

Figure 2.4. The Use-case Model for a financial trading system [Graham, 94a] 
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During the analysis phase, the requirements models are refined to produce an ideal 

description of the system. Actually, the analysis model is a form of entity-relationship 

model. Sybsystems are groups of objects with similar behaviour. They are used to reduce 

complexity and structure the system for further development. 

During the construction, the analysis models are refined. Four models are produced: 

Block model; Interaction diagrams; Block interfaces; Block specification. A block is an 

abstraction of a code module. Each block is formed from one or more analysis objects. 

Interaction diagrams are timeliness diagrams for each of the use cases developed 

previously. Construction phase is the last phase in which object communication is more 

precisely defined, and the characteristics of the implementation environment are 

considered. 

By Objectory, the steps during the process of 00 analysis and design are the following: 

1. Requirements analysis - requirements model 

(a) Use-case model 

- actors 

- use cases 

(b) User interface descriptions 



( c) Problem domain object model 

- object name 

- logical attributes 

- static instance connections (inheritance, dynamic instance connections, 

operations) 

2. Analysis - analysis model 

(a) Identification of analysis objects 

- interface objects 

- entity objects 

- control objects 

(b) Working with the analysis objects 

( c) Definition of subsystems 

3. Construction 

(a) Building Block model 

(b) drawing Interaction diagrams for use cases 

( c) forming each block interface 

( d) implementing the block specifications for the 

target system 
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Based on Objectory, OOSE distinguishes five different models: a requirements model, an 

analysis model, a design model, an implementation model and a test model. In terms of 

the life cycle OOSE recommends stages of analysis, design, implementation and testing. 

The advantage of this approach is that requirements can be traced right through the 

whole life cycle, and this is what OOSE emphasizes. 

The main contribution of Jacobson's methodology is the Use Case concept. It adds user

centred analysis and design to the 00 approach for specification of the user interfaces 

and tasks provided by object services. The application of Use Case concept makes 

Jecobson's methodology itself practical. The users need not know which use case they 

are going to perform at the outset, only that eventually closure will be achieved on 

completion of some use case. This is useful approach to define high-level system scope. 

The weakness of Jacobson's methodology is "simple notation" and that it is not clear that 

it can "support prototyping as an approach except for the UI, although incremental 

development is encouraged as is sound risk analysis and the collection of 

metrics"[Graham, 94a]. 
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Coad and Yourdon 

Object-oriented analysis [Coad & Yourdon, 90a] is primarily based on an entity

relationship model mixed with some typical features of object-oriented programming 

languages or databases such as message passing and system-generated object 

identifier[Eckert &Golder, 94]. It is used during the analysis phase of the software life 

cycle. Later, Coad/Y ourdon methodology has been extended, using the same notation, to 

the design phase [Coad & Yourdon, 91b]. Coad and Yourdon suggested that OOA 

consists of five major activities: 

Finding Class-&-Objects 

Identifying Structures 

Identifying Subjects 

Defining Attributes 

Defining Services 

• Subject: "A subject is a mechanism for guiding a reader (analyst, problem domain 

expert, manager, client) through a large, complex model. Subjects are also helpful for 

organizing work packages on larger projects, based upon initial OOA investigations " 

[Coad and Yourdon, 91b]. The problem area can be decomposed into "subjects" 

which correspond to the notion of "levels" in dataflow diagrams. 

• Structure: Two different structures are identified, Generalisation-Specialisation 

structure and Whole-Part structure (structural links). The Generalisation

Specialisation structure points out the inheritance relations. The Whole-Part structure 

evidences aspects union of parts and part, container and content, set and member. 

• Service: After having established the attributes of each class, the operations 

manipulating these attributes and characterizing the class behaviour have to be 

defined. Service (or method) is a procedure that alters the state of an object (the 

values of its attributes) or causes the object to send messages. 

The OOA model is presented and reviewed in five layers: 

Subject layer 

Class & Object layer 

Structure layer 

Attribute layer 

Service layer 

/ 
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For the behaviour dimension, Coad/Yourdon's methodology gives instance connections 

and message connections. From a description of the semantics of a message connection 

arrow: (a) The sender "sends" a message; (b) The receiver "receives" the massage; and 

(c) The receiver returns a response to the sender. 

Coad/Y ourdon's object-oriented design adds to these five activities (or layers ) four 

components. Principally, OOD consists in refining the results of OOA into what is 

defined as the Problem Domain Component of the design (by adding new solution space 

classes) and adding three new components called the Human Interaction Component 

(HIC), Task Management Component (TMC) and Data Management Component 

(DMC). 

The OOD model [Coad and Yourdon, 91b] consists of four components: 

Problem Domain Component 

Human Interaction Component 

Task Management Component 

Data Management Component 

In an overall approach, the four components correspond to the four major activities in 

OOD: 

Designing Problem Domain Component 

Designing Human Interaction Component 

Designing Task Management Component 

Designing Data Management Component 

The Strengths of Coad/Y ourdon methodology are its conceptual simplicity and 

streamlined process, specially for OOA. One of the most notable features of its notations 

is the explicitness of attributes. Coad/Y ourdon introduce a less clumsy notation than 

that found in Booch, Shlaer/Mellor or most of the design-oriented approaches. The 

emphasis on analysis as opposed to design. This is the reason why some authorities 

classify this methodology under OOA methodologies. 

This methodology is weakest when it comes to specifying the dynamics of systems, but a 

state transition approach is suggested for object dynamics though no notation for this is 

defined [Graham, 94a]. The simple notation of this methodology is not enough for 

dealing with complicated systems. Therefore, it is difficult to design a real-time, dynamic 
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and complex system. Figure 2. 5 gives the example of an Airlift system usmg 

CoadN ourdon methodology. 

AircraftFailure 

AirbomeltemTrajectory 

Airborne Item 

Cargoltem 

__ ...... __ , 
· Passenger I 

t------tl 

Figure 2.5. Airlift System - Class-&-Object and Structure layers [CoadN ourdon, 91 b] 

Rumbaugh 

The Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [Rumbaugh et al., 9la] originates from the 

work of James Rumbaugh and his colleagues at General Electric. OMT of Rumbaugh et 

al. is widely regarded as one of the most complete object-oriented analysis systems so far 
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published [Graham, 94a]. OMT process consists of analysis, design and implementation 

(Figure 2.6). 

~--------- ------------------~ 

Object 
Analysis 

' 

model 

H 

Dynamic 
model 

Fl.Dlctional 
model 

' 
·- - .. - - .. - - - - - ........ - - - - - - .... - - ... - ! 

System 
design 

Design 1 

Object 
design 
~--~. 

-------- -------------------~ 

I I 

: Implementation! 
~-----------------

Figure 2.6. Object Modeling Technique: Process Overview [Coleman, 94] 

There are three models in the analysis phase: the object model (OM), the dynamic Model 

(DM) and the functional model (FM). Object model consists of diagrams similar to those 

of Coad/Y ourdon, and a data dictionary. The notation is based on that of ER modeling, 

but operations and other annotations are added to the entity icons. The OMT object 

model is meant to capture the static structure of a system by showing the classes in the 

system, relationships between the classes, and the attributes and operations that 

characterize each class. It is the most important of the three models. 

A dynamic model is built for every object. The dynamic model consists of STDs (State 

Transition Diagrams) drawn in an extended Harel notation and global event flow 

diagrams. Dynamic Model captures the dynamic behaviour of each class by using state 

machine diagrams. Each state machine shows how the class objects respond to events. 

Events are objectified in that they are seen as constituting classes that can be even in 
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inheritance relationships. Events may occur with attributes, cause actions that may be 

guarded by conditional statements (preconditions).The third step is to build Functional 

Model which uses data flow diagrams (DFD) to show how outputs are computed for 

inputs. The purpose of the functional model is to specify the computations without 

regard for the order in which the values are computed. FM is not always done and most 

practitioners seem to use it at a high level. 

The design phase does not introduce any models of its own. It builds on the analysis 

models. This phase is divided into two stages: the system design and the object design. 

The system design proceeds by organizing the objects into subsystems, identifying 

concurrency from the DM, allocating subsystems to processors or tasks. This stage 

includes resource management and organization of data stores. 

The object design stage includes the steps: 

( 1) design algorithms; 

(2) optimize access paths; 

(3) implement control; 

( 4) adjust structures; 

(5) design attribute details; 

(6) package structures into modules; 

(7) write the design report, including a detailed OM, DM and FM. 

The implementation phase concentrates on converting the object design into code. 

Rumbaugh gives some sound heuristics for implementing object-oriented designs in 

relational database and in conventional languages [Rumbaugh et al., 91a]. 

The primary strength of OMT is its analysis phase. It has a well-defined process, and all 

the models use concise and understandable notation which are much richer than 

Coad/Y ourdon. OMT addresses more development issues than most other 

methodologies. 

The main weakness is that the design stage lacks the step-by-step approach of the 

analysis[Coleman & Arnold et al., 94]. It still remains incomplete in some areas and the 

notations is very complex to learn and use [Graham, 94a]. 
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Booch 

Booch methodology is considered one of rather complete design methodologies. This 

methodology is described in his first edition of "Object-Oriented Design with 

Applications"[Booch, 9la]. In 1994, the second edition was published [Booch, 94b]. In 

this book, more specific detail about the unified notation is added to enhance the reader's 

understanding; more programming examples using C++ have been introduced; and 

certain idioms and architectural frameworks have emerged in various application domain. 

Booch suggests using domain analysis to discover candidate classes, and then model the 

world by identifying the classes and objects that form the vocabulary of the problem 

domain. 

Static model 

Class structure 

Logical model 
Object structure 

Module architecture 

Physical model 
Process architecture 

Figure 2.7. The models of object-oriented analysis and design [Booch, 94b] 

The design methodology and notation consists of four major activities and six notations. 

Different models can be built: dynamic model, static model, logical model and physical 

model (Figure 2.7). The six notations are: class diagrams, object diagrams, timing 

diagrams, state diagrams, module diagrams and process diagrams. 

Class Diagrams and Object Diagrams 

Class diagrams show classes and their relationships. A class diagram is a notational 

variation of entity-relationship diagrams. These relationships include inheritance, 

instantiation, and use, which are described by using a set of rich notation. Class 

relationships are mostly static. To deal with complex diagrams, Booch recommends a 

form of layering, so that classes can be grouped into " class categories" containing 
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several related classes. These layers are shown as rectangles. A class category diagram is 

a logical collection of classes or other class categories. 

~4: yield() 

1: timeToHarvest(C) - .. -__ ,- '"' 

~2: status() 

· Plan must be 
executing · 

Figure 2.8. Object Diagram for the Hydroponics Gardening System [Booch, 94b] 

An object diagram shows object and their relationships. In this instance "relationship" 

means that the objects can send messages to each other. In general, object relationships 

are dynamic. Figure 2.8. shows the object diagram for the Hydroponics Gardening 

System. Like a class diagram, an object diagram provides the logical view of a system, 

allowing the description of these abstractions or entities, justifying their presence and 

meaning in the whole system architecture. 

Drafts of class diagrams and object diagrams are produced during early stages of 

development and completed during the identification of the relationship among classes 

and objects. 

Module Diagrams and Process Diagrams 

Class and object diagrams and their associated templates describe the logical static 

design of a system. The physical design may differ from the logical. Booch distinguishes 

between logical and physical view of a system. Module and process diagrams are simple 
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graphs giving a physical view of the system under development. A module diagram 

shows the allocation of classes and objects to modules. The notation for modules is 

based on the earlier Gradygram notation. A process diagram which is a simple block 

diagram, shows processors (annotated with the process which they run), devices and the 

communication connections between them. 

Timing Diagrams and State Diagrams 

Booch suggests that the dynamic semantic of a system should be described in two ways. 

One of them is talcing state transition diagrams to show how the instances of classes 

move from one state to another under the influence of events and what actions result 

from such state changes. Like OMT, Booch commends that Hare! notation can be used 

to express state transition diagrams. The other way is using timing diagrams to display 

ordering information. A timing diagram has time as the x-axis and the different objects as 

the y-axis, a line represent the flow of control between objects. The notation is borrowed 

from the field of hardware design, as shown in Figure 2.9. 

Object R 

Object S 

ObjectT 

Object U 

operation 4 

~-~--------

operation 3 operation 5 

Time 

Figure 2.9. A timing diagram [Graham, 94a]. The asterisk(*) indicates the creation of 

an instance and the shriek(!) its destruction. 

Booch places particular emphasis on discovering the "key mechanisms" of a design. A 

mechanism is any structure whereby objects work together to provide some behaviour 

that satisfies a requirement of the problem. Booch acknowledges that analysis and design 

cannot proceed in isolation of each other, and advocates a piecemeal approach; keep 

improving the design until you are satisfied. Figure 2.10. gives an overview of the Booch 

process. 
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Identify classes 

tobjects -1 
Identify semantics of 
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H 
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classes and objects 

1 ' 

Implement 
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Figure 2.10. Booch: Process Overview [Coleman, 94] 

During the whole process, the classes, instances, semantics and structures should be 

refined on the basis of what has been learnt. The process stops when it is believed that all 

the key abstractions and functions have been defined, and is highly non-linear. 

Booch methodology is a well-known analysis and design methodology which is powerful 

in dealing with a complex system. Its notation covers all aspects of an object-oriented 

system (Static, dynamic, logical and physical) . A major weakness in Booch is the absence 

of a defined process for developing system [Coleman, 94]. 
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CASE Tools 

'Jfny software that saves time, increases quality, or enhances communication during 

software development is a CASE tool"[Brumbangh, 94). 

The acronym CASE refers to Computer-aided Software Engineering. CASE 

technologies span a wide range of topics that encompass software engineering methods 

and project management procedures. In fact, the crux of CASE is the use of tools that 

provide leverage at any point in the software development cycle. CASE tools are 

developed for the purpose of automating the software process. 

The true history of CASE started in mid- l 970s. The ISDOS project, under the direction 

of Dr. Daniel Teichrowe at the University of Michigan, developed a language called 

Problem Statement Language (PSL) for describing user problems and solution 

requirements for an information system into a computerized dictionary. A companion 

product called Problem Statement Analyzer (PSA) was created to analyze the problem 

and requirements statement for completeness and consistency. PSL/PSA ran on large 

mainframe computers that consumed precious and expensive machine resources. 

Therefore, few companies could afford to dedicate computer resources to PSL/PSA. 

The real breakthrough came with the advent of the IBM personal computer. In 1984, an 

upstart company called Index Technology (now known as INTERSOL V) created a PC 

software tool called Excelerator. Its success established the CASE acronym in industry. 

Since then, more and more CASE products have been running on personal computers or 

intelligent workstations. 

In the past several years, much has happened in the area of CASE. Research efforts have 

been concentrated on improving CASE tools functionality and efficiency. New products 

are continually appearing. Particularly, the studies which compare traditional software 

development with software development using CASE have been conducted. They 

showed that the productivity and quality can be greatly improved by using CASE tools. 

Although modem CASE technology is still very young, the technology is improving at a 

staggering rate. New products (called tools) are emerging monthly, and best existing 
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products are improving annually. Of course, some of products fail in the marketplace due 

to different reasons. 

3.1. Life Cycle of Software System Development 

The identification of the "software crisis" in the late 1960s and the notion that software 

development is an engineering discipline led to the view that the process of software 

development is like other engineering processes [Sommerville, 96]. The model of the 

software development process is called "software life cycle". 

The software development life cycle is a phased approach to analysis and design which 

holds that system are best developed through the utilization of a specific cycle of analyst 

and user activities. 

3.1.1. "Waterfall" Life Cycle 

There are numerous variations of software life cycle. The typical one is known as the 

"waterfall" model. This model includes five stages [Sommerville, 96], as shown in Figure 

3.1. They are: 

(1) Requirements analysis and definition: The system's services, constrains and goals are 

established by consultation with system's users. They are then defined in a manner which 

is understandable by both users and developers. 

(2) System and software design: The systems design process partitions the requirement 

to either hardware or software system and establishes an overall system architecture. 

Software design involves representing the software system functions so that they may be 

transformed into one or more executable programs. 

(3) Implementation and unit testing: During this stage, the software design is 

represented as a set of programs or program units. Unit testing involves verifying that 

each unit meets its specification. 

( 4) Integration and system testing: The individual program units or programs are 

integrated and tested as a complete system to ensure that the software requirements have 

been met. 
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(5) Operation and maintenance: During this phase, the system is installed and put into 

practical use. Maintenance involves correcting errors which were not discovered in 

earlier stages of the life cycle, improving the implementation of system units and 

enhancing the system's services as new requirements are discovered. 

Require men~ 
definition 

j' t 
Systentand 

software design 

~ 
lmple~ntation 

and unit tesfulg t 
' Integration and 

systent U!siing t t Operation and 
maintenance 

Figure 3.1. The waterfall model of the lifecycle [Sommerville, 96]. 

It is very important that during the final phase of the life cycle (operation and 

maintenance), information is fed back to previous development phases. Errors and 

omissions in the original software requirements are discovered, program and design 

errors come to light and the need for new func~ionality is identified. Maintenance may 

involve changes in requirements design and implementation, and it may highlight the 

need for further system testing. All the modifications can be made in this phase and the 

software system is refined again and again. 

3.1.2. 00 Life Cycle 

A high-level reference model for object-oriented software development life cycle has 

been defined by the Object Management Group (OMG), as shown in Figure 3 .2. This 

model covers the activities that must be carried out during an 00 project. 
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Figure 3.2. The 00 software development lifecycle proposed by OMG [Yourdon, 94] . 

Object Modeling: One of the important characteristics of an 00 project is that all the 

life-cycle activities share common vocabulary, notation, and strategies - that is, 

everything revolves around objects [Yourdon, 94]. Therefore, Object Modeling provides 

a set of terms and concepts for representing everything within the scope of analysis and 

design as an object. 

Strategic modeling: Enterprise and business modeling. It covers requirements capture 

and development planning. 

Analysis Modeling and Design Modeling: The concepts of Analysis Modeling and 

Design Modeling are familiar to most software engineers. During the process of 

obtaining a description of the problem domain, the 00 analysis model is built. The 

Design Modeling covers specifications of object types, operations and interfaces. The 

design must meet quality requirements. 

Implementation Modeling: This is physical design and involves designing modules and 

the distribution strategy [Graham, 94a] . During this phase, the software and hardware to 

be used should be considered. 
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3.2. CASE Tools Categories 

In general, the CASE tools which are used in different areas can be classified in two, 

orthogonal ways: 

(1) Function- oriented --- In this way, the classification of tools is based on the functions 

they provide. 

(I) Planning and estimation tools 
(2) Text editing tools 
(3) Document preparation tools 
(4) Configuration management tools 
(5) Prototyping tools 
( 6) Diagram editing tools 
(7) Data dictionary tools 
(8) User interface management systems 
(9) Method support tools 
(10) Language processing tools 
(I I) program analysis tools 
(I 2) Interactive debugging systems 
(13) Program transformation tools 
(I4) Modelling and simulation tools 
(I5) Test data generation tools 

Figure 3.3. The classification of tools based on functions [Sommerville, 96] 

CASE tools can be classified by the functions they perform. Figure 3.3 shows the 

function-oriented classification of tools. These CASE tools are grouped according to 

their uses in various areas. In other words, these tools can separately automate the 

solving of different types of problems. 

(2) Activity-oriented - This classification of tools is based on the process activities they 

support, such as requirements specification, design, implementation, etc. 

Nowadays, the term "CASE" refers to tools supporting the entire software lifecycle, 

including specification, design, development, and maintenance phases. CASE "tools" are 

programs (software) that automate or support one or more phases of a systems 

development lifecycle. Therefore CASE tools might often be classified into three broad 

categories according to the CASE problems on which they focus [Whitten et al., 94]: 
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a. Upper-CASE tools (front-end CASE tools): 

The term upper-CASE describes tools that automate or support the "upper" or front-end 

phases of the systems development life cycle; namely, systems planning, systems analysis, 

and general systems design [Whitten et al. , 94]. 

Upper-CASE tools for system planning help analysts and consultants to capture, store, 

organize, and analyze models of the business and define business strategies. Most 

planning tools can perform analysis on different matrices to identify logical "groups" of 

data, functions, locations and other planning information , and help develop the planned 

databases, networks, and information systems. 

Upper-CASE tools for system analysis and design deal with the high-level design, 

specification, and analysis of software requirements. These tools allow users to create 

and modify the design of systems, help primarily analysts and designers to support the 

modeling of an organization's functional requirements, and assist them in drawing the 

boundaries for a given project. 

b. Lower-CASE tools (back-end tools): 

The term lower-CASE describes tools that automate or support the "lower" or back-end 

phases of the life cycle; namely, detailed systems design, systems implementation, and 

systems support [Whitten et al., 94]. 

Lower-CASE tools deal with the detailed design, coding, assembly, and testing of 

software. These tools are used more often by programmers and workers who must 

implement the systems designed via upper CASE tools. They have mainly functions as 

the following: 

• Helping programmers to more quickly test and debug their program code. 

• Helping programmers or analysts to automatically generate program code from 

analysis and design specifications. 

• Helping designers and programmers to design and automatically generate special or 

detailed system design components like screens and databases. 

• Automatically generating complete application code from analysis and design 

specifications. 
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c. Cross life cycle CASE tools: 

The term cross life cycle CASE refers to tools that support activities across the entire life 

cycle. This includes activities such as project management and estimation [Whitten et al., 

94]. 

The mam activities across the entire systems development life cycle are: project 

management, estimation and documentation. Project management tools are used to help 

managers plan, schedule, report on, and manage their projects and resources. Estimation 

tools are used to assist users in the estimation of time and cost to complete the project. 

Documentation tools allow users to assemble documentation that may have been created 

in different phases of the life cycle. 

3.3. 00 CASE Tools 

3.3.1. Background 

Object-oriented CASE tools are these tools which are used to support the software 

development adopting object-oriented analysis (OOA) and object-oriented design (OOD) 

methods. 

The purpose of designing 00 CASE tools is to help a user to perform analysis and 

design tasks adopting Object-Oriented approaches. 

Since the CASE tool focuses on 00 techniques, it should support the following 

concepts: 

• Classes (should include Attributes and Operations) 

• Objects (Instances of a Class) 

• Inheritance 

• Communication and relationships between Objects and Classes 

00 graphical CASE tools can help the analyst or designer to draw a graphical 

representation of the developed model The diagram is composed of a set of graphical 

primitives. In general, 00 CASE Graphical tools have these distinct features: 
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• The tool uses simple graphical primitives: Shapes and Connectors. 

• The tool can explicitly supports classes, objects, functions, inheritance and message 

passing. 

• The tool should have flexible modification abilities (shapes can be moved, resize, 

create and delete, and so on). 

3.3.2. Types of 00 CASE Tools 

So far, the main kinds of tools that are applicable to Object- Oriented Development can 

be classified as follows: 

(1) A graphics- based system supporting the Object-Oriented notations - a tool that can 

be used during analysis to capture the semantics of scenarios, as well as early in the 

development process to capture strategic and tactical design decisions, maintain control 

over the design products. This tool is also useful during systems maintenance. 

(2) A class browser - a tool that knows about the class structure and module 

architecture of a system. Using this tool, a developer can find all of the abstractions that 

are part of the design or are candidates for reuse. For instance, the standard Smalltalk 

environment allows users to browse all the classes of a system. 

(3) An incremental compiler - a compiler that can compile single declarations and 

statements. This kind of evolutionary development corresponds to the principles of 

object-oriented approach and provides the support that is necessary for OOP. But, 

unfortunately, most existing compile systems are still traditional, batch-oriented. 

( 4) A debugger with knowledge of classes - a debugging tool that knows about class 

and object semantics. Traditional debuggers for non- object-oriented programming 

languages do not include knowledge about classes and objects, and can not permit the 

developer to find the really important information needed to debug an object- oriented 

program (eg. using a stand C debugger for C++ programs, while possible). 

(5) A configuration management and version- control tool. 
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( 6) A class librarian - a librarian tool that allows developers to locate classes and 

modules in the library according to different criteria and add useful classes and modules 

to the library as they are developed. 

(7) A GUI (Graphical User Interface) builder - a tool to interactively create dialogues. 

3.4. Evaluation of the Current CASE Tools 

3.4.1. Advantages 

Now, more and more people realize that it is important to use CASE tools. A lot of 

research in evaluation of the use of CASE tools has been done in the past. Many surveys 

about the use of CASE tools have been conducted. For example, a survey of 834 

organizations was carried out by G.M.Wijers [1990]; an investigation of CASE tools 

utilization which covers hundreds of companies was undertaken in different countries 

[Stobart et al., 93]. 

These reports stated the advantages of using CASE tools and ma3or reasons for 

purchasing CASE tools. The software development areas that were identified as having 

the largest increase in quality were those of: Code Generation, Prototyping and Project 

Control. The software development phases that were identified as having the largest 

increase in efficiency were those of: Program Design, Code Generation, Prototyping and 

Maintenance. 

It is reported that many financial institutions have dynamic systems delivery 

environments and have used CASE products to assist in their systems delivery to their 

client base. 

Many companies identified the following commonly found advantages that could be 

gained from the use of CASE products: 

( 1) increased productivity, 

(2) reduced development and maintenance costs, 

(3) faster delivery, 

(4) improved documentation. 
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In summary, it was identified that the theorised and promised benefits and advantages 

from using CASE are the same world-wide. 

3.4.2. CASE Tools Problems 

Some research reports pointed out that many of the current CASE tools suffer from 

generic problems. These tools have too many inconvenient characteristics which prevent 

companies realizing the benefits that could be obtain by their use. The major problems 

are: 

(1) Tools do not offer the possibility to use several different methods in an integrated 

manner. 

(2) The integration between tools for different software development phases is poor. 

(3) Tools often required a change to methods other than those used within the 

organisations. 

( 4) Tools for project management are not integrated with tools for the other software 

development activities. 

(5) The coupling of design data to the tool repository is weak. 

( 6) There are no multi-user application development possibilities, for communication 

between the CASE tools users . 

Currently CASE tools are costly and immature products. Because of rigidity and weak 

support of the user's native methods and methodologies in existing CASE tools, a well 

planned training investment must be considered before CASE can be successfully used. 

Therefore, high costs of tools seem to be a major reasons for their rejection by many 

organisations. 

Figure 3 .4 shows the major problems with current CASE tools. The lack of multi-user 

development support was the most common. Some of the tools can only support a 

limited set of methods, and therefore cannot satisfy users' needs. 

CASE tools without multi-user support, version control and some notion of work 

packages are virtually useless except for smallest projects. Multi-user support is essential 

for any large project and especially when development teams are geographically 

distributed [Graham, 94a]. It is, however, obvious that all organisations' methods are not 

similar to those supported in CASE tools. Therefore, one way to alleviate this problem is 
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to develop CASE environments that can cover a variety of different methods and can 

thereby satisfy most organisations' different needs. 
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Figure 3.4. Major Problems with Current CASE Tools 

[Stobart et al. , 93] 
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In summary, CASE tools in all countries seem to be considered immature. They suffer 

from a number of distinct problems. Poor tool integration, lack of multi-user 

development facilities and poor method support were common problems identified m 

many countries. 

Investigations and researches have indicated that [ Stobart et al ., 93]: 

(1) A major reason given for using CASE is to improve the overall 'software production 

process, especially in the area of control. Undoubtedly, users can get great benefits from 

the use of CASE. 

(2) The implementation of CASE is a costly business and should only be undertaken in a 

planned manner. Management support is essential if it is to succeed. 

(3) CASE tools need to be flexible and capable of customisation and integration. 

( 4) The exact relationship between the use of CASE and the use of methods is far from 

clear. However, it would appear that since there are so many differing methods in use 

that CASE products need to remain very flexible. 
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3.5. CASE Tools Development Research Strategies 

Although CASE tools were designed to address productivity and quality issues of 

systems development, it is now widely accepted that they have not totally succeeded in 

achieving their stated goals. They have been criticised for their lack of flexibility and 

potential inefficiencies. These current CASE tools cannot meet all kinds of customers' 

needs. In order to overcome these weaknesses, two major approaches have been 

investigated. 

3.5.1. Federated CASE Environment 

In spite of the recent advances made in systems development methodologies there has 

been some uneasiness about methodology choice and utilization, and in some cases their 

practical validity. Sometimes, because of a number of limitations that characterise most 

of the current methodologies, it is hard to decide which methodology should be chosen. 

In methodologies, the most serious of these limitations are: 

• explicitly prescriptive, 

• problem specific, 

• inadequate support for all phases of the life-cycle. 

One Approach to overcome the weaknesses of existing methodologies is to create an 

open methodology environment in which different methodologies co-exist in a federated 

architecture, to contribute to a system's development [Papahristos & Grey, 91]. This 

implies that the supporting CASE tools of these methodologies must also be allowed to 

co-exist in a way that enable reusability of information collected through one CASE tool 

by another. In the open methodology environment, users can select any one of the 

existing methodologies. Such a development environment can: 

(1) Result in a highly flexible methodology being used which is capable of blending with 

other organisational procedures. 

(2) Facilitate the development of procedural pattern in response to a system's contextual 

changes. 

(3) Allow choice for the system developer in selecting the most appropriate problem 

representation or the preferred development methods. 

( 4) Result in a complete and consistent methodology, supporting all phases of the life

cycle. 
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One of the methods implementing such an open methodology environment is to make 

use of a Data Dictionary (DD) during the information resource management (IRM). The 

Data Dictionary is used in the planning, administration and operation of an organisation's 

information processing activities. A more suitable approach for achieving an open 

methodology environment could be to interface a common Data Dictionary to a variety 

of CASE tools while letting them retain their own local data dictionaries. 

In general, there are three data levels in an Information Resource Dictionary System 

(IRDS): Fundamental level, IRD definition level, and IRD level. The Fundamental level 

consists of the types of data, instances of which are to be recorded on the IRD definition 

level; The IRD definition level provides an extensible definition of the types of 

information which may be recorded at the IRD level; the IRD level is the level on which 

the content of an Information Resource Dictionary is recorded. 

CASE tools are supported by a Data Dictionary in which a user's various projects are 

stored. Each CASE tool available in the market today has its own, usually non-standard, 

Data Dictionary, thus making it difficult to integrate them. This problem can be 

effectively overcome if the tools are made to operate from a common shared Data 

Dictionary. Under the open methodology environment, the common Data Dictionary 

would be made to act as the co-existence mechanism for the different methodologies, 

while the local data dictionaries would maintain the autonomy of an individual CASE 

tool, allowing their techniques and information to be shared between methodologies. 

This environment is called Federated CASE Environment (FCE). 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the major components of the FCE. The com of the FCE 

architecture is a meta-translator toolkit which consists of Query Meta-translation Module 

(QMM) and Diagram Meta-translation Module (DMM). The meta-translator can 

complete translation of queries and diagrams between CASE tools. 
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Figure 3.5. FCE Architecture [Papahristos & Grey, 91) 

3.5.2. CASE Shell 
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CASE 1 

CA.SE n 

Today, CASE has been taken into extensive use and more and more CASE tools have 

emerged in the world. But most companies do not choose, however, a strategy too 

incorporate existing methods into tools. More likely the methods are determined by the 

chosen tool. The problem for users in adopting CASE tools is that new methods and 

models must often be learned while introducing the tool. One way to alleviate this 

problem is to develop CASE environments that can cover a variety of different methods 

and can thereby satisfy most organizations' different needs. 

Because many existing CASE tools support only a few methodologies and a limited set 

of methods, there is a growing need for customizable CASE tools - CASE shells (or 

meta-CASE environment). CASE shells "Offer mechanisms to specify a CASE tool for 

an arbitrary method or a chain of methods" [Rossi et al. , 92]. They are different from 

ordinary CASE tools supporting a fixed set of methods. A CASE shell allows the user to 
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specify his own method or metamodel. With a CASE shell, the user can more easily build 

computer supported methods for a given task or project due to its flexibility. CASE shell 

may be classified as follows [Marttiin et al ., 93]: 

database oriented: to define the description languages which deals with methods by 

using a metalanguage. 

interface oriented: to establish a CASE environment around generic graphical notations. 

extension kit: to build an extension for existing CASE tools will allow new 

methodologies to be specified and added into the corresponding CASE tool. 

knowledge oriented: in knowledge oriented tools, the meta-metamodel is often based on 

a set of logical rules. 

In the field of Software Engineering and Information System Development (SE/ISD), the 

software process is called "the total set of software engineering activities needed to 

transform user's requirements into software" [Oquendo et al ., 92]. The purposes of 

process models include facilitating human understanding and communication, improving 

project and process management, facilitating automatic guidance in performing 

processes, and supporting automatic execution. Further, these are fitted to varying 

organizational and project based practices. A successful meta-CASE environment needs 

to be powerful enough to manage these diversified needs. The flexibility in process 

models can be implemented under such a meta-CASE environment: 

(1) Support for different life cycle strategies: ISD process should not be forced to follow 

only one life cycle strategy. 

(2) Support for varied methodology processes: Finding a single best methodology 

suitable for all development projects seems to be impossible. To satisfy different users' 

needs, the meta-CASE environment should support varying methodologies (including the 

methodologies defined by the users) . 

(3) Management of products evolution: Due to the complexity of ISD, user 

requirements, solution candidates and chosen models may change all the time. Therefore, 

the tools for handling versions and revisions of products, and for navigating between 

them, are needed in the meta-CASE environment. Also, these tools should support any 

managerial activities. 
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(4) Modification: The process model structure and activities should be modifiable during 

the actual process. 

Since methods are undergoing very rapid evolution at present it may be wise either to 

use very low-cost tools that can be replaced or adopt a meta-CASE approach. The latter 

is more expensive but more adaptable and the tools should be less likely to need 

replacement as methods settle down. This gives advantages in terms of training and the 

continuity of large projects. 

3.6. Rationale Behind MIGOCE Development 

3.6.1.Motivation 

The limitation of current tools 

( 1) Multiplicity of 00 methodologies 

There are over 50 different Object-Oriented analysis and design methodologies. Each of 

these methodologies has itself advantages and disadvantages. For a certain methodology, 

the Object Model is expressed in terms of a graphical and/or textual notation. Notations 

show the differences between one methodology and another. Figure 3. 6 - Figure 3. 8 

illustrate separately the notations for classes and objects of a few 00 methodologies 

described in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.6. The Coad/Y ourdon notation for Classes and objects 

(a). Graphical representation for a class 

(b ) . Graphical representation for class and objects 
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Figure 3.8. The Booch notation for classes and objects 
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From these figures it is obvious that the notations for the same concept are very different 

from each other among different 00 methodologies. Users have to choose the 

methodologies they need and the corresponding notations and semantics of these 

methodologies before they start working on their projects. 

(2)Methodology-dependence 

So far, most of OOAD CASE tools, particularly upper tools, are methodology

dependent. They support only a limited set of methodologies. Many of these tools 

support one or two methodologies. Users cannot choose arbitrarily CASE tools 

according to real requirements, but rely on existing CASE products which support 

particular methodologies. 

None of the existing methodologies and corresponding CASE tools can support the 

whole process of system development nor meet all kinds of users' requirements. Analysts 

who follow formal rules blindly do not always develop the skill of being able to deal 

successfully with the unexpected. Thus there will be a need on some projects to adapt 

and alter even the best of the existing methodologies. This indicates a strong requirement 

for tools which are useful independently of any particular methodology: tools where any 

appropriate diagram type or documentation style can be used [Graham, 94a]. 
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Sometimes, it is more difficult to decide which tool is better when a complicated system 

is to be built from analysis, through design to implementation, because some CASE tools 

stress system analysis phase, but some stress system design. For example, it is suggested 

that the analysis of CoadN ourdon and Booch design can be applied together to deal 

with some problem domains [F. Losavio et al. , 94]. It is clear that there is a growing 

need for methodology-independent CASE tools. 

The evolution of 00 methodologies 

00 methodologies themselves are actually m constant evolution. The change is 

necessary as 00 methodologies should meet the real requirements to describe and model 

real problem domains. Therefore, new concepts and notations might be introduced. The 

improvement of 00 methodologies themself results in the generation of new version of 

CASE tools which support corresponding 00 methodologies. This limits the usage of 

these CASE tools which are being used by some organizations and their new versions 

which just emerge at market. These organizations have to buy the new versions to help 

them to develop more complex systems. 

However, there is one interesting aspect of 00 methodologies that should be considered: 

while the 00 CASE tools are just now appearing in the early to mid-l 990s, the 

underlying 00 methodologies are still undergoing a significant evolutionary development 

[Y ourdon, 94] . 

In order to meet users' different requirements, flexible, customizable CASE tools are 

needed. These tools should cover a range of methodologies and can be used to define the 

user's own methodologies, and the corresponding notations and underlying semantics. 

3.6.2. MIGOCE Overall Architecture 

00 upper-CASE tools can help users to analyze and design systems usmg 00 

methodologies. In these CASE tools, the expression of 00 concepts are performed by 

building 00 models and displaying 00 diagrams on a screen. The representation of 

graphs is the key issue of many OOA and OOD CASE tools. Therefore, these tools often 

have strong graphical functions and ran under Direct Manipulation (DM) environments. 

But, as mentioned before, most of current upper CASE tools are methodology-
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dependent. The 00 diagrams can only support one or two special notations. CASE tools 

have so far not been meeting the expectations of users and management. 

An 00 upper-CASE tool kit is proposed in the thesis. This is a Methodology

Independent Graphical 00 CASE Environment (MIGOCE). To build such an 

environment, the key points are: 

( 1) To design notations that support a range of different methodologies, including the 

user's own defined notations. 

(2) To form corresponding OOA and OOD diagraming environments. 

Figure 3.9 represents MIGOCE major components. 

OONotatlon 
Workshop 

00 Notation 
Repository 

The user 

Universal 00 
Diagraming Tool 

Figure 3.9. The major components of the MIGOCE system 

The MIGOCE system consists of three parts - 00 Notation Workshop, 00 Notation 

Repository and Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. A user can communicate with the 

MIGOCE system through the interface. 
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00 Notation Workshop 

00 Notation Workshop is actually an 00 graphical editor which has the following 

characteristics: 

• It allows designing all kinds of notations supported by existing 00 methodologies 

• It allows the design of users' own defined notations 

• Easy browsing of the existing notations 

• Strong file management functions 

• Flexible graphical functions 

The user can use 00 Notation Workshop to design arbitrary notations which are stored 

into 00 Notation Repository. 

00 Notation Repository 

This is a notation database which contains many sets of notations. It allows the storage 

of information about all notations that are basis of forming the Object-Oriented analysis 

and design environment. 

The two-way arrow between 00 Notation Workshop and 00 Notation Repository 

indicates the interactive communications between them. Once a notation is defined by the 

user, it can be stored into the repository; On the other hand, the user can extract some 

notations from the repository when he (or she) wants to modify them. 

In addition, 00 Notation Repository communicates with Universal 00 Diagraming 

Tool. It can provide the diagraming tool with what the tool needs at all times. The two

way arrow between 00 Notation Repository and Universal 00 Diagraming Tool shows 

the data-flow between them. The new diagrams created by the diagraming tool also can 

be stored in the repository. 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

This is a graphical OOA and OOD environment that consists of some individual design 

windows. The user may complete his (or her) Object-Oriented analysis and design under 
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the corresponding environment that supports a certain methodology which the user 

needs. 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool accesses the notations in 00 Notation Repository to 

generate a certain OOA or OOD window which the user requires. For example, when the 

user wants to perform object-oriented analysis by using Coad/Yourdon methodology, he 

(or she) can choose the Coad/Yourdon's notation from the repository and draw the 00 

diagrams, adopting Coad/Yourdon's methodology. 

Figure 3 .10 illustrates the architecture of MIGOCE. The components included in 00 

Notation Workshop (OONW) are: Notation File Manager, Notation Set Manager, Basic 

Shape Designer and Window Manager. The functions of these components are: 

• Notation File Manager: Managing notation files and communicating with the 

repository 

• Notation Set Manager: Managing notation sets 

• Basic Shape Designer: Designing basic shapes 

• Window Manager: Window management 

The components included in Universal 00 Diagraming Tool (UOODT) are: 00 

Methodology Selector, 00 Diagram Creator, OOAIOOD File Manager and 

Window Manager . The following are the functions of these components: 

• 00 Methodology Selector: Selecting the 00 methodologies stored in the repository 

• 00 Diagram Creator: Creating 00 Diagrams 

• OOAIOOD File Manager: Managing OOA/OOD diagram files and communicating 

with the repository 

• Window Manager: Window management 
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Chapter 4 

Task Analysis and User Interface Design 

"Task analysis is the process of analyzing the way people perform their jobs: the things 

they do, the things they act on and the things they need to know" [Dix et al., 93]. 

Task analysis covers a range of techniques used by ergonornists, designers, operators and 

assessors to describe, and in some cases evaluate, the human-machine and human-human 

interactions in systems. Therefore, task analysis is a methodology which is supported by 

a number of specific techniques to help the analyst collect information, organize it, and 

then use it to make various judgements or design decisions. In recently years, more and 

more people have paid attention to a problematic area in the design of new system and 

new work places -Task Analysis (TA) and Task Modeling (TM). 

As an important domain, Task Analysis ( TA ) is researched in order to enable computer 

systems to effectively serve users. The application of task analysis methods provides the 

user with a "blueprint" of human involvements in a system, building a detailed picture of 

that system from the human perspective. Such structured information can be used to 

ensure that there is compatibility between system goals and human capabilities and 

organization, so that the system goals will be achieved. Usage of explicit task analysis 

approaches should therefore lead to more efficient and effective integration of the human 

element into system design and operations. 

Task analysis is a similar activity to requirements analysis as practised in systems analysis 

and design. Actually, task analysis involves the study of what an operator is required to 

do to achieve a system goal. Task analysis can be used when designing a system, 

evaluating a system design, or if a particular human-machine system performance 

problem has been "targeted" to be analysed and resolved. Task analysis can be 

undertaken at any stage in the life cycle of a system and exits during the whole process of 

the system design. 

Task analysis can help in decisions about where to automate processes, how to determine 

user's requirements, and how to train staff and ensure efficiency. Task analysis can form 

the basis for the analysis of human errors in systems, and can be used in incident or 
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accident investigations, to define what went wrong and to help identify remedial 

measures, thus to enhance the safety of systems. Task analysis can be also used to 

identify maintenance support tools and systems of work. Specially, Task analysis has 

played a very important role in the design of HCI. It help designers to analyse user's job 

and achieve successfully the user's goal. 

4.1. User Interface Design of 00 CASE Tools 

Human-computer interfaces are the physical surface and facilities, between the human 

user and the computer, providing the medium through which they can connect and 

interact; the physical (visual, audio, tactile) means, methods, and patterns that support 

human-computer interaction [Treu, 94a] . 

Interaction involves at least two participants: the user and the system. Both are complex, 

and are very different from each other in the way that they communicate and view the 

domain and task. The interface must therefore effectively translate between them to 

allow the interaction to be successful. If the actions allowed by the system correspond to 

those intended by the user, the interaction will be effective. Psychologists are insistent on 

this point: interactive system design should be user- centered and "early and continual 

focus on the user" [Shneiderman, 93]. 

4.1.1. The Role of Task Analysis 

Task analysis is potentially the most powerful method in the field of Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI) either for evaluating systems or for producing requirement 

specifications. 

The task analysis in the design of 00 CASE tool user interface is "user centered" . Users 

bring tasks to the system which have been defined within their occupational role. Task 

cognition impinges upon the design of a computer system in the degree to which it 

defines the required functionality of the system, in the extent to which working practices 

in the external task domain must be accommodated within the internal system domain 

and the degree to which task-specific assistance can be given. 

In general, most users treat the system as a "black box". They know what want to 

achieve and they know which interface operations achieve that goal, but they have little 
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conception of the precise effects of commands upon the internal states of the computing 

system. The system designer should link the user's conceptual model with conceptual 

objects within the computer system. In another words, it is hoped that the user's 

conceptual understanding is complete and totally consistent with the design model 

employed by the system designer. 

mind 
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Figure 4.1. Behind the Visible Surface [Treu, 94a] 

As Figure 4.1 shows, in the processes of designing 00 CASE tool interfaces, designers 

take the user's real requirements into account through task analysis. Task cognition, 

therefore, is related to objects and states external to the system. Many Objects can be 

represented by easily recognizable, visual means that the interface surfaces. They can 

take on pictorial, iconic, symbolic, graphical, diagrammatic, and other forms . The main 

contributions of task analysis methods in the design of HCI are: 

( 1) Applications at different stages of system design 

• User requirements - During the initial stages of design, task analysis methods are 

needed which capture the overall basic dimensions of current and future user tasks . 

• Conceptual design - At this stage, the designer should map the task description 

onto the detailed design of the computer system interface. 
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• Evaluation of conceptual design - Once the interface design is complete, it is 

possible to evaluate the demands it makes upon users. The availability of the 

interface is evaluated by the designer and the user. 

• Documentation and "reverse engineering" 

After the design of the system has stabilized, the task analysis information may be utilized 

in the development of documentation. The documentation can be tutorial materials and is 

also likely to be used during the processes of system maintenance. Finally, fully detailed 

task analysis documentation would be valuable for the process of "reverse engineering" 

in order to evaluate the interface again and improve it. 

(2) Task analysis in task-system mapping 

There are several things should be done by the designer for task-system mapping: 

• Define task functions 

• Analyze information input and output requirements 

• Identify task objects 

• Adopt task methods 

4.1.2. User Interface Styles 

Interface can be considered as a form of dialogue between a computer and a user. The 

common styles of dialogue are: 

Menus: The structure of a menu-driven interface is based on the hierarchical tree, which 

allows selection from a large number of choices with a relatively small number of options 

in each menu and few levels of the hierarchy. 

Dialogue boxes: Dialogue boxes are information windows. They are used by system to 

bring the user's attention to some important information, possibly an error or a warning 

used to prevent a possible error. 

Direct manipulation (DM): It is well known that WIMP ( Window, Icon, Menus, 

Pointer) is called DM environment. The essential characteristic of such dialogues is that 

some kind of direct representation of the task is presented to the user by the system, with 
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the result that the desired operation or command is achieved by directly manipulating the 

virtual reality embodied in the display. The interface supports the user's task by 

portraying a realistic "virtual world" on the screen. The interface presents a metaphor of 

the application to provide the context for interaction. As this should be based on the 

users' domain model, it should be compatible with their expectations. 

WIMP environments often have many advantages as the following: 

• Explicit action: the user points at and manipulates objects directly on the screen. 

• Immediate feedback: the results of the user's actions are immediately visible. 

• Task analogy: interaction matches the user's conceptual model of how the system 

should operate and the display shows pictures of familiar objects. It is very suitable 

for task analysis and implementation. 

• Graphic tool available: many graphic design tools are available under WIMP 

environments. This save users' time to complete the design of systems. 

The major disadvantages of direct-manipulation dialogues are that they require complex 

and expensive hardware to support a suitable graphics display, and substantial software 

development to implement the chosen metaphor realistically. 

4.1.3. Overview of Techniques for Task Analysis 

Three important kinds of techniques of Task Analysis should be mentioned: 

(1) Task decomposition 

Task decomposition is an analysis method by which a task often is split into sub-task and 

is completed in order. Hierarchical Task Analysis (HT A) is a typical approach of task 

decomposition, which prompts the analyst to establish the conditions when various 

subtasks should be carried out in order to meet a system's goals. HT A was proposed 

originally by Annett and Duncan [Annett & Duncan, 67] as a method of analysis 

decomposition. HT A is concerned with establishing an accurate description of the steps 

that are required in order to complete a task. It was initially developed for training 

applications, but has since been developed and applied in a number of other contexts. It 

can be used to deal with specific issues, such as interface design, work organization, the 

development of operator manuals and job aids, training and human error analysis. 
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(2) Knowledge based techniques 

Knowledge based techniques are analysis methods based on the knowledge about a task 

which the user want to perform. So, the objects and actions are defined and classified 

according to the knowledge in a given domain. Well-known appoaches of knowledge

based task analysis include Task Analysis for Knowledge Description (T AKD) [Johnson 

et al., 84], Task Knowledge Structures (TKS) [Johnson et al., 88], Knowledge Analysis 

of Task (KAT) [Johnson and Johnson, 90] developed from TKS, etc. 

(3) Entity- relation based analysis 

Entity-relation based analysis is a technology which associated with Entity-Relationship 

(E-R) modeling [Chen, 76], and more recently object-oriented programming. It 

emphases the relationships between actions and objects. The entities chosen for task 

analysis will be those which are expected to be represented in the resulting computer 

system. 

4.2. Task Knowledge Structures and 
Knowledge Analysis of Tasks 

Knowledge Based Analysis has emerged as an important aid to early design in human 

computer interaction. It provides an information source from which design decisions can 

be made, and a basic for evaluating designed system. Task Knowledge Structures (TKS) 

is a technique of knowledge-based task analysis. Based on the TKS theory, a method 

called Knowledge Analysis of Tasks (KAT) has been developed by Johnson and Johnson 

(1990). 

4.2.1. Task Knowledge Structures 

TKS has been developed by Johnson et al.[Johnson et al., 88] to allow user tasks to be 

modelled and designed. A TKS represents the different types of knowledge that users are 

expected to recruit and use in task performance. 
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TKS is a method of cognitive task analysis. It is concerned with informing the design 

process through the application of cognitive theories. The Task knowledge that people 

possess is an important subset of their total knowledge(Johnson, 92]. This knowledge 

should be taken into account in the analysis, design and development of software 

systems. 

The TKS theory holds that task knowledge is represented in a person's memory and can 

be described by a TKS which is assumed to be activated during task execution [Johnson, 

92]. Contained within TKSs are goal-oriented and taxonomic substructures: goal

oriented substructures represent a person's knowledge about goals and enabling states, 

subgoals, plans and procedures; taxonomic substructures represent knowledge about the 

properties of task objects and their associated actions. 

Components of a Task Knowledge Structure 

A task is an activity that is undertaken by one or more agents to bring about some 

change of state in a given domain. Agents can include people, animals, or machines. 

Tasks can be grouped together in many ways. One grouping of tasks is in terms of a role. 

An agent assuming a particular role is expected to carry out the set of tasks associated 

with that role [Johnson, 92]. 

Each task is modelled by a TKS and collections of tasks are modelled by related TKSs. A 

TKS consists of the following components (See Figure 4.2.): 

Goals: the state of affairs that the successful performance of a task can produce, i.e. 

desired state changes in the domain of application. 

Subgoals: goals which, when achieved, contribute to the achievement of a further or 

higher order goal. 



GOAL 

TASK 

/~ 
SUBGOAL SUBGOAL 

PROCEDURES PROCEDURES 

/~ /~ 
OBJECTS ACTIONS OBJECTS 

Figure 4.2. A schematic view of the components of a Task Knowledge Structure · 

[Johnson, 91] 
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Procedures: executable activities that produce changes of state and result in a goal or 

subgoal being achieved. 

Actions: units of a activity that make up the executable procedures, each procedure has 

one or more actions. 

Objects: entities upon which or by which the actions are performed and upon which the 

procedures, subgoals and goals are predicated. 

A TKS model includes a goal-oriented substructure, task procedures and a taxonomic 

substructure. The goal-oriented substructure describes the goals and subgoals identified 

within the TKS. There must be an appropriate procedure to allow a goal or a subgoal to 

be executed. Task procedures are executable forms of the task. They rely on knowledge 

of objects and actions, which, when combined, constitute a given procedural unit. 

Properties of objects in a given task context are represented in a taxonomic substructure . 

A taxonomic substructure includes the analysis of actions, objects, the relations between 

them, and the procedures in that which actions and objects are included and how they are 

used. 
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Relations 

A TKS is related to other task knowledge structures by a number of different relations. 

The two forms of relations need to be mentioned: 

Within-role relations: One form of relation between TKSs is in terms of their association 

with a given role that a person may assume. Within a role each task to be performed will 

have a corresponding TKS. 

Between-role relations: A second form of relation between TKSs is in terms of the 

similarity of tasks across different roles. A task may be part of the collection of tasks 

associated with more than one role. 

Representativeness and Centrality 

Representativeness is concerned with the instances and their relations to the class, and is 

a matter of degree rather than an all-or-none property. Centrality is concerned with 

critical points in the task at which success or failure is determined [Johnson, 92]. 

Using TKS, it is important to note that each task is to satisfy a particular goal and that 

there may be many layers of subgoals. Having constructed a TKS model the analyst has 

identified a number of important properties of users' task knowledge of benefit to the 

system designer. Showing the relations between tasks and roles provides the designer 

with a view as to the different kinds of tasks that the system should support by virtue of 

common task-role properties, and which different roles might expect to have access to 

the same task functions and to those task functions which are specific to particular roles 

[Johnson, 89]. 

4.2.2. Knowledge Analysis of Tasks 

Knowledge Analysis of Tasks (KAT) is a method based on the TKS theory. KAT 

identifies the elements of knowledge represented in a task knowledge structure. KAT 

includes the following key points: 
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Collecting task data: A variety of knowledge-gathering techniques of can be used to 

obtain different types of information about a task. These techniques of collecting data 

include protocol analysis, observations, questionnaires and experimental methods, etc. 

Analyzing collected data: After obtaining adequate data based on knowledge elements 

of a task, an analysis of those data is required in terms of TKS components. 

Building task models: a task knowledge structure is produced to model people's 

knowledge in terms of goal structure, procedural substructure and taxonomic 

substructure. 

4.3. A User Task Model 

User task models identify the user's concept of how a task is constructed in terms of its 

functions and operational sequence [Preece & Rogers et al., 94]. These models attempt 

to discover how much users know about the system in terms of its operation and what 

their expectations are about how it will work. The establishment of user task models 

enable a developer to analyze, design and implement a system according to the user's real 

requirements. 

The TKS theory and the KAT method have been adopted for building the task model of 

a methodology-independent graphical 00 CASE environment (called MJGOCE, see 

Section 3.6), because: 

• The TKS task model has both an analytical and descriptive component that enables 

existing users and computers to be analyzed in terms of the tasks they perform and also 

allows models of proposed users and computers to be explicitly described and hence 

reasoned about [Johnson, 91]. TKS can bridge the gap between the knowledge in users' 

mind and the design of computer systems. 

• The TKS model includes both static and dynamic analysis: the goal-oriented 

substructure gives a static goal-subgoal hierarchy; task procedures provide dynamic 

executable processes of the tasks, in which actions are called upon objects. For a whole 

system, both high-level analysis and low-level design are needed. The designer can build 

the model starting with the top goal that derives subgoals. Whereas a tax,onomic 

susstructure gives the lower level description of objects. 
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• KAT is concerned with identifying knowledge relevant to the task. It provides a way 

how to gain the knowledge about a task and steps for building the TKS model. The KAT 

method can help system designers to identify how much information should be provided 

in designing systems, and help users to identify what users expected to have available to 

them at any time. 

As an application of the TKS theory, a user task model of the MIGOCE system has been 

established following the rules of the KAT method. The steps of building the task model 

are: 

(1 )Collecting task data 

The knowledge about designing the MIGOCE system comes from current Object

Oriented Development, 00 CASE literatures, and analysis of the results of using existing 

tools. As mentioned in chapter 3, the MIGOCE system is a methodology-independent 

graphical 00 CASE environment. MIGOCE has two tools: 00 Notation Workshop and 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. The connection between them is a database: 00 

Repository. 

(2)Analyzing task data and building task model 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the high-level user task model based on TKS (See Figure 4.2.). 

Using MIGOCE is the goal the user want to achieve. It derives three subgoals 00 

notations management, OOAIOOD diagrams management and 00 repository 

management. OOAIOOD diagrams management derives four subgoals Create n~ 00 

diagrams, Modify existing 00 diagrams, View 00 diagrams and Print 00 diagrams. 

Create new 00 diagrams is decomposed into two procedures Draw 00 notation icons 

and Edit 00 notation icons. 
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Figure 4.3. A user task model for the MIGOCE system 
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Goal-oriented substructure* 

Goal: Using MIGOCE 

Subgoal: 00 notations management 

Subgoal: Design 00 notations 

Subgoal: Design a notation 

Subgoal: Edit a notation 

Subgoal: View 00 notations 

Subgoal: OOAIOOD diagrams management 

Subgoal: View 00 diagrams 

Subgoal: Print 00 diagrams 

Subgoal: Create new 00 diagrams 

Procedure: Draw 00 notation icons 

Procedure: Edit 00 notation icons 

Subgoal: Modify existing 00 diagrams 

Procedure: Draw 00 notation icons 

Procedure: Edit 00 notation icons 

Subgoal: 00 repository management 

Subgoal: 00 notation repository management 

Procedure: Add a notation 

Procedure: Update a notation 

Procedure: Get a notation 

Procedure: Delete a notation 

Subgoal: 00 diagram repository management 

Procedure: Add a diagram 

Procedure: Update a diagram 

Procedure: Get a diagram 

Procedure: Delete a diagram 
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* The goal-oriented substructure is based on the user task model for MIGOCE (See Figure 4.3) and is 

used for designing the user interface. 
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Task procedures 

Task procedure is a procedure associated with an executable process. For example, 

during the Edit 00 notation icons procedure, the process of copying a notation icon is: 

action Select is invoked upon the 00 notation icon object, then the Copy operation is 

called on this object. The following are two examples of Task Procedures: 

• Procedure Edit 00 notation icons (steps): 

a. Select Select Tool if it is not active 

b. select a notation shape 

c. Edit the selected notation shape 

Cut 

or Copy 

or Paste 

d. Repeat step b and c if it is needed 

• Procedure Draw 00 notation icons (steps): 

a. Select Draw Tool if it is not active 

b. Choose the node icon from the 00 notation set 

c. Position the copy of the selected node icon in the design window by clicking 

the left mouse button 

d. Repeat step c if many copies of the selected node icon are needed in an 00 

diagram 

Taxonomic substructure 

The taxonomic substructure of a TKS model is associated with low-level design. For the 

interface design of the MIGOCE system, it plays an important role of matching the user's 

tasks to visual components of the user interface, such as menu, icon, etc., by which the 

user can send messages to the system. The taxonomic substructure of MIGOCE will be 

discussed in Section 6.1. (GUI of 00 Notation Workshop). The identified task objects 

are addressed and further modelled in Chapter 5. 



Chapter 5 

The Static and Dynamic 
Object Models of MIGOCE 

In an object-oriented methodology, the static models of an application specify the classes 

within the application and the relationships that exist among those classes; the dynamic 

models express the behaviours specified by the requirements of the application and 

describe the messages that are passed between objects. The objects described by the 

dynamic models are instances of the classes from the static models which must support 

the behaviours demanded by the requirements and expressed in the dynamic models. 

Applying the TKS theory and the KAT method has resulted in identification of the task 

objects. The Booch methodology has been adopted to represent the static and dynamic 

object models of MIGOCE. 

5.1. Modeling 00 Notation Workshop 

Graphical 00 notations are symbols for representing the 00 concepts, e.g. classes, 

objects, relationships, and their modifiers . Different 00 methodologies have their unique 

notations. 00 Notation Workshop (OONW) is a window based graphical tool which can 

be used to build existing as well as define new 00 notations. It supports methodology

independent 00 Diagrarning Tool by providing different notations through 00 Notation 

Repository. Based on the notations stored in 00 Notation Repository, the designer can 

select different 00 notation sets to support different 00 methodologies. 

5.1.1. 00 Notation Workshop Specifications 

A graph editor is an interactive tool that presents a graph to the user pictorially and 

allows the user to edit the graph. Notation Workshop is an interactive graphic editor. 

With it, the user can create, modify, name, and edit (cut, copy, paste) notations. It has 

two modes, the design mode and the view mode. The user can easily change its mode. In 
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the design mode, two kind of tools exist: drawing tools and the selection tool. In the 

view mode, only the selection tool exists. 

In the design mode, when a drawing tool is active, the user can create basic shapes using 

the current drawing tool; when the selection tool is active, the user can select a basic 

shape by clicking the left mouse button on it. A selected basic shape is indicated visually 

by displaying the control points (small squares) that appear along the edges of the 

bounding rectangle of it. A selected basic shape can be edited (move, copy, cut, resize) 

and its color, pen size and pen style can be changed. If an action produces an unwanted 

result when the user creates or edits a basic shape, s/he can reverse or undo the action 

before performing any other actions. The user can change the current pen color, pen size 

and pen style when a drawing tool is active or when the selection tool is active but the 

current selection is empty. 

In the view mode, the user can select a notation shape, a selected notation shape is 

indicated visually by displaying the control points (small squares) that appear along the 

edges of it. A selected notation shape can be modified, edited (move, copy, cut, resize) 

or named. 

The user can delete all the basic shapes from the design screen or delete all the notation 

shapes from the view screen. The user can zoom in or zoom out basic shapes and 

notation shapes. 

All the notation shapes created using 00 Notation Workshop can be stored for later 

retrieval, inspection, or modification. 

5.1.2. The Class Hierarchy of the Basic Shapes 

The basic shapes which are used to form graphical notations are drawing elements of 00 

Notation Workshop. These basic shapes are arc, curve, ellipse, line, polygon, rectangle, 

and rounded rectangle. Each basic shape has its bounding rectangle, position, and is 

displayed using its pen size, its pen type and its colour. The class hierarchy for the basic 

shapes is shown in Figure 5. 1. On the top of the inheritance hierarchy is the abstract class 

Basic Shape. It defines the attributes & operations common for all graphical icons. At 

this level the attributes Color, PenSize, PenType, Bound & operations GetSizeO, 

GetBoundO, GetPosO, QueryPenSizeO, QueryPenTypeO, UpdateBoundO, 

UpdateSizeO, UpdatePositionO are defined. 
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Figure 5.1. The class hierarchy for the basic shapes 

Some basic shapes can be filled with a color, these basic shapes are ellipse, polygon, 

rectangle, and rounded rectangle. An abstract class called Filled Basic Shape is created 

to represent all basic shapes with an inside color. The modified class hierarchy for the 

basic shapes is shown in Figure 5.2 . 
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In Notation Workshop, a notation shape is a collection of basic shapes. A new filled 

basic shape may partially or wholly overlap other basic shapes. When an inside color of a 

filled basic shape is white, sometime it is very useful when it is transparent. The abstract 

class Filled Basic Shape has defined three display methods: Filled, Overlap and 

Transparent. Figure 5.3 shows an example, where three filled ellipses share a common 

structure but each ellipse uses its own display method. 

a: Overlap b: Filled c: Transparent 

Figure 5.3. An example of three different filled ellipses 

Each filled basic shape has three different display methods. The class hierarchy is further 

refined by the creation of an abstract class for each filled basic shape. Three subclasses 

which are derived from this abstract class. Each subclass shares a common structure of 

its superclass and has its own display method. The final class hierarchy for the basic 

shapes is shown in Figure 5. 4 . 
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I ,,,..-----\ __ , __ 

Figure 5.4. The final class hierarchy for the basic shapes 

5.1.3. The Static Object Model of 00 Notation Workshop 

In Notation Workshop, 00 Repository contains zero or more 00 methodologies~ an 

00 methodology contains a set of notation shapes and a notation shape is a collection of 

basic shapes. Figure 5.5 shows the basic static model of 00 Notation Workshop. 
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Figure 5.5. The basic static model of 00 Notation Workshop 

The refined static model of 00 Notation Workshop is given in Figure 5.6. In order to 

separate data from the interface for that data, objects of the TDrawDocument class are 

used to contain many different types of data and provide methods to access that data, 

objects of the TDraw View class are used to form interfaces between objects of the 

TDrawDocument class and the user interface and to control how the data is displayed on 

the screen and how the user can interact with the data. Instances of the TDrawView class 

contain instances of the TDrawDocument class, the TNotation class, the TBasicShape 

class, the TPoint class and the TPen class; instances of the TDrawDocument class 

contain instances of the TNotations class, the TNotation class and the TBasicShape class; 

instances of the TNotations class contain a container that can hold an unspecified 

number of TNotation objects; instances of the TNotation class contain a container that 

can hold an unspecified number of TBasicShape objects; and instances of the 

TBasicShape class contain a container that can hold an unspecified number of TPoint 

objects. In C++, a container class is the template class and has its corresponding 

argument [Martin, 95]. 
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Figure 5.6. The refined static model of 00 Notation Workshop 

5.1.4. The Main Behaviours of OONW 
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Figure 5. 7 shows the object diagram modeling the creation of a basic shape. Creating a 

basic shape requires the collaboration of several different objects. The :TDrawView 

object which is the instance of the TDrawView class invokes the operation 

leftButtonDownO upon the BasicShape object that is the instance of the TBasicShape 

class. Subsequently, the BasicShape object calls Add(type) upon the : Tpoints object. 
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Figure 5. 7. The object diagram modeling the creation of a basic shape 
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Before drawing a basic shape, the :TDrawView object invokes the operation setPenO on 

the object Pen. In tum, the object Pen calls getColorO. getSizeO and getTypeO upon the 

BasicShape object. When the mouse is moving, the :TDrawView object sends the 

mouseMoveO massage to the DragDC object, then the DragDC object adds the new 

point (current mouse position) to the : Tpoints object. When the button is up, the 

: TDrawView object invokes the operation leftButtonUpO upon the DrawDoc object 

which is the instance of the TDrawDocument class. In tum the Draw Doc object sends 

the AddBasicShape(*BasicShape) massage to the BasicShapes object that is the instance 
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of the TNotation class. Finally, the DrawDoc object calls NotifyViewsO to update the 

: TDrawView object. 

Figure 5.8 shows the object diagram modeling changing the color of a selected basic 

shape. The user sends message ChangeColor by selecting the menu item Pen Color or 

Bitmap button 1-:WI, the : TDraw View object receives ChangeColor message from the user 

interface, and sends message GetColor to the instance of TChooseColorDialog, then 

sends SetColor message to object Selected and ModifyBasicShape messages to the 

DrawDoc object. After sending Find and Modify messages to object Basicshapes. The 

DrawDoc object invokes the operation SetDirty(ture) upon itself, and sends message 

NotifyViewsO to the instance of class TDrawView to update the color of the selected 

basic shape. 

9. Notify JliewsO 

8. SetDirty(ture) 
-4--

1 / 5. ModifyBasicShape 

7. Modi 

2. GetColor 
_____. 

: TChooseColorDialog 

3. SetColor 

4. SetPenColor 

Figure 5.8. The object diagram modeling changing the color of a selected basic shape 

The object diagram in Figure 5. 9 models the operations followed when adding an 00 

notation to the Draw Doc object and the object diagram in Figure 5 .10 shows the 

message passing used to save an 00 notation set. The numbers indicate the general 

sequence in which these operations will be invoked. 
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Figure 5.9. The object diagram modeling the creation of an 00 notation 
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Figure 5.10. The object diagram modeling saving an 00 notation set 
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5.2. Modeling Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

In the MIGOCE 00 development environment, Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

(UOODT) is a window based graphical design tool which can be customized to support 

different 00 methodologies. 

5.2.1. UOODT Specifications 

Based on the 00 notation sets stored in 00 Notation Repository, UOODT can be used 

to draw graphical 00 models of any 00 methodology provided that the 00 notation set 

of the methodology has been loaded to UOODT. 

Each 00 design window has its 00 notation set selected by the designer. The 00 

notation set of the current 00 design window can be changed at any time by loading 

another 00 notation set. 

Each 00 design window has two modes: the design mode and the view mode. Each 

mode of an 00 design window has its own tools. 

In the design mode, the designer can draw node icons in the current design window 

based on the selected notation shape or create relationships between node icons based on 

the selected relationship. A node icon can be selected, a selected node icon can be 

moved, cut or copied. A cut or copied node icon can be pasted to the current design 

window or other design windows. The designer can also scale down or scale up a 

selected node icon, zoom in or zoom out all 00 diagrams and delete all 00 diagrams 

from the current design window. 

In the view notation mode, the designer can select a notation shape from the current 00 

notation set. The selected 00 notation shape can be cut or copied. A cut or copied 

notation shape can be pasted to the 00 notation set of the current design window or 00 

notation sets of other design windows. A selected 00 notation shape can be scaled 

down or scaled up. 
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The designer can save the OOD document in the active design window to disk or select a 

OOD document and then load it into the client window of UOODT. The client window 

can have several 00 design windows at the same time. 

5.2.2. The Static Object Model of UOODT 

The static model of UOODT is shown in Figure 5.11, instances of the TDrawView class 

contain instances of the TDrawDocument class, the TNotation class, the TPoint class and 

the TPen class; instances of the TDrawDocument class contain instances of the 

00 ', 
Repository / 

\ 
I 

Figure 5.11. The static object model of UOODT 

TNotations class and the TNotation class; instances of the TNotations class contain a 

container that can contain an unspecified number of TNotation objects; instances of the 

TNotation class contain a container that can contain an unspecified number of 
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TBasicShape objects; and instances of the TBasicShape class contain a container that 

can contain an unspecified number of TPoint objects. The TBasicShape class, the 

TNotation class and the TNotations class used in the static model of OONW are reused 

in the static model ofUOODT. But the TDrawView class and the TDrawDocument class 

of UOODT have different specifications because they do not need to contain instances of 

the TBasicShape class and operations which are called upon these instances. 

5.2.3. Object Diagrams in UOODT 

The following figures illustrate main object diagrams in UOODT. Figure 5 .12 shows the 

object diagram for loading a notation set for current design window. 

6. Flush 

I. LoadNotationSet 

~ 
2. GetSetName 

3. LoadNotations 

11. NotifyViews() 

~nput 

7. lnputNotation _____... 

10. SetDirty(ture) .._ 

4. Open --9. Close 

8. InputBasicShape 

Figure 5.12. The object diagram for loading a notation set 

In Figure 5.12, The user sends message LoadNotationSet by selecting the Bitmap button 

~. the :TDrawView object receives LoadNotationSet message from the user interface, 

and sends message GetSetName to the instance of TlnputDialog, then sends 

LoadNotations message to the DrawDoc object. The DrawDoc object sends Open 
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message to the ;n:ifstream object and sends Input message to the Notations object, after 

invoking the operation FlushO upon itself, the Notations object sends JnputNotation 

message to object Notation which in tum sends InputBasicShape message to the 

: TBas;cShape object. Finally, the Draw Doc object sends Close message to the 

in:ifstream object and then invokes the operation SetD;rty(ture) upon itself, and sends 

message NotifyViewsO to the instance of class TDrawView to notify change. 

1. Draw a diagram 

y 2· GetPos() 

3. GetSir.e() I 

10. Notify Views() 
9. SetDirty(true) 

4. 11ew _point() 

/ tAdd() 

6. CreaJeNewDiagram() 

7. UpdaJePosition() 

Figure 5.13. The object diagram for drawing a diagram 

As mentioned before, UOODT has two modes: the view mode and the design mode. In 

the view mode, the user can select a notation shape from the notation set; in the design 

mode, the user can draw 00 diagrams using the selected 00 notation. Figure 5. 13 

shows the object diagram for drawing a diagram. The Draw a diagram massage is sent 

to the instance of class TDraw View by clicking the left button of the mouse on the design 

window. The instance of class TDrawView invokes GetPosO and GetSizeO operations on 

the Selected.Notation object, the GetPosO operation returns the position of the selected 

notation shape, and the GetSizeO operation returns the size of the selected notation 

shape. Based on the position and size of the selected notation shape and the clicking 

point of the mouse, the operation new _po;ntO determines the position of the new 

notation shape. The DrawDiagramO massage is generated by the instance of class 

TDrawView and is sent to the DrawDoc object which is the instance of the 
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TDrawDocument class, the DrawDoc object invokes the CreateNewDiagramO and 

UpdatePositionO operations upon the instance of the TNotation class. The DrawDoc 

object invokes the AddO operation on object Diagrams. Finally, the DrawDoc object 

calls SetDirty(ture) upon itself, that means the file has been changed, and sends message 

NotifyViewsO to the instance of class TDrawView to update the current drawing. 

7. NotifyViews() 

6. SetDirty(true) ------.. 

___. 

5. Upd 

~ 

Se/.ectedDiagram 

~ 3. scal.e _ diagram(sca/.e) 

4. UpdateBoundO 

1. Sca/.e 
~ 

\ 1. get_ sca/.e() 

Figure 5.14. The object diagram for scaling a selected diagram 

The object diagram in Figure 5 .14 shows the operations in use when scaling a selected 

diagram. The diagram which needs to be scaled should be selected before the Scale 

message comes from the user interface. The instance of TDrawView invokes the 

operation get_ scaleO on the instance of TlnputDialog, gets a scale from the user through 

a input dialog box, and then sends scale_ diagram(scale) and UpdateBound messages to 

the Selected.Diagram object. The instance of TDrawView sends UpdateDiagramO 

message to the DrawDoc object. After updating its data. the DrawDoc object invokes 

the operation SetDirty(ture) upon itself, and sends message NotifyViewsO to the instance 

of class TDrawView to update the current drawing. 



Chapter 6 

00 Notation Workshop 

00 Notation Workshop (OONW) is a window-based design tool used by the user to 

create different 00 notations. Different 00 notations can be used by Universal 00 

Diagraming Tool to support different 00 methodologies. 

6.1. GUI of 00 Notation Workshop 

6.1.1. Users of 00 Notation Workshop 

Human-computer interfaces should be built to suit the needs of people; consequently, it 

is important to discover what types of people will be using the interface. 

Ideally a system should be sufficient for users' needs and compatible with their 

experience. It is the analyst's task to capture that knowledge and build the new system to 

be as compatible as possible with the users' expectations [Sutcliffe, 1995]. 

Users of 00 Notation Workshop will be developers who have the knowledge about 00 

analysis and design. Some of these people are object-oriented experts. They know the 

problem-solving domain very well, know what they want and how they proceed to 

achieve their goal. The graphical user interface of 00 Notation Workshop should meet 

the requirements of these users. 

6.1.2. Task Analysis and Task Model 

As mentioned in section 4.1.1., the key issues in task-system mapping are: Define task 

functions; Analyze information input and output requirements; Identify task objects and 

adopt task methods. 

• Defining task functions: 
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A UI of an application can informally be defined as the part of the application that is in 

charge of the communication with a user. The rest of the application is a non interactive 

part, which provides the application functionality [Kovacevic, 92], as shown in Figure 

6.1. 

Application 

Functionality 

User 
Interface 

(Feedback) 

lnfonnatlon flow 

Onputs) 

·- User 

(External World) 

Figure 6.1. A user interface as an intermediary between a user and the application's 

functional part [Kovacevic, 92] 

For 00 Notation Workshop, its functions include creating, modifying, naming and 

editing notations. The purpose of building the interface is to perform the communication 

between the user and the functional parts of these applications. 

• Analyzing information input and output: 

Because WIMP environments have many advantages (see Section 4.1.2), this style of UI 

has been adopted for 00 Notation Workshop. Usually when the information is input, the 

user selects an item on the menu or an icon on the tool bar by clicking the mouse; 

whereas the output is a display of corresponding graphs on the screen. 

With the interface of 00 Notation Workshop, the user may specify each unit of 

information in different ways, such as to type in all parameters, point at a position, select 

colour and fill pattern from a menu. Feedback from the system may also vary. 00 

Notation Workshop can provide feedback simply by displaying the object at the new 

position, or with new colour, as well as showing another pattern, etc. 
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• Identifying task objects and adopting task methods: 

Before designing the interface, task objects should be identified. Because 00 Notation 

Workshop is a graphical editor, processing graphs is the key issue. A graph consists of 

different shapes. Every shape also has its own colour, pen size, pattern etc. Therefore, 

shape, colour, pen size, and so on, can be considered task objects. 

One of task analysis approaches -TKS (Task Knowledge Structures, see section 4.2.1.) 

provides us with a way to build interface task models. TKS has been adopted as a 

method to establish the task model. 

The main task of 00 Notation Workshop is to design 00 notations. Based on the TKS 

theory discussed in section 4.2.1., the task model of the graphical user interface of 00 

Notation Workshop has been built and shown in Figure 6.2. This task model gives the 

process in which to design a notation is the user's goal. 

Actually, the goal Design a notation in Figure 6.2 is a subgoal in figure 4.3. It derives 

two procedures Create a new notation and Modify an old notation. The following show 

the Task procedures and the Taxonomic substructure of the model: 

Task procedures 

Procedure Create a new notation (steps): 

a. Decide ( or select ) a new basic shape 

b. Draw a new basic shape 

Select color 

Select pen type 

Select pen size 

c. IF more basic shapes are needed 

THEN go back to step a. 

IF design of the new notation is completed 

THEN add the new notation to the 00 notation repository 
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Decide anew 
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pen type 
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00 notation 
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Figure 6.2. A task model for designing an 00 notation 
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Procedure Modify an old notation ( steps ): 

a. View notations 

b. Select an old notation 

• Add a new basic shape, then go to the step a of the Create a new notation 

Procedure ( Decide a new basic shape ) 

or • Modify a basic shape ~ Select a basic shape ( Change color, or position, or 

size, or pen type, or pen size ) 

or • Delete a basic shape ~ Select a basic shape ~ Delete the basic shape 

c. IF the modification of the old notation is finished 

THEN add the modified notation to the 00 notation repository 

Taxonomic substructure 

The actions and objects relevant with procedure Create a new notation are: 

Actions: Deciding (or Selecting) which basic shape needs to be drawn 

Selecting color 

Selecting pen type 

Selecting pen size 

Drawing a basic shape 

Adding a notation to the 00 repository 

Objects: Basic shape, Color, Pen type, Pen size 

The actions and objects relevant with procedure Modify an old notation are: 

Actions: Viewing notations 

Selecting an old notation 

Adding a basic shape 

Modifying a basic shape 

Selecting a basic shape 

Changing color, or position, or size, or pen type, or pen size 

Objects: Notation, Basic shape, Color, Size, Pen type, Pen size 

84 
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6.1.3. Visual Components of 00 Notation Workshop 

Menu design 

To match the user interface to the task model, the visual components of UI enable the 

user easily to perform operations for achieving his (or her) goal. Summing up the actions 

and objects in the taxonomic substructure, the menu system of 00 Notation Workshop 

are divided into 8 units: File, Edit, Pen, BasicTools, Notation, Zoom, Window and Help. 

The functions of these menu units ( or groups ) are as follows: 

File: File management 

Edit: editing graphs 

Pen: Setting pen size, pen color and different pen types 

BasicTools: Selecting a basic shape, drawing different basic shapes 

Notation: Notation management 

Zoom: Zooming basic shapes and notations 

Window: Window management 

Help: Helping the user to use 00 Notation Workshop 

Each unit consists of some menu items. For example, the Basic Tools menu unit consists 

of Select, Curve, Line, Polyline, Circle, Rect, RoundRect, Polygon, Diamond and 

Parallelogram items which are used to determine the current tool. The menu commands 

of all menu groups ofOO Notation Workshop are shown Figure 6.3 . 

The main window 

All functions of 00 Notation Workshop should be completely included in a mam 

window. Taking account of the graphical features of 00 Notation Workshop, the WIMP 

environment has been adopted to make it more attractive, easier and more intuitive to 

use. This main window is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3. The group menu commands of 00 Notation Workshop 
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Menu bar 

Vertical 
scroll bar 

In Figure 6.4, the window border is the outside edge of a window, the user can change 

the window size by lengthening or shortening the border on each side of a window. The 

Maximize button can be used to enlarge the application window so that it fills the entire 

desktop; the Minimize button can be used to reduces the application window to an icon 

which is on the desktop. 

The menu bar contains the group menus from which the user can choose menu 

commands. Not all group menus are available at all times. Some group menus , such as 

Edit, Pen, BasicTools, Notation and Zoom, appear on the menu bar when a notation 

document is opened. The details of some menu commands will be discussed in following 

sections. 

The control bar and the tool bar use bitmap buttons to represent some of the menu 

commands. Clicking one of the bitmap buttons from the control bar or from the tool bar 

is a quicker alternative to choosing a command from the menu. Figure 6.5 shows the 

bitmap buttons used by 00 Notation Workshop and their correspondent menu 

commands. 

The status bar is used to display help messages when the user move the mouse pointer 

over a bitmap button or a menu command. 
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Figure 6.5. The bitmap buttons and their correspondent menu commands. 

The scroll bars enable the user to control scrolling which is the movement of data in and 

out of the client area. It is a way for the user to see a notation document in parts if the 

design window cannot fit the entire notation document inside the client area. 
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The graphical user interface of 00 Notation Workshop also includes some dialog boxes. 

A dialog box can be displayed in response to a menu selection, a bitmap button click, 

prompting, warning or error condition. Figure 6.6 shows some examples of the dialog 

boxes used by 00 Notation Workshop. 
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Figure 6.6a. Examples of the common dialog boxes. 
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Figure 6.6b. Examples of the custom dialog boxes 
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Examples of the common dialog boxes shown in Figure 6.6a are Windows' common 

dialog boxes: the color dialog box and the file open dialog box. The color dialog box 

(Figure 6.6a (i)) is used when the user want to select or create a new color (a new pen 

color or a new fill color) for drawing or when the user want to change the pen color or 

the fill color of a selected basic shape; The file open dialog box (Figure 6.6a (ii)) is used 

to open 00 notation definition files . The file save dialog box (not presented in Figure 

6.6a) is used to let users choose file names. 

Examples of the custom dialog boxes shown in Figure 6 .6b are the information dialog 

box (Figure 6.6b (i)), a input dialog box (Figure 6.6b (ii)) and a prompting dialog box 

(Figure 6.6b (iii)) . The information dialog box shows information about 00 Notation 

Workshop; the input dialog box is used to input a new pen size for the drawing tools; 

and the prompting dialog box is used to prompt the user to save 00 notation definition 

when the user wants to close a design window but the definition of 00 notation has been 

changed since it was loaded. 
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All dialog boxes used in 00 Notation Workshop are modal dialog boxes. The menu 

commands used by 00 Notation Workshop to invoke dialog boxes are Open. .. , Save* , 

Save As ... , Pen Size ... , Pen Color .. . , Fill Color .. . and About OONW. .. ; the bitmap 

buttons which can invoke dialog boxes are ~' [~f, l~, [§), 1::1, and llJ. 

* Only when the menu command Save or bitmap button ~ is used to save a new, unnamed notation 

document, it invokes a dialog box to prompt the user for a file name. 
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6.2. Designing the 00 Notation 

As discussed in Section 5.1.2, an 00 notation shape is a collection of the basic shapes, 

so the task of designing an 00 notation shape is the task of creating and editing those 

basic shapes which are used to form this 00 notation shape. The process of designing an 

00 notation shape includes four main steps: selecting the basic drawing tools; creating 

basic shapes; editing or modifying basic shapes and adding the new 00 notation shape to 

the 00 notation set. 

6.2.1. Selecting the Basic Drawing Tools 

00 Notation Workshop provides two types of basic drawing tools: the drawing tools for 

unclosed shapes and the drawing tools for closed shapes. The basic drawing tools for 

unclosed shapes are the curve tool, the line tool ,and the polyline tool; the basic drawing 

tools for closed shapes are the ellipse tool, the rectangle tool, the rounded rectangle tool, 

the polygon tool, the diamond tool, and the parallelogram tool. Figure 6. 7 shows the 

possible basic shapes which can be drawn using the basic drawing tools . 

il / /V) 
(a) curve (b) line ( c) polyline 

D 0 D 
(d) rectangle (e) ellipse (f) rounded rectangle 

LI 0 0 
(g) polygon (h) diamond (i) parallelogram 

Figure 6.7. Basic shapes 
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Because the basic drawing tools for closed shapes have three modes: overlap, filled and 

transparent (see Figure 5.3), there are 18 selection for the drawing tools used to draw 

closed shapes. 

The designers can select different pen color, pen size and pen type for the drawing tools 

used to draw the unclosed shapes (curve, line or polyline); also in addition they can 

select different pen color, pen size and pen type for the drawing tools used to draw 

closed shapes (ellipse, rectangle, rounded rectangle, polygon, diamond and 

parallelogram). A fill color can be selected for the drawing tools used to draw closed 

shapes when they are in fill mode. The pen color or fill color can be selected or created 

from the color common dialog box (Figure 6.6a (i)); the pen size can be input from the 

input dialog box (Figure 6.6b (ii)); and the pen type (solid, dash, dash dot, dash dot dot 

and dot) can be selected from the Pen group menu. 

Besides two type basic drawing tools discussed above, 00 Notation Workshop also 

provides a group of special drawing tools used to draw some special basic shapes which 

can be used to construct 00 notation shapes or can directly be added to some 00 

notation sets. Figure 6.8 shows the special tool buttons and the examples of these special 

basic shapes. 

Tool buttons The examples of the special shapes 
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~ 
-[>- ;' ~ 

~ ? /f t t 
Figure 6.8. The special tool buttons and the examples of special basic shapes. 
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When using the special tools, the designers can also select different pen color, pen size 

and pen type for these special drawing tools, and select a drawing mode (overlap, filled 

or transparent) for them if a special basic shape includes closed shapes. The designer 

could also select the fill color if the drawing mode is the filled mode. 

It should be noted that the special basic shapes drawn by the special drawing tools can be 

constructed from the basic shapes drawn by the basic drawing tools. Using the special 

drawing tools to draw these special basic shapes is more convenient than using the basic 

drawing tools. 

6.2.2. Creating Basic Shapes and Special Basic Shapes 

00 Notation Workshop is an interactive graphic system. It uses the selected drawing 

tool to draw basic shapes or special basic shapes on the design window by handling a 

number of mouse events. 

6.2.3. Editing or Modifying Basic Shapes* 

The basic shapes displayed in the current design window can be edited or modified. The 

Edit menu (Figure 6 .3 (b)) provides commands, Cut, Copy, and Paste . They allow to 

cut, copy, and paste the selected basic shape in the current design window or to cut, 

copy the selected basic shape from one design window, then paste it to another design 

window. The Edit menu also provides Undo command to undo last action, and Clear All 

command to clear all basic shapes from the current design window. 

The attributes, size and location (the reference point) of the selected basic shape can be 

modified. If the selected basic shape is an unclosed shape, its attributes are pen color, 

pen size and pen type; if the selected basic shape is a closed shape, besides its pen color, 

pen size and pen type, its attributes also include its drawing mode and its fill color if its 

drawing mode is the filled mode. 

* Here basic shapes include the basic shapes and the special basic shapes. 
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To change the pen color of the selected basic shape, use the color common dialog box 

(Figure 6.6a (i)) invoked by selecting the menu command Pen Color from the Pen menu 

or by selecting the bitmap buttons l:J from the control bar. 

To change the pen size of the selected basic shape, use the input dialog box (Figure 6.6b 

(ii)) invoked by selecting the menu command Pen Size from the Pen menu or selecting 

the bitmap buttons [II from the control bar. 

To change the pen type of the selected basic shape, select one of the menu items Solid, 

Dash, Dash dot, Dash dot dot and Dot from the Pen group menu. 

When a closed basic shape is selected, to change its drawing mode, select one of the 

menu items Overlap, Fill and Transparent from the Pen group menu or select one of the 

bitmap buttons~ (Overlap) EiJ (Fill)~ (Transparent) from the control bar. The menu 

commands Overlap, Fill and Transparent and the bitmap buttons ~ ~ ~ are only 

available when the selected basic shape is a closed shape. 

When a closed basic shape is selected and its drawing mode is the filled mode, its fill 

color can be modified. To accomplish this task, use the color common dialog box (Figure 

6.6a (i)) invoked by selecting the menu item Fill Color from the Pen menu or selecting 

the bitmap button l:J from the control bar. The menu item Fill Color and the bitmap 

button I!] are only available when a closed basic shape is selected and its drawing mode 

is the filled mode. 

To move a basic shape, select the basic shape you want to relocate, use the left mouse 

button to drag the basic shape to a new position. A dotted rectangle indicates the 

position of the basic shape as you drag it. The real basic shape moves to its new location 

when you release the left mouse button. 

6.2.4 Viewing and Editing 00 Notation Shapes 

The basic shapes created in the design window form an 00 notation shape, an 00 

notation shape can be added to the container of the current 00 notation set by selecting 

the menu command Add to notation Set from the Notation menu (see Figure 6.3 (e)). 

After having been added to the container of the current 00 notation set, the basic shapes 

in the design window remain unchanged. The designer can carry on a new 00 notation 
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shape design based on these existing basic shapes, or ignore the existing basic shapes and 

begin a new design session by selecting the menu command New Notation from the 

Notation menu. 

During a design sess10n, the designer can VIew and edit the 00 notation shapes 

contained in the container of the current 00 notation set. After selecting the menu 

command View Notations from the Notation menu, the mode of the current design 

window is changed from its design mode to its view mode and the all 00 notation 

shapes contained in the container of the current 00 notation set are displayed in the 

design window. 

The 00 notation shapes displayed in the current design window can be edited. The Edit 

menu* (see Figure 6.3 (b)) provides commands, Cut, Copy, and Paste. They allow to 

cut, copy, and paste the selected 00 notation shape in the current design window or to 

cut, copy the selected 00 notation shape from one design window, then paste it to 

another design window which is also in the view mode. The Edit menu also provides 

Undo command to undo last action, and Clear All command to clear all 00 notation 

shapes from the current design window. Besides above common editing functions, a 

selected 00 notation shape can also be moved, named and modified. 

The view mode of the current design window can be changed into its design mode by 

selecting one of the three menu commands, New Notation, Modify Notation and Go to 

Design, from the Notation menu. The designer can always go back to the design mode 

from the view mode and begin a new design session by selecting the menu command 

New Notation; or go back to the design mode from the view mode, restore the existing 

basic shapes and carry on the previous design by selecting the menu command Go to 

Design. The menu command Modify Notation is only available when there is a selected 

00 notation shape. By selecting the menu command Modify Notation, the designer can 

go back to the design mode from the view mode, extract all basic shapes from the 

selected 00 notation shape and display them in the design window, then carry on the 

new design which is based on these basic shapes. 

* In the design mode and view mode, 00 Notation Workshop uses the same menu commands from the 

menu Edit but different operation objects. In the design mode, the operation object is a basic shape; in 

the view mode, the operation object is an 00 notation shape. 
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6.3. 00 Notation Examples 

To demonstrate the designing ability of 00 Notation Workshop, several graphical 00 

notation examples are created. The following paragraphs show the 00 notation sets of 

the Booch methodology (Booch, 94b ], the CoadN ourdon methodology (Coad & 

Yourdon, 90a], the Fusion methodology [Coleman, 94], Object Modelling Technique 

[Rumbaugh et al. , 9la], Objectory [Jacobson et al. , 92] and Shlaer-Mellor methodology 

[Shlaer & Mellor, 91]. 

6.3.1. The Notation of the Booch Methodology 

Some of the graphical notation shapes created for the Booch methodology are shown in 

Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. Figure 6.9 shows Object icon and Class icons; 

Figure 6.10 shows Class relationships and Containment adornments, and Figure 6.11 

shows Module icons. 
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Figure 6.9. Object icon and Class icons of the Booch methodology 
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The basic shape of a class icon of the Booch methodology is a cloud. In Figure 6.9, the 

class icon is created by using the Polygon tool which uses the Dash pen. To ensure that 

this class icon is the same shape as it should be, the data used to draw the class icon are 

entered from the input dialog box. The object icon which is similar to a class icon except 

that it has a solid line as a boundary is obtained by simply modifying the pen-type 

attribute of the polygon of the class icon from Dash to Solid. Based on the class icon, 

other class icons ( the parameterized class icon, the instantiated class icon and the 

metaclass icon ) as will as utility icons ( the class utility icon, the parameterized class 

utility icon and the instantiated class utility icon) can be drawn easyly. For example, the 
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parameterized class icon is a cloud with a dashed-line box in the upper right comer, 

Figure 6.12 shows the steps used to create the parameterized class icon. 

-------- , 
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Figure 6.12. The steps used to create the parameterized class icon. 

The instantiated class icon is a cloud with a solid-line box in the upper right comer, so it 

is obtained by simply modifying the pen-type attribute of the dashed-line box of the 

parameterized class icon from Dash to Solid. The metaclass icon is a gray-filled cloud 

with a unfilled solid-line box inside it. Figure 6.13 shows the steps used to create the 

metaclass class icon. 

+I I= 

Figure 6.13. The steps used to create the metaclass class icon. 

The class utility is a cloud with a gray shadow at the lower edge of the cloud, Figure 

6.14 shows the steps used to create the class utility icon. 
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Figure 6.14. The steps used to create the class utility icon. 

A parameterized class utility icon is a cloud with a dashed-line box in the upper right 

comer and a gray shadow at the lower edge of the cloud. Figure 6.15 shows the steps 

used to create the parameterized class utility icon from the class utility icon. 
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Figure 6.15. The steps used to create the parameterized class utility icon. 
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The instantiated class utility icon is a cloud with a solid-line box in the upper right comer 

and a gray shadow at the lower edge of the cloud, it is obtained by simply modifying the 

pen-type attribute of the dashed-line box of the parameterized class icon from Dash to 

Solid. 

Similar steps are used to create Module icons. Figure 6. 16 shows the steps used to create 

the specification icon of Module Diagram of the Booch methodology. 

D +(,,_,)+.______.I l+._______.I I= §] 
Figure 6.16. The steps used to create the specification icon. 

The design steps used to create the icons shown in Figure 6.17 are different from the 

steps discussed above, because each of the icons of Class relationships and Containment 

adornments must have its reference direction and length. To create an icon, the first step 

is to create a horizontal line which represents the reference direction and length of the 

icon. Figure 6.17 shows the steps used to create the icon of the has-by-reference 

relationship. 

+e+D -·--------10 

Figure 6.17. The steps used to create the icon of the has-by-reference relationship. 

The use of the reference direction and length will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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6.3.2. The Notation Examples of Other 00 Methodologies 

The following figures show some notation examples which are created in 00 Notation 

Workshop. These notation sets come from existing widely used 00 methodologies. 

·W 

-~' .~ ... ..... 
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-D-

Figure 6.18. The notation of the CoadNourdon methodology 

Figure 6.19. The notation of the Shlaer-Mellor Methodology 
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Figure 6.20. The notation of the Object Modelling Technique 

Figure 6.21. The notation of the Objectory 
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Figure 6.22. The notation of the Fusion methodology 



Chapter 7 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

7.1. Overview of Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

In the MIGOCE 00 development environment, UOODT (Universal 00 Diagraming 

Tool) is a window based graphical design tool which can be customized to support 

different 00 methodologies. 

7.1.1. GUI of UOODT 

..... 
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COADY1.00D 

RUMBAUGH.000 

Figure 7.1. The application window ofUOODT 
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The application window of UOODT is shown in Figure 7.1, it contains a menu bar, a 

control bar, a tool bar, a status bar and a client window which can have several 00 

design windows. 00 design windows are the windows that the designer actually works 

with and that display the 00 diagrams contained in each OOD document. 

The menu commands of all menu groups ofUOODT are shown in Figure 7.2. Note not 

all group menus are available at all times. Some group menus, such as Edit, Tools, Mode, 

Scale and Zoom, appear on the menu bar when at least an OOD document is opened. 

The details of some menu commands will be discussed in following sections . 
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Yiew notations 
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(c) 

_Qriginal size 
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Figure 7.2. The menu commands of all menu groups ofUOODT 
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Figure 7.3 shows the bitmap buttons used by UOODT and their correspondent menu 

commands, the control bar and the tool bar use these bitmap buttons to represent some 

of the menu commands. Clicking one of the bitmap buttons from the control bar or from 

the tool bar is a quicker alternative to choosing a command from the menu. 

B" ttmap b utton M enu comman d 

El New 

~ Open ... 

~ Save 

~ Save As ... 

~ 
lJll About UOODT ... 

f~ Select Tool 

~ Draw Tool 

~ Link Tool 

ftj Scale 

I[] Scale X 

~ Scale Y 

Figure 7 .3. The bitmap buttons used by UOODT 

The graphical user interface of UOODT also has a status bar used to display help hints 

when the user move the mouse pointer over a bitmap button or a menu command. Each 

of 00 design windows has scroll bars used to control scrolling if the design window 

cannot fit the entire OOD document inside its client area. 

Some dialog b.oxes are used in the graphical user interface of UOODT, these dialog 

boxes are the common dialog box File open and File save and the custom dialog box 

Input and About. All the dialog boxes used by UOODT are model dialog boxes. 

All 00 design windows which are in the client window of UOODT can be re-arranged 

and iconified. The Cascade menu command arranges the design windows to overlap so 

that each title bar is visible. The Tile menu command causes the design windows in 

smaller sizes to fit next to each other on the client window ofUOODT. 
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7.1.2. The Main Functions of UOODT 

Based on the 00 notation sets stored in 00 Notation Repository, UOODT can be used 

to draw graphical 00 diagrams for any 00 methodology provided the 00 notation set 

of the methodology has been loaded to UOODT. 

Each 00 design window has its 00 notation set selected by the designer, the 00 

notation set of the current 00 design window can be changed at any time by loading 

another 00 notation set. 

Each 00 design window has two modes: the view notation mode and the design mode. 

The mode of an 00 design window is easy to change. 

Each mode of an 00 design window has its tools. In the view notation mode, the Select 

Tool is used to select a notation shape from the current 00 notation set. In the design 

mode, the Draw Tool is used to draw node icons in the current design window based on 

the selected notation shape; the Link Tool is used to draw relationships between node 

icons in the current design window based on the selected relationship; and the Select 

Tool is used to select or move a node icon or a relationship. 

UOODT uses the same Edit, Scale menu commands but different operation object or 

objects in both the design mode and the view notation mode. In the design mode, the 

operation object is a node icon (or a relation) or node icons (or relationships); but in the 

view notation mode, the operation object is an 00 notation shape or 00 notation 

shapes. 

In the design mode, a selected node icon can be cut or copied. a cut or copied node icon 

can be pasted to the current design window or other design windows. 

In the view notation mode, a selected 00 notation shape can be cut or copied. a cut or 

copied notation shape can be pasted to the 00 notation set of the current design window 

or 00 notation sets of other design windows. 

A selected node icon can be scaled down or scaled up in the design mode and a selected 

00 notation shape can be scaled down or scaled up in the view notation mode. When 

scaling down or scaling up a selected object, the user can select three different scaling 

mode: Scale, Scale X, or Scale Y. The examples in Figure 7.4 show different scaling up 

and scaling down effect. 
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The original icon After scaling up After scaling down 

Figure 7.4a. The example of using the Scale command. 

The original icon After scaling up After scaling down 

~ [[ ]] 

Figure 7.4b. The example of using the Scale X command. 

The original icon After scaling up After scaling down 

Figure 7 .4c. The example of using the Scale Y command. 

In the design mode, a selected node icon can be moved, to move a node icon, select the 

node icon you want to relocate, use the left mouse button to drag the node icon to a new 
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position, a dotted rectangle indicates the position of the node icon as you drag it, the real 

node icon moves to its new location when you release the left mouse button. 

In the design mode, the Clear All command can be used to clear all 00 diagrams from 

the current design window. 

In the view notation mode, the Clear All command can be used to clear all 00 notation 

shapes from the 00 notation set of the current design window. 

UOODT offers strong file management functions to manage OOD documents, the File 

menu provides commands for creating new OOD documents, opening existing OOD 

documents, saving OOD documents, and exiting the application window ofUOODT. 

The New command opens a new design window with the default name Documentx (the x 

stands for a number) in the client window of UOODT and automatically makes the new 

design window active. 

The Open command displays the common dialog box File open so the designer can 

select a OOD document which has the . ood extension and then load it into the client 

window ofUOODT, the client window can have several 00 design windows at the same 

time. 

The Save command saves the OOD document in the active design window to disk. If the 

document has a default name (such as Document8), UOODT opens the common dialog 

box Save As so the designer can rename the OOD document as well as save it in a 

different directory or on a different drive. This command is unavailable if no design 

window is active. 

The Save As command displays the common dialog box Save As, the document in the 

active design window can be saved under a different name, in a different directory, or on 

a different drive. This command is unavailable if no edit window is active. 

The Exit command exits the application ofUOODT and prompts the designer to save the 

modified OOD document(s) before exiting. 
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7.2. Using UOODT in Object-Oriented Development 

7.2.1. Selecting an 00 Methodology 

As discussed above, UOODT can be customized to support different 00 methodologies; 

the client window of UOODT can have several 00 design windows at the same time, 

and each 00 design window has its 00 notation set used by the designer to carry out an 

OOA or OOD assignment. 

A new design window opened by the New command must be given an 00 notation set 

before it can be used. The given 00 notation set of the design window determines the 

00 methodology used in the design window. When the content of the design window 

are saved as a OOD document to disk, the given 00 notation set of the design window 

is also be saved. 

When an existing OOD document which has the . ood extension is opened by the Open 

command, its 00 notation set is loaded to the design window and determines the 00 

methodology used in the design window. 

At any time, the 00 methodology used in a design window can be changed by loading a 

new 00 notation set from 00 Notation Repository. It is very easy to update the 00 

notation set of an existing OOD document and it is possible to mix different 00 

methodologies in the same design window. 

To load an 00 notation set, select the bitmap button Iii from the control bar and give 

the name of the 00 notation set through the input dialog box. 

7.2.2. Drawing and Editing 00 Diagrams 

An 00 diagram simply captures an 00 design and consists of several node icons and 

relationships. To draw 00 diagrams in the design window is to place node icons in the 

design window and then link them with relationships. 

When working in an 00 diagram, the behavior of the mouse is determined by the tool 

that is active in the tool bar along the left side of the client window of UOODT. To 
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activate a tool, point to the bitmap button and click the left mouse button. The tool bar 

contains three kinds of tools: ~(Select Tool), !Z] (Draw Tool), Im (link Tool). When 

Select Tool is active, the mouse can be used to select the icon(s) on which UOODT is to 

perform an operation (Cut, Copy, Scale up, move ... ) . When Draw Tool is active, based 

on the selected notation shape, the mouse can be used to place node icons ( such as class 

icons) in the current design window. When Link Tool is active, the mouse can be used to 

draw relationships between node icons in the current design window based on the 

selected relationship. 
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7.3. Examples of Object-Oriented Development 

Figure 7.5 - Figure 7.9 show Object-oriented diagrams which are designed by using 

Universal 00 Diagrarning Tool. These diagrams support existing 00 methodologies . 
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Figure 7.5. An 00 diagram for the Booch methodology 
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Figure 7.6. An 00 diagram for the CoadNourdon methodology 
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Figure 7.8. An 00 diagram for Jacobson's Objectory 
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With Universal 00 Diagraming Tool, the user can choose notations from different 

existing 00 methodologies and draw a mixed-methodology diagram with these 

notations. The example of a mixed-methodology 00 diagram is shown in Figure 7.10. 
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Figure 7.10. The example of a mixed-methodology 00 diagram 
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One outstanding advantage of the MIGOCE system is that it supports users' own 

methodologies. The user can draw 00 diagrams using Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

with their own notations which are created by 00 Notation Workshop. An example of 

supporting the user-defined notation is shown in Figure 7.11 . 
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Figure 7.11. An example of supporting the user-defined notation 
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UOODT is a MDI (multiple-document interface) application which can support multiple 

00 design documents open at the same time (see Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.12. The multiple 00 design windows(Cascade) ofUOODT 
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Figure 7.13. The multiple 00 design windows(Tile) ofUOODT 

7.4. Summary 

UOODT (Universal 00 Diagraming Tool) is a window based graphical design tool 

which can be customized to support different 00 methodologies. It is a methodology

independent 00 Diagrarning Tool which is provided with different notations by 00 

Notation Repository. 

Based on the 00 notation sets stored in 00 Notation Repository, UOODT can be used 

to draw graphical 00 diagrams for any 00 methodologies. Each 00 design window has 

its 00 notation set selected by the designer, the 00 notation set of the current 00 

design window can be changed at any time by loading another 00 notation set. 
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Conclusion 

The mechanism of object-orientation is very different from many other technologies used 

in the past to develop software systems. It attempts to manage the complexity inherent in 

real-world problems by abstracting out knowledge, and encapsulating it within objects. 

Two obvious characteristics of object-oriented programming are modularity and 

reusability. The modularity makes the program structure compact, not scattered. The 

reusability makes the life of systems longer and more circulative. It is easy to modify a 

program developed using the object-oriented paradigm. Also, it is much easier and 

convenient to add, delete or modify the system functionality. 

Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) became fashionable during the 1980s 

along with object-oriented programming. More and more 00 CASE tools have emerged 

in the past several years. People have got a lot of benefit from them. These tools can 

speed the development process, increase communicate more effectively with users, and 

integrate the work that software developers do on the system from the beginning to the 

end of the software development life cycle. 

The benefits in productivity, efficiency and quality have resulted from the adoption and 

utilization of CASE tools in many companies. But, most of current 00 CASE tools still 

have problems. They are methodology-dependent and lack flexibility . Therefore, to build 

methodology-independent 00 CASE tools is one of effective ways of solving these 

problems. The implementation of MIGOCE indicates the possibility and efficiency of this 

way, and shows that it is worth doing this work and it is a great success. 

8.1. Overview of MIGOCE 

00 Notation Workshop 

00 Notation Workshop is an 00 graphical editor which can be used to design existing 

and new 00 notations. It supports methodology-independent 00 Diagraming Tool by 
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providing different notations through 00 Notation Repository. It has characteristics as 

the following: 

• It allows designing all kinds of notations supported by existing 00 methodologies 

• It allows the design of users' own defined notations 

• Easy browsing of the existing notations 

• Strong file management functions 

• Flexible graphical functions 

00 Notation Repository 

00 Notation Repository is a notation database which contains many sets of notations. It 

allows the storage of information about all the notations that are basis of forming the 

Object-Oriented analysis and design environment. 00 Notation Repository connects 

with Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. It can provide the diagrarning tool with what it 

needs at all times. 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool is an upper-CASE tool. In fact, it is a graphical OOA 

and OOD environment that consists of some individual design windows. The user may 

complete his Object-Oriented analysis and design under the corresponding environment 

that supports a certain methodology which the user needs. 

Universal 00 Diagrarning Tool accesses the notations in 00 Notation Repository to 

generate a certain OOA or OOD window which the user requires. It is completely 

methodology-independent and can be used to draw any 00 diagrams according to the 

user's requirements. 

8.2. The Characteristics of MIGOCE 

Methodology-Independence 

Methodology-Independence is the most important feature of MIGOCE. MIGOCE 

supports not only the notation graphs of existing methodologies, but also those which 
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are defined by users. Therefore, MIGOCE can meet all kinds of users' requirements and 

can be used for many different applications. 

The implementation of the MIGOCE system provides a way in which people can 

overcome one of the main shortcomings of existing 00 CASE tools - methodology

dependence. 

Directly-manipulable graphical environment 

MIGOCE is a directly-manipulable graphical environment. With WIMP interface of 

MIGOCE, the user can point at and manipulate objects on the screen, and can arbitrarily 

draw, modify, drag a graph on the workspace. Meanwhile, MIGOCE has strong 

functions of graph edit and file management. The user can easily add, delete, edit or 

show notation shapes, and get the system feedback very quick on the screen. 

Various input styles make MIGOCE more flexible. The user can drag the mouse to draw 

a graph like by hand; he can also input data (coordinate points) to get an accurate 

notation shape. The pull-down menu can be used to specify attributes for these graphs, 

such as colour, pensize, etc. 

Easily-expanded program structure 

The MIGOCE system is programmed using object-oriented programming language -

C++. The system itself has advantages of 00 programming. It is easy to modify and 

expand the MIGOCE system. This flexibility can meet the requirements of different users 

and enable the functions ofMIGOCE to be enhanced. 

MIGOCE has many outstanding advantages. It can do the job which many 00 CASE 

tools cannot do. But, because of methodology-independence, it is more complicated to 

implement such a system than those systems that are methodology-dependent. 
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8.3. Further Work 

MIGOCE is not a product at the moment. The functions of MIGOCE need to be 

enhanced. Specially Universal 00 Diagraming Tool needs to be completed. 

In fact, the variety of relations between objects enhances the complexity of graphical 

expression. All kinds of possibilities should be taken into account when the diagraming 

tool is designed. Further work also includes adding the text input function (such as name 

classes, identify the attributes and operations, etc.) . 
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Appendix Program Listing 



//-----------· 
II wintetfa.h -- the head file for the user intetface of 
II 00 Notation Work.shop 
II Developed by Bei Zhong (1995) 

II ------------------------
#if !defined(BASIC _ H) 
#define BASIC_H 

class _ USERCLASS TDrawDocument; 

class TDraw App : public T Application, public TOcModule { 
public: 

TDraw App(); 

protected: 
TMDIClient* Client; 
int Doc Mode; 
TView* View; 
11 Override methods of T Application 
void Init.Instance(); 
void InitMain Window(); 
II Event handlers 
void EvNewView(TView& view); 
void EvCloseView(TView& view); 
void EvDropFiles(TDroplnfo drop Info); 
void CmAbout(); 

private: 
void SetShow(bool visible); 
boo! GetShow(); 
TDrawDocument* OpenDoc(oonst char far* name = O); 
oonst char far* GetPath(); 
II method ofTModule ==> oonst char far* GetName() 

DECLARE_ RESPONSE_ T ABLE(TDrawApp); 
DECLARE_ AUTOAGGREGATE(TDrawApp) 

AUTOPROP (Visible, GetShow,SetShow, T AutoBool, ) 
AUTOFUNCO (NewDoc, OpenDoc, TAutoObject<TDrawDocument>, ) 
AUTOFUNCl (OpenDoc, OpenDoc, TAutoObject<TDrawDocument>,TAutoString.) 
AUTOPROPRO(AppName, GetName, T AutoString. ) 
AUTOPROPRO(FullName,GetPath, T AutoString. ) 

}; 
#endif 

11-----------------------------------------------------
11 wclasses.h -- the head file for 00 Notation Workshop 
II Developed by Bei Zhong(l995) 
11--------------------------------------------------
#if !defined(BASICl _H) 
#define BASIC! H 

#if !defmed(OCF _ OCLINK _ H) 
# include <oc£'oclink.h> 
#endif 

const int Margin = 15; II Margins used for copying selection 

class _ICLASS TOcPart; 
class _ USERCLASS TDraw View; 

typedefT Array<TPoint> TPoints; 
typedefT Arraylterator<TPoint> TPointslterator; 

class TBasicShape : public TPoints { 
public: 

II Constructor to allow oonstruction from a color and a pen size. 
11 Also serves as default constructor. 
TBasicShape(const TColor& color = TColor(O),int penSize = I ) : 

TPoints(5 , 0, 5), PenSize(penSize),PenType(PS_SOLID),Color(color), 
Bound(O, 0, 0, O),Selected(false),FillType(O),FillColor(255,255,255){ } 

11 Functions to modify and query pen attributes. 
const TColor& QueryColor () const {return Color;} 
const TColor& QueryFil!Color() const {return Fil!Color;} l/Fil!Color 
int QueryFillTweO const {return FillTwe;}l/FillTwe 
int QueryPenSize() const {return PenSize;} 
int QueryPenType() const {return PenTwe;} 
void SetFillTwe(int fillTwe){ FillType = fillType;} 
void SetFillColor(TColor fillColor){ FillColor = fillColor;} 
void SetPen (TColor& newColor, int penSize = O,int pen Type = O); 
void SetPen (int penSize); 
void SetPen Type (int pen Type); 

friend boo! GetFillColor(TWindow• parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape); 
friend boo! GetPenSize(TWindow* parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape); 
friend boo! GetPenColor(TWindow• parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape); 
II TBasicShape draws itself Returns true if everything went OK. 
virtual boo! Draw(TDC&) const; 
void DrawSelection(TDC& de); ...... 
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II The = operator must be defined for the container class, even if unused 
bool operator ==(const TBasicShape& other) const {return &other == this;} 
friend ostream& operator <<(ostream& os, const TBasicShape& BasicShape); 
friend istream& operator » (istream& is, TBasicShape& BasicShape); 
II bound related fimd.ions 
void Invalidate(TDrawView& view); 
TPoint& GetPos() {return Bound.TopLeftO; } 
TSire& GetSire() {return Bound.Sire();} 
TRect& GetBound(){return Bound;} 
void UpdateBound(); 
void UpdatePosition(TPoint& ); 
void UpdateSire(TSire& newSire ); 
bool IsSeleded(){return Seleded;} 
void Seled(bool select = true){Selected = select;} 

void Scale( double scale); 

protected: 

}; 

void ScaleX(double scale); 
void ScaleY(double scale); 
TUIHandle::TWhere Where; 
TRect Bound; II the enclosing rectangle for BasicShape 

bool Selected; 
int FillType; 
int PenSire; 
int PenType; 
TColor Color; 
TColor FillColor; 

typedef T Array<TBasicShape> TBasicShapes; 
typedef T Arraylterator<TBasicShape> TBasicShapeslterator; 

class TNotation : public TBasicShapes { 
public: 

TNotation(): TBasicShapes(5, 0, 5),Bound(O, 0, 0, O),Selected(false) {} 
virtual boot Draw(TDC&) const; 
void DrawSelection(TDC& de); 
bool operator = (ooost TNotation& other) const { return &other == this; } 
friend ostream& operator <<(ostream& os, const TNotation& Notation); 
friend istream& operator » (istream& is, TNotation& Notation); 
void Invalidate(TDrawView& view); 
TPoint& GetPos(){return Bound.TopLeft();} 
TSire& GetSire() {return Bound.Sire();} 
TRect& GetBound() {return Bound;} 

protected: 

}; 

void UpdateBound(); 
void UpdatePosition(TPoint& ); 
void UpdateSire(TSire& newSire); 
bool JsSelected() {return Selected;} 
void Seled(bool select = true){Select.ed = select;} 
void Scale( double scale); 
void ScaleX(double scale); 
void ScaleY(double scale); 
TUIHandle::TWhere Where; 

TRect Bound; II the enclosing rectangle for a notation 
bool Selected; 

typedef T Array<TNotation> TNotations; 
typedef T Arraylterator<TNotation> TNOO!tionslterator; 

class _ USERCLASS TDraw Document : public TOleDocument { 
public: 

enum { 

}; 

PrevProperty = TOleDocument:: NextProperty-1, 
BasicShapeCount, 
Description, 
Next.Property, 

enum {UndoNone, UndoDelete, UndoAppend, UndoModify}; 
II OCServer changes begin 
TDrawDocument(TDocument* parent = O); 
II OCServer changes end 
- TDraw Document(); 
II implement virtual methods ofTDocument 
bool Open( int mode, const char far* path=O); 
bool OpenSelection(int mode, const char far* path, TPoint far* where); 
boot Close(); 
bool Commit(bool force = false); 
bool CommitSelection(TOleWindow& oleWin, void* userData); 
int FindProperty( const char far* name); II return index 
int PropertyFlags(int index); 
const char* PropertyName(int index); 
int PropertyCount(){ return Next.Property - I ;} 
int GetProperty(int index, void far* dest, int textlen=O); 
II data access fimctions 
TBasicShape* GetBasicShape(uint index); ...... 
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TNOO!tion * Get.Notation( uint index); Ill I 
II TBasicShapes• GetBasicShapes(){ return BasicShapes;} 

TNOO!tion• GetBasicShapes(){ return BasicShapes;} 1111 
TNOO!tions• Get.Notations() {return Notations;} 1111 
TBasicShape* GetBasicShape(TString& moniker); 
int AddBasicShape(TBasicShape& BasicShape); 

void NewNOO!tion(); 
int AddNotation(); 
int AddNOOition(TNotation& Notation); 
void ModifyNotation(TNotation& Notation, uint index); 

void GoToDesigpQ; 
void DeleteBasicShape(uint index); 
void DeleteNotation(uint index); 
void CopyBasicShape(uint index); 
void CopyNotation(uint index); 
void PasteBasicShape(); 
void PasteNotation(); 
void ModifyBasicShape(TBasicShape& BasicShape, uint index); 
void ClearBasicShapes(); 
void ClearNotations(); 
void LoadNotationSet( const char *name); 
void SaveNotationSet( const char *name); 

void UpdateNotation(TNotation& Nwtion, uint index); 
void Undo(); 
TSize& GetDocSize(){retum DocSize;} 

proted.ed: 
II TBasicShapes• BasicShapes; 

TNotation* BasicShapes; 1111 
TBasicShape* UndoBasicShape; 

TNotations• Notations; 

private: 

int UndoState; 
int Undo Index; 
string Filelnfo; 
TSize DocSize; II Document size in log wiit 

II To not intetfere with normal mouse operations, the automation 
II entry points have their own BasicShapes with their own attributes. 
long GetPenColor(){ return AutoPenColor;} 
void SetPenColor(long color){ 

AutoPenColor = color; 
AutoBasicShape->SetPen(TColor( color)); 
} 

short GetPenSize(){ return AutoPenSize;} 

void SetPenSize(short penSize){ 
AutoPenSize = penSize; 
AutoBasicShape->SetPen(penSize ); 
} 

void AddPoint(short x, short y){AutoBasicShape->Add(TPoint(x,y));} 
void AddBasicShape(){ 

AddBasicShape(* AutoBasicShape ); 
ClearBasicShape(); 
} 

void ClearBasicShape(){ 
delete AutoBasicShape; 
AutoBasicShape = new TBasicShape(AutoPenColor, AutoPenSize); 
} 

TBasicShape• AutoBasicShape; 
long AutoPenColor; 
short AutoPenSize; 

DECLARE_ AUTOCLASS(TDrawDocument) 

}; 

AUTOPROP(PenSize, GetPenSize, SetPenSize, short, ) 
AUTOPROP(PenColor, GetPenColor, SetPenColor, long, ) 
AUTOFUNC2V(AddPoint, AddPoint, short, short, ) 
AUTOFUNCOV(AddBasicShape, AddBasicShape, ) 
AUTOFUNCOV(ClearBasicShape,ClearBasicShape, ) 

class _ USERCLASS TDrawView : public TOie View { 
public: 

TDrawView(TDrawDocument& doc, TWindow• parent = O); 
- TDrawView(){ delete BasicShape; } 
static const char far• StaticName(){retum "Draw View";} 
const char far• GetViewName() {return StaticName();} 
static void CleanUp(void* userData); 
void SetBasicShapeSele<tion(TBasicShape• BasicShape ); 
void SetBasicShapeSelect.ion(int index); 
TBasicShape* BasicShapeHitTest(TPoint& pt); 

void SetNotationSelection(TNotation* Notation); 
void SetNotationSelection(int index); 

TNotation* NotationHitTest(TPoint& pt); 
bool Select(uint modKeys, TPoint& point); 
void Setup Window(); 
TBasicShape* GetSele<ted() {return Selected;} 

II bool EvOcViewSetLink(TOcLinkView& view); 
enum DRAWTOOL { 
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protected: 

}; 

DrawSelect = 0, 
Draw Pen, 
Draw Line, 
DrawCircle, 
DrawRect, 
DrawRoundedRect, 
Draw Polygon, 
Draw Polyline, 
Draw Arrow, 
Draw Diamond, 
DrawParagram, 
DrawDiamondend, 
DrawSquarend, 
DrawCirclend, 
DrawLinesend, 
Draw Has, 
Drawls, 

II Message response fimaions 
void EvSil.e(uint sireType, TSire& sire); 
void EvLButtonDown(uint, TPoint&); 

void EvRButtonDown(uint, TPoint&); 
void EvMouseMove(uint, TPoint&); 
void EvLButtonUp(uint, TPoint&); 
bool ShowCursor(HWND, uint, uint); 
void Paint(TDC&, bool, TRect&); 
void CmPmSil.e(); 
void CmPenColor(); 
void CmDatalnput(); 
void-CeDatalnput(TCommandEnabler& ce ); 
void CmClear(); 
void CmUndo(); 
void CmEditCut(); 
void CmEditCopy(); 
void CmEditPa.ste(); 
void CmPsSolid(); 
void CmPsDash(); 
void CmPsDashDot(); 
void CmPsDashDotDot(); 
void CmPsDot(); 
void CePsSolid(TCommandEnabler& ce); 

void CePsDash(TConunandEnabler& ce); 
void CePsDashDot(TConunandEnabler& ce); 
void CePsDashDotDot(TConunandEnabler& ce ); 
void CePsDot(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CmOverlap(); 
void CmFill(); 
void CmTransparent(); 
void CmFillColor(); 
void CeOverlap(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeFill(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeTransparent(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeFillColor(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CePenSil.e(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CePenColor(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeEditCut(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeEditCopy(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CeEditPaste(TCommandEnabler& ce); 
void CePen(TCommandEnabler& ); 
void CeLine(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_LINE 301 
void CeCircle(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_ CIRCLE 303 
void CeRect(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_RECT 304 
void CeRoundedRect(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_RECT 305 
void CePolygon(TCommandEnabler& ); II CM_ 317 
void CePolyline(TCommandEnabler& ); II CM_ 318 
void CeArrow(TConunandEnabler& ); II CM_ 319 
void CeDiamond(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_ 329 
void CeParagram(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_ 330 
void CeDiamondend(TCommandEnabler& ); II CM_ 331 
void CeSquarend(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_ 332 
void CeCirclmd(TCommandEnabler&); II CM 333 
void CeLinesend(TCommandEnabler&); II CM- 334 
void CeHas(TConunandEnabler&); II CM_ 33S 
void Cels(TCommandEnabler&); II CM_ 336 
void CeSelect(TCommandEnabler& ); 
void CeOrgSize(TCommandEnabler& ); 
void CeDoubleSil.e(TCommandEnabler& ); 
void CeHalfSil.e(TCommandEnabler& ); 
voidCmPm(); 
void CmLine(); 
void CmCircle(); 
void CmRect(); 
void CmRoundedRect(); 
void CmPolygon(); -~ 
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void CmPolyline(); 
void CmArrow(); 
void CmDiamond(); 
void CmDiamondend(); 
void CmSquarend(); 
void CmCirclend(); 
void CmLinesend(); 
void CmHas(); 
void Cmls(); 
void CmParagram(); 
void CmSelect(); 
void CmOrgSize(); 
void CmDoubleSize(); 
void CmHalfSize(); 
void CmNewNotation(); 
void CmAddNotation(); 
void CmModifyNotation(); 
void CmNameNotation(); 
void CmViewNotations(); 
void CmGoToDesign(); 
void CmSaveNotationSet(); 
void CmLoadNotationSet(); 
void CeNewNotation(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CeAddNotation(TCommandEnabler& oe ); 
void CeModifyNotation(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CeNameNotation(TCommandEnabler& oe ); 
void CeViewN<Xationli(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CeGoToDesign(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CeLoadNotationSet(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CeSaveNotationSet(TCoounandEnabler& oe ); 
void CmScale(); 

void CeScate(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CmScalex(); 
void CeScalex(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
void CmScaley(); 
void CeScatey(TCommandEnabler& oe); 
bool VnCommit(bool foroe); 
boot VnRevert(bool clear); 
bool VnAppend(uint index); 
boot VnDetete(uint index); 
bool VnModify(uint index); 
TDrawDocument* DrawDoc;//same as Doc member,but cast to derived class 
TPen* Pen; 

TBrush* Brush; 
TBasicShape* BasicShape;//a single BasicShape sent or received from document 
TBasicShape* Selected; // To hold a single selected BasicShape 
TNotation* SelectedNotation; 
DRAWfOOL Tool,OldTool; // current tool selected 
TControlBar* ToolBar; 
TPoint FirstPoint, LastPoint; 

int CurrentFillMode; 

private: 

int DesignMode; 
int hasCutCopy; 
int ZoomScale; 

void lnsertObject(TOcinitlnfo &init ); 
void AdjustScroller(); 

DECLARE_ RESPONSE_ T ABLE(TDrawView); 
}; 

const int vnDrawAppend 
const int vnDrawDelete 
const int vnDrawModify 

= vnCustomBase+O; 
= vnCustomBase+ I ; 
= vnCustomBase+2; 

NOTIFY _SIG(vnDrawAppend, uint) 
NOTIFY _SIG(vnDrawDelete, uint) 
NOTIFY _SIG(vnDrawModify, uint) 

#define EV VN DRAW APPEND VN DEFINE(vnDrawAppend, VnAppend, int) 
#defme EV - VN - ORA WDELETE VN - DEFINE(vnDrawDelete, VnDelete, int) 
#defmeEV=VN=DRAWMODIFY VN-::_DEFINE(vnDrawModify, VnModify, int) 

#endif II BASICl_H 
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//-------------------------------
// winterfa.qip --the implementation of the interface classes 
II for 00 Notation Workshop 
II Developed by Bei Zhong (1995) 
//-----------·----
#include <owl/owlpch.h> 
#include <owl/applicat.h> 
#include <owl/dialog.h> 
#include <owl/controlb.h> 
#include <owl/butt.onga.h> 
#include <owl/listbox.h> 
#include <owl/statusba.h> 
#include <owl/docmanag.h> 
#include <owl/olemdifr.h> 
#include <owl/oledoc.h> 
#include <owl/oleview.h> 
#include <classlib/arrays.h> 
#include <ocf7automacr.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "interfac.rc" 
#include "classes.h" 
#include "interfac.h" 

DEFINE APP DICTIONARY(AppDict.ionary); 
static TPointer<TOcRegistrar> Registrar; 

11 Registration 

REGISTRATION _FORMAT _BUFFER(IOO) 

BEGIN _REGISTRATION(AppReg) 
REGDATA(clsid, "{5E4BD340-8ABC-101B-A23B-CE4E85D07ED2}") 
REGDAT A(progid, "Basic.DesignTool.10") 
REGDAT A(description,"Tool Used to Design Basic 00 Notation") 

II REGDAT A(appname, "Basic 00 Notation Design Tool") 
REGDAT A(appname, "00 Notation Workshop") 
REGDAT A( andline, "/automation") 
REGDAT A(usage, ocrMultipleUse) 

END_ REGISTRATION 

// TDrawApp 

DEFINE_ RESPONSE_ TABLE I (TDraw App, T Application) 
EV_ OWL VIEW(dnCreate, EvNewView), 
EV_ OWL VIEW(dnClose, EvCloseView), 
EV_ WM_DROPFILES, 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _ ABOtrr, CmAbout), 

END_ RESPONSE_ TABLE; 

DEFINE_ AtrrOAGGREGATE(TDrawApp, OcApp->Aggregate) 
EXPOSE_PROPRW(Visible, TAutoBool, "Visible", "Main window shown", 0) 
EXPOSE_METHOD(NewDoc, TDrawDocument,"NewDocument", "Create new document", 0) 
EXPOSE_METHOD(OpenDoc, TDrawDocument,"OpenDorument","Open existing document", 0) 
REQUIRED_ARG( TAutoString. "Name") 

EXPOSE_PROPRO(AppName, TAutoString. "Name", "Application name", 0) 
EXPOSE_ PROPRO(FullName,T AutoString. "FullName", "Complete path to application'', 0) 
EXPOSE_APPLICATION(TDrawApp, "Application", "Application object", 0) 
EXPOSE_QUIT( "Quit", "Shutdown application", 0) 

END_AtrrOAGGREGATE(TDrawApp,tfAppObjectltfCanCreate,"TDrawApp","Application class", 0) 

const char far* 
TDraw App: :GetPath() 
{ 

} 

static char bufl_ MAX _PATH]; 
GetModuleFileName(buf, sizeoftbuf)-1 ); 
return buf; 

boo I 
TDraw App: :GetShow() 
{ 
TFrarneWindow• frame = GetMainWindow(); 
return (frame && frame->IsWindow() && frame->IsWindowVisible()); 

} 

void 
TDrawApp::SetShow(bool visible) 
{ 
TFrameWindow• frame = GetMainWindow(); 
if(frame && frame->IsWindow()) { 

unsigned flags = visible ? 
SWP _NOACTIV A TEISWP _NOSIZEISWP _NOMOVEISWP _ SHOWWINDOW 

SWP _NOACTIVA TEISWP _NOSIZEISWP _NOMOVEISWP _NOZORDERISWP _HIDE WINDOW; 
frarne->SetWindowPos(HWND _TOP, 0,0,0,0, flags); 

} 
} 
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ext.em TDocTemplate drawTpl; 

TDrawDoc:ument• 
TDrawApp::OperiDoc(oonst diar far* name) 
{ 
long tla(I} = name ? 0 : dtNewDoc; 
TDocManager- docManager • GetDocManager(); 
if(!docManager) 
retumO; 

HWND h Wnd = : :GetFocus(); 
TDocument* doc a Get.DocManager()->CreateDoc(&drawTpl, name, 0, na~); 

: :SetFocus(h Wnd); 
return dynamic_ cast <TDraw Document•>( doc); 

} 

TDrawApp::TDrawApp() : 
TApplication(::AppReg("appoame"], ::Module, &::AppDidionary) 

{ 
} 

void 
TDrawApp: :InitMain WindowQ 
{ 
View = O; 

II Determine whether it's MDI or SDI app 
II If single use or DLL server, run multiple instances as SDI apps 
DocMode = (JsOptionSet{amSingleUse) II 

!lsOptionSet(amExeMode)) ? dmSDI : dmMDI; 

TOleFrame• frame; 
if(DocMode = dmMDI) 
II Consttu<1 lhe TOleMDIFrame frame window 
frame = new TOleMDIFrame(OetName(), 0, •(Client = new TMDIClienl), true); 

else 
II Constru<1 the TOleFrame frame window 
frame = new TOleFrame(OetNameQ, 0, true); 

II Consttu<1 a stat.us bar 
TStatusBar* sb = new TStatusBar(frame, TGadget::Recessed); 

II Constru<1 a oontrol bar 
TCootrolBar* cb • new TControlBar(frame); 

cb->Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_FILENEW, CM_FILENEW, TButtonGadget::Command)); 
cb->Insert(*new TButt.onGadget(CM FILEOPEN, CM_FILEOPEN, TButtonGadget::Conunand)); 
cb->lnsert(*new TButt.onGadget(CM_FILESA VE, CM_FILESA VE, TBuu.onGadget::Command)); 
cb->Insert(*new TButtooGadget(CM_FILESA VEAS, CM_FILESA VEAS, TButtonGadget::Command)); 
cb-> lnsert(*new TSeparatorGadget ); 
cb-> lnsert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _ PENSIZE, CM_ PENSIZE, TButtonGadget: :Command)); 
cb-> lnsert(*new TButtooGadget(CM _ PENCOLOR, CM_ PENCOLOR, TButtonGadget::Command)); 
cb->lnsert(*new TButt.onGadget(CM _OVERLAP, CM_ OVERLAP, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb->Insert(*new TButtooGadget(CM_FILL, CM_FILL, TButtooGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb-> lnsert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _TRANSPARENT, CM_ TRAN SP ARENT, 

TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb->Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_FILLCOLOR, CM_FILLCOLOR, TButtonGadget::Command)); 
cb->Insert(*new TButtooGadget(CM DAT AINPlIT, CM _DAT AINPlIT, TBUUonGadget::Command)); 
cb-> Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _ ABOlIT, CM_ ABOlIT, TButtonGadget: :Command)); 
cb->SetHintMode(TGadgetWindow: :Enter Hints); 
cb->Anr.ld = IDW _ TOOLBAR; 

TControlBar* chi = new TControlBar(frame,TGadgetWindow::Vertical);//my ... Horizontal 
cbl->Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_PEN, CM PEN, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb 1->Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_POL YLINE, CM_POL YLINE, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb 1-> Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _ RECT, CM_ RECT, TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb 1->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget(CM DIAMOND, CM_ DIAMOND, TButtonGadget::Command)); 
cb 1->Insert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _P ARAGRAM, CM _P ARAGRAM, TButtonGadget: :Command)); 
cbl->Insert(*new TSeparatorGadget); 
cb 1->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget{CM _ DIAMONDEND, CM_ DIAMONDEND, 

TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb l->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget(CM _SQUAREND, CM_ SQUAREND, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cbl->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_HAS, CM HAS, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb 1->SetHintMode(TGadget Window: :Enter Hints); 
cbl->Anr.ld = IDW_TOOLBAR; 

TControlBar* cb2 - new TControlBar(frame,TGadgctWindow::Vert.ical);llmy ... Horizontal 
cb2->Insert(*new TButtooGadget{CM_SELECT, CM_SELECT, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb2->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget{CM _LINE, CM_ LINE, TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb2->h1sert(*new TButtonGadget{CM _CIRCLE, CM_ CIRCLE, TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb2->Insert(*new TButtonGadget{CM_ROUNDEDRECT, CM_ROUNDEDRECT, 

TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb2->h1sert(*new TButtonGadget(CM_POL YOON, CM_POLYGON, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)); 
cb2->lnsert(*new TSeparatorGadget); 
cb2->lnsert(*new TButtonGadget{CM_ARROW, CM_ARROW, TButtonGadget::Exclusive)): 
cb2-> lnsert(*new TButtonGadget{CM _ CIRCLEND, CM_ CIRCLEND, TButtonGadget: :Exclusive)); 
cb2->Insert(*new TButtooGadget{CM_LINESEND, CM_LINESEND, TButtooGadget::Exclusive)); 
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cb2->SetHintMode(TGadgetWindow: :FnterHints ); 
cb2->Attr.ld = IDW _ TOOLBAR; 

// Insert the status bar and control bar into the frame 
frame->Insert(*sb, TDecoratedFrame::Bottom); 
frame->Insert(*cb, TDecoratedFrame::Top); 
frame->Insert(*cbl , TDecoratedFrame::Left); 
frame->Insert(*cb2, TDecoratedFrame::Left); 

II Set the main window and its menu 
SetMain Window( frame); 
if(DocMode == dmMDI) 

GetMain Window()->SetMenuDescr(TMenuDescr(IDM _ MDICMNDS)); 
else 

GetMainWindow()->SetMenuDescr(TMenuDescr(IDM_SDICMNDS)); 

I/ Install the document manager 
SetDocManager(new TDocManager(DocMode )); 

} 

void 
TDrawApp:: lnitlnstance() 
{ 
T Application:: lnitlnstance(); 
GetMain Window()->DragAooeptFiles(true ); 

} 

void 
TDraw App: :EvDropFiles(TDroplnfo drop Info) 
{ 
int fileCount = droplnfo.DragQueryFileCount(); 
for (int index = O; index < fileCount; index++) { 

int fileLength = droplnfo.DragQueryFileNameLen(index)+ I ; 
char* filePath = new char [fileLength ]; 
droplnfo.DragQueryFile(index, filePath, file Length); 
TDocTemplate* tpl = GetDocManager()->MatchTemplate(filePath); 
if(tpl) 
GetDocManager()->CreateDoc(tpl, filePath); 

else { II Embedding from file 
TOleWindow• oleWin = TYPESAFE_DOWNCAST(View, TOleWindow); 

II Let the TOie Window handle the dropped file 
II 

if(oleWin) 
oleWin->ForwardMessage(); 

delete filePath; 
} 
droplnfo.DragFinish(); 

} 

void 
TDrawApp::EvNewView(TView& view) 
{ 
View = &view; 
TOie View• ov = TYPESAFE_DOWNCAST(&view, TOie View); 
if(DocMode == dmMDI) { 

} 

if(view.GetDocument().lsEmbedded() && ov && !ov->IsOpenEditing()) { 
TWindow• vw = view.GetWindow(); 

} 

TOleFrame• mw = TYPESAFE_DOWNCAST(GetMainWindow(), TOleFrame); 
TWindow• rvb = mw->GetRemViewBucket(); 
vw->SetParent(rvb); 
vw->Create(); 

else { 

} 

TMDIChild• child = new TMDIChild(*Client, O); 
if(view.GetViewMenu()) 
child->SetMenuDescr(*view.GetViewMenu()); 

child->Create(); 
child->SetClientWindow(view.GetWindow()); 

else { 
TFrameWindow• frame = GetMainWindow(); 
frame->SetClient Window( view.Get Window()); 
if(!view.lsOK()) 
frame->SetClientWindow(O); 

else if(view.GetViewMenu()) 
frame->MergeMenu(*view.GetViewMenu()); 

if(!ov II !ov->GetOcRemView()) 
OcApp->SetOption( amEmbedding, false); 

} 
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void 
TDraw App: :EvClose View(TView& /•view•!) 
{ 
II nothing needs to be done here for MDI 
if (DocMode == dmSDI) { 

GetMain Window()->SetClient Window(O); 
} 

} 

void 
TDrawApp::CmAbout() 
{ 
TDialog(&TWindow(::GetFocus(), this), IDD _ABOlIT).Execute(); 

} 

int 
OwlMain(int t•argc•/, char- t•argv•/ []) 
{ 

} 

try { 
Registrar = new TOcRegistrar{AppReg. TOleDocViewAutoFactory<TDrawApp>(), 

TApplication::GetCmdLine(), ::DocTemplateStaticHead); 
if (Registrar->lsOptionSet{amAnyRegOptioo)) 

return O; 

return Registrar->Run(); 
} 
catch (xmsg& x) { 

::MessageBox(O, x.why().c_str(), "Exception", MB_ OK); 
} 
return -1; 

........ 
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//. 
II wshape.qip - the implementation of the TBasicShape class for 
II 00 Notation Workshop 
II - Developed by Bei Zllong(l995) 
II ---
#include <owl/owlpch.h> 
#include <owl/dc.h> 
#include <owl/gdiobjec.h> 
#include <ocf7automaa.h> 
#include <ocf7ocdata.h> 
#include <ocf7oaemvie.h> 
#include "classes.h" 
/flbe implementation ofTBasicShape class 

void 
TBasicShape: :SetPenType(int penType) 
{ 
if (pen Type < 0) 

PenType = O; //PS_SOLID 
else 

Pen Type = penType; 

void 
TBasicShape: :SetPen(int penSize) 
{ 
if (pen Size < I) 

PenSize = I ; 
else 

PenSize = penSize; 

void 
TBasicShape::SetPen(TColor& newColor, int penSize, int pen Type) 
{ 
II IfpenSize isn't the default (0), set PenSize to the new size. 

if (pen Size) 
PenSize = penSize; 

if(penType < 0) 
PenType = O; 

else 
PenType = penType; 

Color = newColor; 
} 

void 
TBasicShape:: lnvalidate(TDraw View& view) 
{ 

} 

TOleClientDC dc\view); 
TRect rUpdate(Get.Bound()); 
rUpdate. lnflate( I , I); 
dc.LPloDP((TPoint *)&rUpdate, 2); 
TUIHandle handle(rUpdate, TU!Handle: :Framed); 
rUpdate = handle.GetBoundingRect(); 
view.GetDocument().NotifyViews(vnlnvalidate, (long)&rUpdate, O); 

void 
TBasicShape:: Update Bound() 
{ 
// Iterates througli the points in the BasicShape i. 
TPointsiterator j(*this); 
if (!j) return; 
TPoint p = j++; 
if (p.x < 1000) { 

} 
else {;}// type > 1000 
} 

p = j++; 
BoundSet(p.x, p.y, p.x, p.y); 

while (j) { 
p = j++; 
if((p.x - PenSize) < Bound.lell) 
Bound.Jell = (p.x - PenSize); 
if((p.x + PenSize) > Bound.riglit) 
Bound.riglit = (p.x + PenSize); 
if((p.y - PenSize) < Bound.top) 
Bound.top = (p.y- PenSize); 
if((p.y + PenSize) > Bound.bottom) 
Bound.bottom = (p.y + PenSize); 
} 
Bound.rigllt += I; 
Bound.bottom += I; 
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void 
TBasicShape: :Updat.ePosition(TPoint& new Pos) 
{ 

} 

TPointslterator i(*this); 
i++; 
for (i; i; i++) { 

TPoint• pt = (TPoint *)&i.Currenl(); 
pt->x += newPos.x; 
pt->y += newPos.y; 

BoWld.Offset{newPos.x, newPos.y); 
} 

void 
TBasicShape::UpdateSize(TSi:ze& new Size) 
{ 

} 

TSiz.e deha = newSize - OetSize(); 
TPointslterator i(*this); 
i++; 
for (i; i; i++) { 

TPoint• pt = (TPoint *)&i.Currenl(); 
pt->x += (((p.->x - Bound.left)• deha.cx + (Get.Size{).cx » I ))/Get.Size{).cx); 
pt->y += (((p.->y- Bound.top)• delta.cy + (Get.Size().cy » I ))/Get.Size().cy); 

} 
BoWld.rigjlt = Bound.left + newSize.cx; 
Bowtd.boUom = Bound.top + newSire.cy; 

void 
TBasicShape: :DrawSelection(TOC &de) 
{ 
II TIJIHandle(Bound, TUIHandle::GrapplesjTUIHandle::DashFramed).Painl(dc); 

TIJIHandle(Bound, TIJIHandle:: Grapples). Pa int( de); 

boo I 
TBasicShape::Draw(TDC& de) oonst 
{ 
II Set pen for the de to the values for this BasicShape 
II TPen pen(Color, PenSize, PS_INSIDEFRAME); 

TPeo pen(Color, PenSire, PenType); 
de.SeleaObjed(pen); 
TBrush• Brush; 

II Iterates througjl the points in the BasicShape i. 
TPointslterator j(*this); 
TPoint FirstPoint,LastPoint, p = j ++; 

if(p.x > 800 && p.x < 900) { II lines and curves 
boo! first = true; 
while (j) { 

II TPoint p = j ++; 

} 

p = j ++; 
if (!first) 

else { 
dc.LineTo(p); 

dc.MoveTo(p); 
first = false; 
} 

else if (p.x == 998) { // circle 
FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
i.QFillType == I){ //overlap 

Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObjed(•Brush); 

II dc.Red.angle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
dc.Ellipse(FirstPoint, Last.Point); 
delete Brush; // delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType == 2){ // fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
dc.SelectObjed(•Brush ); 

II dc.Red.angle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
dc.Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete fill brush 
} 

else { // transparent 
dc.SelectStockObjecl(NULL_BRUSH); 

II dc.Rectangle(FirstPoint, Last.Point); 
dc.Ellipse(First.Point, LastPoint); 

} 

} // circle 

else if (p.x == 999) { II reaangle 
..... 
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First.Point = j ++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
iftFillType = 1 ){ //overlap 

Brush = new TBrush(fColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType == 2){ II fill 
Brush = new TBrush(fColor(FillColor)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete fill brush 
} 

else { II transparent 
dc.SelectStock.Object(NULL _ BRUSH); 
dc.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
} 

} ff recrangle 

else if (p.x = 997) { // rounded recrangle 
First.Point = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
iftFillType = l){ //overlap 

Brush = new TBrush(fColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.RoundRect(FirstPoint, Last.Point, TPoint(20,20)); 
delete Brush; If delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType == 2){ // fill 
Brush = new TBrush(fColor(FillColor)); 
de. SelectObject(*Brush ); 
dc.RoundRect(FirstPoint, LastPoint, TPoint(20,20)); 
delete Brush; If delete fill brush 
} 

else { II transparent 
dc.SelectStock.Object(NULL_BRUSH); 
dc.RoWldRect(FirstPoint, Last.Point, TPoint(20,20)); 
} 

} II rounded recrangle 
else if ( p.x = 995 ) { // polyline 

TPoint points[400]; 
int count = O; 
while (j && count < 400) { 

points[ count]=j++; 
count+= !; 
} 

dc.Polyline(points, count); 
} f I polyline 

else if( p.x == 996 II p.x == 993 II p.x == 994) { // polygonf/diamondf/parallolgram 
TPoint points[400]; 
int count = O; 
while (j && count < 400) { 

points[ count ]=j++; 
count+= l; 
} 

iftFillT:rpe == I){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; ff delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType == 2){ II fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
de. SelectObject(*Brush ); 
dc.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; If delete fill brush 
} 

else { If transparent 
dc.SelectStockObject(NULL_ BRUSH); 
dc.Polygon(points, count); 
} 

} // polygon 

else if (p.x == 992 ) { // arrow 
FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j ++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
dc.LineTo(LastPoint); 

TPoint points[40); 
int COWlt = O; 
points[cowit]=LastPoint; 

....... 
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whileG) { 

count+=! ; 

points[ count ]=j++; 
COWJt+=! ; 
} 

iftFillType == 1 ){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
de.SelectObject(*Brush); 
de.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; II delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType = 2){ // fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
de.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; II delete fill brush 
} 

else { // transparent 
de.SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
de.Polygon(points, count); 
} 

} // arrow + line 

else if (p.x = 990) { //Diamondend 
FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
de.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
de.LineTo(LastPoint); 

TPoint points[40]; 
int count = O; 

points[ count]= LastPoint; 
COWJt+=J; 

while (j) { 
points[ count]=j++; 
count+=!; 
} 

iftFillType == I){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
de.SelectObject(*Brush ); 

de.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; // delete overlap brush 
} 

else if(FillType = 2){ II fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
de. SelectObject(*Brush ); 
de.Polygon(points, count); 
delete Brush; // delete fill brush 
} 

else { // transparent 
de.SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
de.Polygon(points, count); 
} 

} // line with diamonedend 

FirstPoint = j++; 

else if (p.x == 989 ) { // square end 
FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
de.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
de.LineTo(LastPoint); 

LastPoint = j++; 

iftFillType == 1 ){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
de.SelectObject(*Brush); 
de.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete overlap brush 
} 

else if(FillType == 2){ // fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
de. SelectObject(*Brush ); 
de.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete fill brush 
} 

else { // transparent 
de.SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
de.Rectangle(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
} 

} // line with diamond end 

else if (p.x == 991 ) { // circle end 
........ 
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FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
dc.LineTo(LastPoint); 

FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 

iftFillType = l ){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint ); 
delete Brush; // delete overlap brush 
} 

else if(FillType == 2){ II fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
dc.SelectObjed(*Brush ); 
dc.Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
delete Brush; II delete fill brush 
} 

else { I I transparent 
dc.SelectStockObjed(NULL_BRUSH); 
dc.Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint ); 
} 

} // line with circle end 

else if (p.x == 988 ) { II linesend 
FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
dc.LineTo(LastPoint); 

FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
de. Line T o(LastPoint ); 

FirstPoint = LastPoint; 
LastPoint = j++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
dc.LineTo(LastPoint); 

} II line with short lines end 
else if (p.x == 98711!>.x == 986 ) { II hasllis 

} 

FirstPoint = j++; 
LastPoint = j++; 
dc.MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
dc.LineTo(LastPoint); 

TPoint points[40]; 
int COWlt = O; 

while (j) { 
points[ cowit )=j++; 
cowit+= l; 
} 

iftFillTwe == I){ //overlap 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(255,255,255)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush ); 
dc.Polygon(points, cowit); 
delete Brush; II delete overlap brush 
} 

else if (FillType == 2){ // fill 
Brush = new TBrush(TColor(FillColor)); 
dc.SelectObject(*Brush); 
dc.Polygon(points, cowit); 
delete Brush; // delete fill brush 
} 

else { II transparent 

} // Has 

dc.SelectStock.Object(NULL _BRUSH); 
dc.Polygon(points, cowtt); 
} 

else if(p.x > 1000){;} // others 

dc.RestorePen(); 
return true; 

ostream& 
operator <<(ostream& os, const TBasicShape& BasicShape) 
{ 
II Write the number of points in the BasicShape 
os << BasicShape.GetltemslnContainer(); 

II Get and write pen attributes. 
....... 
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} 

os << '' << BasicShape.Color << '' << BasicShape.PenSize 
<< '' << BasicShape.PenType << '' << BasicShape.FillColor 
« '' « BasicShape.FillType; 

II Get an iterator for the array of points 
TPointslterator j(BasicShape ); 

II While the iterator is valid (i.e. we haven't run out of points) 
while(j) 
II Write the point from the iterator and increment the array. 
OS << j++; 

OS << '\n'; 

II return the stream object 
return os; 

i&ream& 
operator >>(istream& is, TBasicShape& BasicShape) 
{ 

} 

unsigned numPoints; 
is >> numPoints; 

COLORREF color, fil!Color; 
int penSize,penType, fillType; 
is >> color >> penSize >> pen Type >> fillColor » fillType; 
BasicShape.SetPen(TColor(color), penSize, penType); 
BasicShape. SetFillType(fillType ); 
BasicShape.SetFitlColor(fillColor); 

while (nurnPoints--) { 
TPoint point; 

is » point; 
BasicShape.Add(point); 

} 

II return the stream objed. 
return is; 

boo I 
GetPenSize(TWindow• parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape) 
{ 

} 

char inputText[6]; 

wsprint.ftinputText, "%d", BasicShape.QueryPenSize()); 
if (TlnputDialog(parent, "BasicShape Thickness", 

"Input a new thickness:", 
inputText, 

sizeoflinputText)).Execute() != IOOK) 
return false; 

BasicShape. SetPen( atoi( input Text)); 

if(BasicShape.QueryPenSize() < I) 
BasicShape.SetPen( I); 

return true; 

boo I 
GetPenColor(TWindow* parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape) 
{ 

} 

TChooseColorDialog: :TData colors; 
static TColor custColors[l6] = 
{ 
OxOJOIOJL, OxJOIOIOL, Ox202020L, Ox303030L, 

}; 

Ox404040L, Ox505050L, Ox606060L, Ox707070L, 
Ox808080L, Ox909090L, OxAOAOAOL, OxBOBOBOL, 
OxCOCOCOL, OxDODODOL, OxEOEOEOL, OxFOFOFOL 

colors.Flag;; = CC_ RGBINIT; 
colors.Color = TColor(BasicShape.QueryColor()); 
colors. CustColors = custColors; 
if(TChooseColorDialog(parent, colors).Execute() != IOOK) 

return false; 
BasicShape.SetPen(colors.Color,BasicShape.QueryPenSize(),BasicShape.QueryPenType()); 
return true; 

boo I 
GetFillColor(TWindow* parent, TBasicShape& BasicShape) 
{ 
TChooseColorDialog::TData colors; 
static TColor custColors[ 16] = 
{ -Vl 
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Ox1ll0101L, Ox!OIOIOL, Ox'.202020L, Ox303030L, 
Ox404040L, OxSOSOSOL, Ox606060L, Ox707070L, 
Ox808080L, Ox909090L, OxAOAOAOL, Ox.BOBOBOL, 
OxCOCOCOL, OxDODODOL, OxEOEOEOL, OxFOFOFOL 

}; 

colors.Fla~ = CC_RGBlNIT; 
colors.Color = TColor(BasicShape.QueryFillColor()); 
colors.CustColors = custColors; 
if(TChooseColorDialog(parent, colors).Execute() != !DOK) 

return false; 
BasicShape.SetFiUColor(colors.Color); 
retumuue; 

} 

void 
TBasicShape: :Scale( double scale) 
{ 
TPointslterator i(*this); 
i++; 
for (i; i; i++) { 

} 

TPoint• ~ ~ (TPoint ")&i.Cumnt(); 
~->x = BolDldleft + ~->x • Bound.left)*scale; 
~->y = Boundtop + ~->y - Bound.top)•scate ; 

Bound.right = Boundleft +(Boundrigltt • Boundleft)•scate; 
BoW1d.bottom = Bound.top +(Bound.bottom · BoW1d.top)0 scale; 
II UpdateBo1111d() 
} 

void 
TBasicShape::ScaleX(double scale) 
{ 
TPointslterator i(*this); 
i++; 
for (i; i; i++) { 

TPoint• ~ ~ (TPoint *)&i.Current(); 
~->x = Bound left + ~->x • Bound.left)*scale; 

II ~->y = Bound.top + ~->y • Boundtop)"scale; 
} 
BoW1d.right = Bound.left +(Bound.rigltt • Bound.left)*scale; 

II Bound.bottom - Boundtop +(Bound.bottom· Bound.top)•scate; 
II UpdateBound() 

void 
TBasicShape::ScaleY(double scale) 
{ 
TPointslterator i(*this); 
i++; 
for (i; i; i++) { 

TPoint • ~ = (TPoint •)&i.Currenl(); 
II ~->x = Bound.left + ~->x • Bound.left)•scate; 

~->y = Bound.top + ~->y • Bound.top)•scate ; 
} 

//Bound.rigltt = Bound.tell +(Bound.rigltt - Bound.left)*scale; 
Boundbott.om = Bound.lop ~ (Boundbottom - Bow1d.top)•scate; 

II UpdateBound() 
} 
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Ii 
II wnotatio.cpp -- the implementation of the TNotation class 
II for 00 Notation Workshop 
II -- Developed by Bei Zhong (1995) 
//----------------------------------------------
#include <owl/owlpch.h> 
#include <owl/dc.h> 
#include <owl/gdiobjec.h> 
#include <ocflautomacr.h> 
#include <ocflocdata.h> 
#include <ocflocremvie.h> 
#include "classes.h" 

//=====The implementation ofTNotation class===~~========= 

ostream& 
operator <<(ost.ream& os, const TNotatioo& Notation) 
{ 
II os « Notation.GetltemslnCootainer(); 

TBasicShapeslterator j(Notation); 

while(j) 
OS << j++; 

II OS << "n'; 

} 

II return the st.ream object 
return os; 

isl.ream& 
operator >>(istream& is, TNotation& Notation) 
{ 
unsigned numNotatioo; 
is >> numNotation; 

while (numNotation-) { 

return is; 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
is >> BasicShape; 
Notation.Add(BasicShape ); 

boo I 
TNotation::Draw(TDC& de) const 
{ 

} 

11 Iterates through the basic shapes in a notation. 
TBasicShapeslterator j(*this ); 

while (j) { 
TBasicShape basicshape = j++; 
basicshape.Draw(dc); 
} 
return true; 

void 
TNotation::DrawSelection(TDC &de) 
{ 
11 TUJHandle(Bound, TUJHandle: :GrapplesjTUJHandle:: DashFramed). Paint( de); 

TUJHandle(Bound, TUIHandle::Grapples).Paint(dc); 

void 
TNotation::Invalidate(TDrawView& view) 
{ 

} 

TOleClientDC dc(view); 
TRect rUpdate(GetBound()); 
rUpdate. Inflate( l , l ); 
dc.LPtoDP((TPoint *)&rUpdate, 2); 
TUJHandle handle(rUpdate, TUJHandle: :Framed); 
rUpdate = handle.GetBoundingRect(); 
view.GetDocument().NotifyViews(~nlnvalidate, (long)&rUpdate, O); 

void 
TNotation:: UpdatePosition(TPoint& newPos) 
{ 

TBasicShapeslterator i(*this ); 
for (i; i; i++) 
{ 

TBasicShape• bs = (TBasicShape*)&i.Current(); 
bs->UpdatePosition(new Pos ); 

........ 
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Bound.Off.set(newPos.x, newPos.y); 

void 
TNotation: :UpdateSize(TSize& newSize) 
{ 
TBasicShapeslterator i("this); 
for (i; i; i++) 

{ 
TBasicShape• bs = (TBasicShape")&i.Current(); 
bs->UpdateSize(newSize ); 
} 

Boundriglrt - Bound left + newSize.cx; 
Boundbottom - Boundtop + newSize.cy, 

} 

void 
TNotation::UpdateBound() 
{ 
II Iterates lhrouglt the basic shapes in the n<Xation i. 
TBasicShapeslterator K"this); 
if (!j) return; 

TBasicShape bs = j++; 
II TBasicShape• bs • (TBasicShape•)&j.Current(); 
II TBas.icShape bs - TBasicShapes(j); 

Bolll!d.Set(bs.Boundleft,bs.Bound.top,bs. Bound.ril!tit,bs.Boundbottom); 

while (j) { 

void 

bs • j++; 
if(bs.Bound.left < Bound.left) 

Bound.left = bs. Bound.left; 
if (bs.Bound.ril!tit > Bound.right) 
Bound.right m bs. Bound.riglrt; 
if(bs.Bound.top < Bound.top) 
Bound.top = bs.Boundtop; 
if(bs.Boundbottom > Boundbottom) 
Bound.bottom ~ bs.Boundbottom; 

TNotation::Scale(double scale) 
{ 

TPoint nPos = GetPos(); 
TPoint bPos,newPos; 
TBasicShapeslterator i("this); 

} 

for (i; i; i++} 
{ 
TBasicShape• bs = (TBasicShape•)&i.Current(); 
bs->Scale(scale); 
bPos = bs->GetPos(); 
newPos.x = nPos.x + (bPos.x - nPos.x)*scale - bPos.x; 
newPos.y = nPos.y + (bPos.y - nPos.y)*scale - bPos.y; 
bs->UpdatePosition(newPos); 
bs->UpdateBound(); 
} 

Bolll!d.right - Bound.left +(Boundriglrt - Bound.left)"scale; 
Bound.bottom - Bound.top +(Boundbottom - Bound.top)•scale; 
II UpdateBound() 

void 
TNotation: :ScaleX(double scale) 
{ 
TPoint nPos ~ GetPos(); 
TPoint bPos,newPos; 
TBasicShapeslterator i("this ); 
for (i; i; i++) 

{ 
TBasicShape• bs = (TBasicShape•)&i.Current{); 
bs->ScaleX(scale); 

bPos = bs->GetPos(); 
newPos.x - nPos.x + (bPos.x - nPos.x)*scale - bPos.x; 
newPos.y ~ O; 
bs->UpdatePosition(newPos); 
bs->UpdateBound(); 
} 

Bound.right • Bound.left +(Bound.riglrt - Boundleft)•scale; 
if Boundbottom - Bound.top +(Boundbottom - Boundtop)•scale; 

I UpdateBound() 
} 

void 
TNotation::ScaleY(double scale) 
{ 
TPoint nPos = GetPos(); 

_. 
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TPoint bPos,newPos; 
TBasicShapeslterator i(*this ); 
for (i; i; i++) 

{ 
TBasicShape* bs = (TBasicShape*)&i.Current(); 
bs->ScaleY(scale); 

bPos = bs->GetPos(); 
newPos.x = O; 
newPos.y = nPos.y + (bPos.y- nPos.y)*scale - bPos.y; 
bs->UpdatePosition(newPos); 
bs->UpdateBound(); 
} 

II Bound.right = Boundleft +(Bowid.rigltt - Boundleft)*scale; 
Bound.bottom = Bound.top +(Bound.bottom - Bound.top)*scale; 
II UpdateBound() 

} 
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II ----
II wdoaunen.cpp --the implementation ofTDrawDocument class for 
II 00 Notation Workshop 
II - Devel~ by Bei Zhong(l995) 
11------ --------
#include <owl/owlpc:h.h> 
#include <owUdc.h> 
#include <owUinputdia.h> 
#include <owl/chooseco.h> 
#include <owUgdiobjec.h> 
#include <owUdoananag.h> 
#include <owl/listbox.h> 
#include <owUcontrolb.h> 
#include <owUbuttongii.h> 
#include <owUscroller.h> 
#include <classliblarrays.h> 
#include <owl/olemdifr .h> 
#include <owl/oledoc.h> 
#include <owUoleview.h> 
#include <ocf7automacr.h> 
#include <ocf7ocdata.h> 
#include <ocf7ocremvie.h> 
#include "classes.h" 
#include "interfac.h" 
#include "views.re" 

DEFINE_AUTOCLASS(TDrawDocument) 
II EXPOSE_PROPRW(PenType, TAutoShort, "Pen Type", "Current pen type", 0) 
EXPOSE_ PROPR W(PenSize, T AutoShort, "PenSize", "Current pen size", 0) 
EXPOSE_PROPRW(PenColor, TAutoLong. "PenColor", "Current pen color", 0) 
EXPOSE_METHOD(AddPoint, TAutoVoid, "AddPoint", 

"Add a point to the current BasicShape", 0) 
REQUIRED_ARG( TAutoShort, "X") 
REQUIRED_ ARO( T AutoShort, "Y") 
EXPOSE_ METHOD(AddBasicShape, T Auto Void, "AddBasicShape", 

"Add current BasicShape into drawing", 0) 
EXPOSE_ METHOD(ClearBasicShape, T Auto Void, "ClearBasicShape", 

"Erases current BasicShape", 0) 
EXPOSE_APPLICATION( TDrawApp, "Application","Application object", 0) 

END_ AUTOCLASS(TDrawDoaunent, tfNormal, "TDrawDoc", "Draw document class", 0) 
TDrawDocument: :TDrawDocument(TDocument• parent) 

: TOleDocument(parent), UndoBasicShape(O), UndoState(UndoNone) 
{ 

} 

BasicShapes = new TNotation(); 
Notations = new TNotations(20,0,5); 
AutoPenSize = I; 
AutoPenColor = RGB(O, 0, O); 
AutoBasicShape = new TBasicShape(AutoPenColor, AutoPenSize ); 

TScreenDC de; 
DocSize.cx = dc.GetDeviceCaps(LOOPIXELSX)* 85 11 O; 
DocSize.cy = dc.GetDeviceCaps(LOGPIXELSY)* 11 ; 

TDrawDocument::- TDrawDocument() 
{ 

} 

delete AutoBasicShape; 
delete BasicShapes; 
delete UndoBasicShape; 
delete Notations; 

TBasicShape* 
TDrawDocument::GetBasicShape(TString& moniker) 
{ 

} 

int index = atoi(moniker); 
return GetBasicShape(index); 

boo I 
TDrawDocument::CornmitSelection(TOleWindow& oleWin, void• userData) 
{ 
TOleDocument: :CommitSeled.ion( ole Win, user Data); 
TDrawView* drawView = TYPESAFE_DOWNCAST(&oleWin, TDrawView); 
TOutStream* os = OutStream(ofWrite); 
if(!os II !drawView) 
return false; 

II Make the BasicShape usable in a container by adjusting its origin 
TBasicShape* BasicShape = (TBasicShape*)userData; 
int i = BasicShape? I : O; 
TPoint newPos(Margin, Margin); 
if (BasicShape) { 
new Pos -= BasicShape->GetBound(). Top Left(); 
BasicShape->UpdatePosition(newPos); 
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} 

} 
II Write the number ofBasicShapes in the figure 
*os << i; 
II Append a description using a resource string 
*os << '' << Filelnfo << 'In'; 
II Copy the current BasicShape from the iterator and inaement the array. 
if (BasicShape) 

*os << *BasicShape; 

delete os; 
II restore BasicShape 
if (BasicShape) 

BasicShape->UpdatePosition(-newPos ); 
return true; 

boo I 
TDrawDocument::Commit(bool force) 
{ 
TOleDocument: :Commit( force); 
TOutStream• os = OutStream(ofWrite); 
if (!os) 

return false; 

II Write the number ofnotations in the figure 
•os « Notations->Get.ltemslnContainer(); 

II Append a desaiption using a resource string 
*os << '' << Filelnfo << 'In'; 

II Get an iterator for the array of Notations 
TNotationslterator j(*Notations ); 

II While the iterator is valid (i.e. we haven't run out of Notations) 
while (j) { 

II Copy the current notation from the iterator and increment the array. 
TNotation Notation = j++; 

II Write the number ofBasicShapes in the notation 
•os « Notation.Get.ltemslnContainer(); 
*os << '' << Filelnfo << 'In'; 
II Get an iterator for the array of BasicShapes 
•os << Notation; 

} 
II Write the number ofBasicShapes in the figure 

*os << BasicShapes->GetltemslnContainer(); 
•os << '' << Filelnfo << 'In'; 

II Get an iterator for the array of BasicShapes 
TBasicShapeslterator i(*BasicShapes ); 

} 

II While the iterator is valid (i.e. we haven't run out ofBasicShapes) 
while (i) { 

delete os; 

II Copy the current BasicShape from the iterator and increment the array. 
•os << i++; 

II Commit the storage if it was opened in transacted mode 
TOleDocument: :CommitTransactedStorage(); 
SetDirty(false); 

return true; 

boo I 
TDrawDocument: :Open(int mode, const char far• path) 
{ 
char fileinfo[IOO] ; 

II ::MessageBox(O, "open", "open", MB_OK); 
TOleDocument::Open(mode, path); I/ normally path should be null 
if (GetDocPath()) { 

TinStream• is = (TlnStream*)InStream( ofRead); 
if(!is) 

return false ; 

1/--·······--·-
unsigried numNotations, numBasicShapes; 

*is >> numNotations; 
is->getline(fileinfo, sizeoflfileinfo )); 
while (numNotations--) { 

*is >> numBasicShapes; 
is->getline(fileinfo, sizeoflfileinfo)); 
while (numBasicShapes-) { 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
*is >> BasicShape; 
BasicShape. Update Bound(); 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShapes->UpdateBound();/1//1/ 
Notations-> Add(*BasicShapes ); -0\ 
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BasicShapes->Flush(); 

II is->getline(fileinfo, sii.eoftfileinfo )); 
*is >> numBasicShapes; 
is->getline(fileinfo, sizeoftfileinfo )); 
while (numBasicShapes-) { 

} 

} else { 

} 

delete is; 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
*is >> BasicShape; 
BasicShape. UpdateBound(); 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 

Filelnfo = fileinfo; 

Filelnfo = string(*: :Module,IDS_FILEINFO); 

SetDirty(false ); 
UndoState = UndoNone; 
return true; 

II 
II Read in the BasicShapes from a storage and put them at the location specified 
II by where 
II 
boo! 
TDrawDocument::OpenSeledion(int mode, const char far* path, TPoint far* where) 
{ 
char fileinfo[lOO); 

TOleDocument: :Open(mode, path); II normally path should be null 
if(GetDocPathO) { 

TlnStream• is = (TlnStream*)InStream( ofRead); 
if(!is) 
return false; 

unsigned num.BasicShapes; 
*is >> nurnBasicShapes; 

is->getline(fileinfo, sizeoftfileinfo )); 
while (nurnBasicShapes--) { 

} 

} 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
*is >> BasicShape; 
if(where) { 

} 

TPoint newPos(where->x, where->y); 
newPos -= BasicShape.GetBound().TopLeft(); 
BasicShape. UpdatePosition(newPos ); 

BasicShape. Update Bound(); 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 

delete is; 

Filelnfo = fileinfo; 
} else { 

Filelnfo = string(*::Module,IDS _FILEINFO); 
} 
SetDirty(false); 
UndoState = UndoNone; 
return true; 

boo! 
TDrawDocurnent::Close() 
{ 

} 

Notations-> Flush(); 
BasicShapes->Flush(); 
return TOleDocument: :Close(); 

TBasicShape* 
TDraw Document: :GetBasicShape(uint index) 
{ 
return index < BasicShapes->GetltemslnContainer()? &(*BasicShapes)[index] : O; 

} 

TNotation* 
TDrawDocument::GetNotation(uint index) 
{ 
return index < Not.ations->GetlternslnContainer()? &(*Not.ations)[index] : O; 

} 

....... 
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int 
TDraw Document: :AddBasicSbape(TBasicSbape& BasicShape) 
{ 
int index = BasicSbapes->GetltemslnContainer(); 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDraw Append, index); 
UndoState = UndoAppend; 
return index; 

} 

int 
TDrawDocument: :AddNotation(TNotation& Notation) 
{ 
int index = Notations->GetltemslnContainer(); 
Notations->Add(Notation); 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawAppend, index); 

11 UndoState = UndoAppend; 
return index; 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument: :New Notation() 
{ 
BasicShapes-> Flush(); 
NotifyViews(vnRevert., true); 

11 SetDirty(true ); 
} 

int 
TDrawDocument::AddNotation() 
{ 
BasicShapes->UpdateBound(); 
int index = Notations->GetltemslnContainer(); 
Notations-> Add(*BasicShapes ); 

II BasicShapes->Flush(); 
NotifyViews(vnRevert., true); 
SetDirty(true ); 
return index; 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument::ModifyNotation(TNotation& Notation, uint index) 
{ 

} 

TPointnewPos = TPoint(l5,15)-Notation.GetPos(); 
BasicShapes-> Flush(); 
TBasicShapeslterator j(Notation); 
while(j){ 

} 

TBasicShape *bs = (TBasicShape*)&j.Current(); 
TBasicShape *BasicShape = new TBasicShape(*bs ); 
BasicShape->UpdatePosition(new Pos ); 
BasicShapes-> Add(*BasicShape ); 
j++; 

NotifyViews(vnRevert., true); 
SetDirty(true ); 

void 
TDrawDocument::GoToDesigp() 
{ 
II BasicShapes->Flush(); 

NotifyViews(vnRevert., true); 
11 SetDirty(true ); 
} 

void 
TDrawDocument::ModifyBasicShape(TBasicShape& BasicShape, uint index) 
{ 

} 

delete UndoBasicShape; 
UndoBasicShape = new TBasicShape((*BasicShapes)[index]); 
SetDirty(true ); 
(*BasicShapes)[index) = BasicShape; 
NotifyViews(vnDrawModify, index); 
UndoState = UndoModify; 
Undolndex = index; 

void 
TDraw Document: :ClearBasicShapes() 
{ 
BasicShapes->Flush(); 
NotifyViews(vnRevert., true); 

} -0\ 
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void 
TDrawDocument: :ClearNotations() 
{ 
Notations-> Flush(); 
NotifyViews(vnRevert, true); 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument: : Undo() 
{ 
switch (UndoState) { 

case UndoAppend: 

} 
} 

DeleteBasicShape(BasicShapes->GethemslnContainer()-I); 
return; 

case UndoDelete: 
UndoBasicShape->Select(false ); 

AddBasicShape(*UndoBasicShape ); 
delete UndoBasicShape; 
UndoBasicShape = O; 
return; 

case UndoModify: 
TBasicShape• temp = UndoBasicShape; 
UndoBasicShape = O; 
ModifyBasicShape(*temp, Undolndex); 
delete temp; 

static char* PropNamesO = { 
"BasicShape Count", II BasicShapeCount 
"Description", // Description 

}; 

static int PropFlags[] = { 
pfGetBinaryiPfGetText, // BasicShapeCount 
pfGetText, // Description 

}; 

const char* 
TDrawDocument: :PropertyName(int index) 
{ 
if(index <= PrevProperty) 
return TStorageDocument::PropertyName(index); // OC server change 

else if (index < NextProperty) 
return PropNames[index-PrevProperty-1 ]; 

else 
return O; 

int 
TDrawDocument: :PropertyFlags(int index) 
{ 
if (index <= PrevProperty) 
return TStorageDocument: :PropertyFlags(index); // OC server change 

else if (index < NextProperty) 
return PropFlags[index-PrevProperty-1 ]; 

else 
return O; 

int 
TDraw Document: :FindProperty( const char far* name) 
{ 

} 

for (int i=O; i < NextProperty-PrevProperty-1; i++) 
if (strcmp(PropNames[i], name) == 0) 
return i+ PrevProperty+ l; 

return O; 

int 
TDrawDocument::GetProperty(int prop, void far* dest, int textlen) 
{ 
switch(prop) { 

case BasicShapeCount: { 
int count = BasicShapes->GetitemslnContainer(); 

if ( !textlen) { 
*(int far*)dest = count; 
return sizeoft int); 

} 
return wsprintft(char far*)dest, "o/od", count); 

} 
case Description: 

char* temp = new char[textlen]; // need local copy for medium model 
int ten = Filelnfo.copy(temp, textlen); 
strq>y(( char far*)dest, temp); 
return ten; -O'\ 
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} 
return TStorageDocurnent::GetProperty(prop, dest, textlen); II OC server change 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument: :CopyBasicShape(uint index) 
{ 

oonst TBasicShape• oldBasicShape = GetBasicShape(index); 
if ( ! oldBasicShape) 

return; 
11 copy basicshape 

ofstream out("shape"); 
if(!out){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Copy operation failed!" ,"Copy BasicShape", MB_ OK); 
return; 
} 

out << *oldBasicShape; 
out.close(); 

void 
TDrawDocument::CopyNotation(uint index) 
{ 

oonst TNotation* oldNotation = GetNotation(index); 
if (!oldNotation) 

return; 
II copy notation 
ofstream out("notation"); 
if (!out){ 

} 

::MessageBox(O, "Copy operation failed!' ',"Copy Notation", MB_OK); 
return ; 
} 

out << oldNotation->GetltemsinCootainer(); 
out << '' << Filelnfo << "n'; 
out << *oldNotation; 
out.close(); 

void 
TDraw Document: :PasteBasicShape() 

{ 
TBasicShape BasicShape; 

II copy a BasicShape 
ifstream in("shape"); 
if(!in){ 

::MessageBox(O,"Paste operation failed!", "Paste BasicShape", MB_ OK); 
return; 
} 

11 in > > oldBasicShape; 
II AddBasicShape( oldBasicShape ); 

unsigned numPoints; 
in >> numPoints; 

COLORREF color, fillColor; 
int penSize,penType, fillType; 
in » color » penSize >> penType >> fillColor » fillType; 
BasicShape.SetPen(TColor(color), penSize, penType); 
BasicShape.SetfillType(fillType); 
BasicShape.SetFillColor(fillColor); 

while (numPoints-) { 
TPoint point; 

} 

in >> point; 
BasicShape.Add(point ); 

BasicShape. UpdateBound(); 
TPoint newPos = TPoint(l0, 10) - BasicShape.GetPos(); 
BasicShape. UpdatePosition(newPos );//TPoint& 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 
in .close(); 
SetDirty(true); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawDelete, O);!/ repaint wiew 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument: :PasteNotation() 
{ 
TNotation Notation; 
II copy notation 
ifstream in("notation "); 
if(!in){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Paste operation failed!' ',"Paste Notation", MB_OK); 
return; -0\ 
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in.close(); 
SetDirty(true ); 

wtSigned numBasicShapes; 
char fileinfo[lOO]; 
in >> numBasicShapes; 
in.getline(fileinfo, sizeoftfileinfo )); 
while (numBasicShapes-) { 

} 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
in > > BasicShape; 
BasicShape. UpdateBound(); 
Notation.Add(BasicShape); 

Notation. Update Bound();/ I// I I 
Notations->Add(Notation); // *Notation 
Notation.Flush(); 

NotifyViews(vnDrawDelete, O);// repaint wiew 
} 

void 
TDrawDocument: :DeleteBasicShape(uint index) 
{ 

} 

const TBasicShape* oldBasicShape = GetBasicShape(index); 
if (!oldBasicShape) 

return; 
delete UndoBasicShape; 
UndoBasicShape = new TBasicShape(*oldBasicShape ); 
11 oopy basicshape 
ofstream out("shape"); 
if(!out){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Cut operation failed!","Cut BasicShape", MB_OK); 
return; 
} 

out << *oldBasicShape; 
out.close(); 
BasicShapes-> Detach( index); 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawDelete, index); 
UndoState = UndoDelete; 

void 
TDrawDocument::DeleteNotation(uint index) 
{ 
const TNotation• oldNotation = GetNotation(index); 
if(!oldNotation) 

return; 
ofstream out("notation"); 
if(!out){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Cut operation failed!","Cut Notation", MB_OK); 
return ; 
} 

out < < oldNotation->GetltemslnContainer(); 
out << '' << Filelnfo << 'In'; 
out << *oldNotation; 
out.close(); 
Notations-> Detach( index); 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawDelete, index); 

// UndoState = UndoDelete; 
} 

void 
TDrawDocument::LoadNotationSet(const char *name) 
{ 
ifstream in(name ); 
ift!in){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Cannot fmd the selected 00 Notation file! ", "Load a selected 00 Notation 
set", MB_OK); 

return ; 
} 

unsigned numNotations, numBasicShapes; 

char fileinfo[lOO]; 

BasicShapes->Flush(); 
in >> numNotations; 
in.getline(fileinfo, sizeoftfileinfo )); 
while (numNotations--) { 

in >> numBasicShapes; 
in.getline(fileinfo, sizeoftfileinfo )); 
while (numBasicShapes--) { 

TBasicShape BasicShape; 
in >> BasicShape; 
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BasicShape. Update Bound(); 
BasicShapes-> Add(BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShapes->UpdateBound(); 
Notations-> Add(*BasicShapes ); 
BasicShapes-> Flush(); 

} 

} 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawDelete,O); 
in.close(); 

void 
TDrawDocument: :SaveNotationSet( const char *name) 
{ 
ofstream out(name); 
if(!out){ 

::MessageBox(O, "Cannot open the named file!", "Save Notation Set", MB_ OK); 
return; 
} 

out « Notations->GetltemslnContainer(); 
out << '' << Filelnfo << "n'; 
TNotationslterator j 1 (*Notations); 
while (jl){ 

TNotation Notation = jl ++; 
out « Notation.GetltemslnContainer(); 
out << ' ' << Filelnfo << "n'; 
out << Notation; 

} 
out.close(); 

} 

void 
TDrawDocument: :UpdateNotation(TNotation& Notation, uint index) 
{ 

} 

(*Notations)[index) =Notation; 
SetDirty(true ); 
NotifyViews(vnDrawModify, index); 
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II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

II wview.qip - the implementation of the TDrawView class for 
II 00 Notation Workshop 
II -Developed by Bei Zhong(l995) 
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

#include <math.h> 
#include <owl/owlpch.h> 
#include <owl/dc.h> 
#include <owl/inputdia.h> 
#include <owl/chooseco.h> 
#include <owl/gdiobjec.h> 
#include <owl/doananag.h> 
#include <owl/listbox.h> 
#include <owl/controlb.h> 
#include <owllbuttoogii.h> 
#include <owl/saoller .h> 
#include <classlib/arrays.h> 
#include <owl/olemdifr.h> 
#include <owl/oledoc.h> 
#include <owl/oleview.h> 
#include <ocf7automacr .h> 
#include <ocf7oodata.h> 
#include <ocf7oaemvie.h> 
#include "classes.h" 
#include "interfac.h" 
#include "views.re" 

const.char DooContentO • "All"; 
oonst. char DrawPadfonnatO - "DrawPad"; 

BEGIN_REGISTRA TION(DocReg) 
II REGDAT A(progid, "DrawPad.Drawing.17") 

REGDAT A(progid, "Bshapes.Editing.O I") 
REG DAT A( description, "BasicNotation File(• .b:lh)") 
REGDAT A(mernmame, "Drawing") 
REGDATA(extension, "b:lh") 
REG DAT A(docfilter, ·•.bm") 
REGDOCFLAGS(dAutoOpen I dlAutoDelete I dlUpdateDir I dtCreatePro~ I dtRegist.erExt) 
REGDATA(insertable, "") 
REGDATA(verbO, "&&iit") 
REGDATA(verbl, "&Open") 
REGFORMAT(O, DrawPadfonnat, oaCoot.ent, oaHGlobal, 
REGFORMAT(l , oaEmbedSouroc, oaContent, oa!Storage, 

ocrGetSet) 
ocrGetSet) 

REGFORMAT(2. oaMetafilePid., ocrContent, oaMfPi11focrStaticMed, ocrGet) 
REGFORMAT(J. oaBitmap, oaContent, ocrGDll<>crStaticMed, ocrGet) 
REGFORMAT(4. oaDib, ocrContent, oaHGloballoaStaticMed, ocrGet) 

END_REGISTRATION 

DEFINE_ DOC_ TEMPLATE_ CLASS(TDrawDocument, TDrawView,DrawTemplate); 
DrawTemplale drawTpl(DocReg); 

II =========== the implementation of the TDrawView class ====== 

DEFINE_RESPONSE_ TABLE I (TDrawView, TOie View) 
EV_ WM_LBlJITONDOWN, 
EV WM MOUSEMOVE, 
EV= WM=LBlJITONUP, 
EV_ WM_RBlJITONDOWN, 
EV _COMMAND(CM_PEN, CmPen), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_PEN, CePen), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_SELECT, CmSelect), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_SELECT, CeSelect), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ LINE, CmLine), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_LINE, Celine), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _CIRCLE, CmCircle), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_ CIRCLE, CeCircle), 
EV _COMMAND(CM_RECT, CmRect), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM RECT, CeRect), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ROUNDEDRECT, CmRoundedRect), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_ROUNDEDRECT, CeRoundedRect), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _POLYGON, CmPolygon), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM POLYGON, CePolygon), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ POL YLINE, CmPolyline), 
EV _COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_POLYLINE, CePolyline), 
EV _COMMAND(CM_ARROW, CmArrow), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM _ARROW, CeArrow), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_DIAMOND, CmDiamond), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM DIAMOND, CeDiamond), 
EV _COMMAND(CM_ PARAGRAM, CmParagram), 
EV_COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_PARAGRAM, CeParagram), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_DIAMONDEND, CmDiamondend), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM DIAMONDEND, CeDiamondend), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _SQUAREND, CmSquarend), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM SQUAREND, CeSquarend), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ CIRCLEND, CmCirclend), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_ CIRCLEND, CeCirclend). 
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EV_ COMMAND(CM_LINESEND, CmLinesend), 
EV_ COMMAND_ ENABLE(CM_LINESEND, CeLinesend), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_HAS, CmHas), 
EV _COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_HAS, CeHas), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_IS, Cmls), 
EV _COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_lS, Cels), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PENSlZE, CmPenSize), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _PENCOLOR, CmPenColor), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_DATAINPlIT, CmDatalnput), 
EV_COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_DATAINPlIT, CeDatalnput), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_EDlTCLEAR, CmClear), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_EDlTUNOO, CmUndo), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_EDlTClIT, CmEditCut), 
EV _COMMAND(CM_EDlTCOPY, CmEditCopy), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_EDlTPASTE, CmEditPaste), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_EDITClIT, Ce.EditCut), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_EDITCOPY, CeEditCopy), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_EDlTP ASTE, CeEdit.Paste), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PSSOUD, CmPsSolid), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_PSSOLlD, CePsSolid), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PSDASH. CmPsDash), 
EV_COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_PSDASH,CePsDash), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PSDASHDOT, CmPsDashDot), 
EV_COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_PSDASHDOT, CePsDashDot), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PSDASHDOTDOT, CmPsDashDcillot), 
EV_COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_PSDASHDOTDOT, CePsDashDcillot), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_PSDOT, CmPsDot), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_PSDOT, CePsDot), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ OVERLAP,CmOverlap ), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM _ OVERLAP,CeOverlap ), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_FILL,CmFill), 
EV_ COMMAND_ENABLE(CM_FILL,CeFiU), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ TRANSP ARENT,CmTransparent), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_ TRANSP ARENT,CeTransparent ), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_FILLCOLOR,CmFillColor), 
EV_ COMMAND_ ENABLE(CM_FJLLCOLOR,CeFillColor ), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ ORGSlZE, Cm~ize), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_DOUBLESlZE, CmDoubleSize), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_HALFSlZE, CmHal.fSize), 
EV_ COMMAND_ ENABLE(CM_ ORGSlZE, C~ize), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_DOUBLESlZE, CeDoubleSize), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_HALFSlZE, CeHal.fSi:ze), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_PENSlZE, CePenSize), 

EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_PENCOLOR, CePenColor), 
EV _COMMAND(CM_NEWNOTATlON, CmNewNotation), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_NEWNOT A TION, CeNewNotation), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ADDNOT A TI ON, CmAddNotation), 
EV COMMAND ENABLE(CM ADDNOTATION, CeAddNotation), 
EV =coMMAND(cM_MODIFYNOTATION, CmModifyNotation), 
EV COMMAND ENABLE(CM MODIFYNOTATION, CeModifyNotation), 
EV=COMMAND(CM_NM.fENOTATION, CmNameNotation), 
EV _COMMAND_ENABLE(CM NAMENOTATION, CeNameNotation), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ VIEWNOTA TJONS, Cm View Notations), 
EV COMMAND ENABLE(CM VIEWNOTATIONS, CeViewNotations), 
EV= coMMAND(cM_ GOTODESION, CmGoToDesign), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM GOTODESJGN, CeGoToDesign), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_SA VENOTATIONSET, CmSaveNotationSet), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_SA VENOTATIONSET, CeSaveNotationSet), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_LOADNOT ATIONSET, CmLoadNotationSet), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM LOADNOTATIONSET, CeLoadNotationSet), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM _SCALE, CmScale), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM_SCALE, CeScale), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_SCAILX, CmScalex), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM SCALEX, CeScalex), 
EV_ COMMAND(CM_ SCALEY, CmScaley), 
EV_ COMMAND _ENABLE(CM SCALEY, CeScaley), 
EV_VN_COMMIT, 
EV_VN_REVERT, 
EV_ VN_DRAWAPPEND, 
EV_ VN_DRAWDELETE, 
EV_ VN_DRAWMODIFY, 
EV_ WM_SETFOCUS, 

END _RESPONSE_ TABLE; 

TDrawView::TDrawView(TDrawDocument& doc, TWindow• parent) 

{ 
TOie View( doc, parent), DrawDoo(&doc) 

Selected = O; 
Selea.edNotation = O; 
Tool = DrawPen; 
Too!Bar = O; 
Design Mode = I ; 
hasCutCopy = O; 
CurrentFilJMode ~ I ; 
ZoomScale = 100; 0\ 
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BasicShape = new TBasicShape(TColor::Black, I); 
Attr.AocelTable • IDA_ DRAWVJEW; 
Set ViewMenu(new TMenuDesa(IDM _ DRA WVJEW)); 

if (DrawDoo->GetNruruons()->GethemslnContainer()>O) 
if (!(DrawDoo->GetBasicShapes(r>GetltemslnContainer()>O)) 
{ 
Desif11Mode • O; 

OldTool = Tool; 
Tool • DrawSeled; fl/I 

II CmViewN<Utions(); 
} 

OcApp->AddUserFormatName("DrawPad Native Data", "Owl DrawPad native data'', DrawPadFonnat); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::SetupWindow() 
{ 

TOleView::SetupWindow(); 

II Saoll bars 
Attr.Style I= ws_ VSCROLL I ws_HSCROLL; 

Saoller = new TSaoller(this, I , I , 0, O); 
AdjustScroller(); 

II Adjust the Sa-oiler range 
void 
TDrawView::AdjustScroller() 
{ 

} 

TDrawDocument *drawDoc • TYPESAFE_DOWNCAST(&GetDocument(), TDrawDocument); 
CHECK( draw Doc); 
TSiz:e range = drawDoo->GetDocSize(); 
II Use device unit for scroll range 
II 
TOleClientDC ck\*this); 
dc.LPtoDP((TPoint*)&range); 
range ~ OetClientRed().Size(); 
ScroUer->Set.Range(range.cx, range.cy); 

void 
TDrawView::EvSize(UINT SizeType, TSiz:e& Siz:e) 
{ 

TOleView::EvSize(Siz:eType, Siz:e); 
if(Siz:eType != SIZEICONIC) { 
AdjustSaoller(); 

} 
} 

static int 
BasicShapelntersed(const TBasicShape& BasicShape, void* param) 
{ 
TPoint* pt = (TPoint*)param; 
TBasicShape &modify • const _ cast<TBasicShape&>(BasicShape); 
if(modify.lsSelected()) { 
modify.Where = TUIHandle(modify.GetBound(), TUIHandle ::Framed).HitTest(*pt); 

} 
else { 
if (modify. GetBound(). Contains(*pt)) 
modify.Where = TUIHandle::MidCenter: 

else 
modify.Where = TUIHandle::Outside; 

return BasicShape. Where ! TUIHandlc: :Outside; 
} 

TBasicShape• 
TDrawView::BasicShapeHitTest(TPoint& pt) 
{ 
return DrawDoc->GctBasicShapes()->LastThat(BasicShapelntcrsect, &pt); 

} 

static int 
Notationlntersect(const TNotation& Notation, void* param) 
{ 
TPoint* pt = (TPoint*)param; 
TNotatioo &modify = const_cast<TNruition&>(Notation); 
if(modify.IsScleded()) { 
modify. \Vherc = TUIHandle(modify.GetBound(), TUI Handle:: Framed).HitTest(*pt); -0\ 
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} 
else { 
if (modify.GetBound().Contains(*pt)) 

modify. Where = TUIHandle: :MidCenter; 
else 

modify.Where = TUIHandle::Outside; 
} 

return Notation.Where!= TUIHandle::Outside; 
} 

TNotation* 
TDrawView: :NotationHitTest(TPoint& IX) 
{ 
return DrawDoo->GetNotations()->LastThat(Notationlntersect, &pl); 

} 

boo I 
TDrawView: :ShowCursor(HWND /*wnd*/, uint hitTest, uint /*mouseMsg*/) 
{ 
TPointJX; 
GetCursorPos{JX); 
ScreenToClient(JX); 
if(Tool == DrawSelea) { 

} 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawPen && (hitTest = HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: :Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawLine && (hitTest = HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = : :LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: : Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == Draw Arrow && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: : Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawHas && (hitTest = HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == Drawls && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC_PENCIL)); 
: : SetCursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if (Tool == DrawDiamondend && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 
HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC_PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawSquarend && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 
HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawCirclend && (hitTest = HTCLIENT)) { 
HCURSOR cur = : :LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if (Tool == DrawLinesend && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 
HCURSOR air = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamond && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
:: SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawParagram && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawPolyline && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 
HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: : SetCursor( cur); 
return true; 

....... 
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} 
else if(Tool == DrawPolygon && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: : Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if (Tool == DrawCircle && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC ]ENCIL)); 
: : Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawRect && (hitTest = HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
::SetCursor(cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawRowidedRect && (hitTest == HTCLIENT)) { 

} 

HCURSOR cur = ::LoadCursor(*GetModule(), MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC _PENCIL)); 
: : Set Cursor( cur); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == Draw Pen && ((hitTest = HTHSCROLL) II (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 
::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if (Tool == Draw Line && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hit Test == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == Draw Arrow && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) II (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawHas && ((hitTest = HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, !DC _ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == Drawls && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(: :LoadCursor(O, !DC _ARROW)); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamondend && ((hitTest = HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == 
HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawSquarend && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawCirclend && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawLinesend && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

: :SetCursor(:: LoadCursor(O, !DC_ ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawDiamond && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

: :SetCursor(: :LoadCursor(O, JDC_ ARROW)); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawParagrnm && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 
::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, !DC _ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawPolyline && ((hitTest = HTHSCROLL) II (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(::LoadCursor(O, IDC_ARROW)); 
return true; 

else if(Tool == DrawPolygon && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 
: :SetCursor(: :LoadCursor(O, JDC_ ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawRect && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

: :Set Cursor(: :LoadCursor(O, JDC_ ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawRowidedRect && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) II (hitTest == HTVSCROLL))) { 

::SetCursor(: :LoadCursor(O, JDC _ARROW)); 
return true; 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawCircle && ((hitTest == HTHSCROLL) 11 (hitTest = HTVSCROLL))) { 

: :SetCursor(: : LoadCursor(O, JDC_ ARROW)); --:i -



return true; 
} 

else return false; 
} 

II objed. seled.ion 
II 
boo) 
TDrawView::Seled.(uint modKeys, TPoint& point) 
{ 
if(Tool != DrawSelect) 

return false; 

II Clicked in BasicShapes? 
if (Desi1?PMode = 1 ){ 

} 

TBasicShape *BasicShape = BasicShapeHitTest(point); 
SetBasicShapeSelection(BasicShape ); 
if (Selected) { II there is a selection 

else 

TOleView: :SetSelection(O); 
DragRect = BasicShape->GetBound(); 
DragRect.rigb.t++; 
DragRect.bottom++; 
DragHit = BasicShape->Where; 
DragStart = DragPt = point; 
if(!DragDC) 

DragDC = new TOleClientDC(*this); 

DragDC->DrawFocusRect(DragRect); 
SetCapture(); 
return true; 
} 

11 Select OLE object, if any 
return TOleView::Seled.(modKeys, point); 

else II (DesigpMode = 0) 
{ 

TNotation *Notation = NotationHitTest(point); 
SetNotationSelection(Notation ); 
if (SelectedNotatiop) { II there is a seled.ion 

TOie View: :Set.Selection(O); 

else 

DragRed. = Notation->GetBound(); 
DragRect.rigb.t++; 
DragRed.. bottom++; 
DragHit = Notation-> Where; 
DragStart = DragPt = point; 
if(!DragDC) 
DragDC = new TOleClientDC(*this); 
DragDC->DrawFocusRect(DragRect); 
SetCapture(); 
return true; 
} 

II Select OLE object, if any 
return TOleView::Seled.(modKeys, point); 

} 
} 

void 
TDrawView: :EvLButtonDown(uint modKeys, TPoint& point) 
{ 
TOleView::EvLButtonDown(modKeys, point); 
if (SelectEmbedded() II !DragDC) 

return; 

if (Tool == DrawSelect) { II selection 
Select(modKeys, point); 

} 
else if (Tool == DrawPen) { 

Set.Capture(); 

} 

BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(801,0)); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(),BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->Seled.Object(*Pen); 
DragRect. SetNull(); 
DragDC->MoveTo(point); 
BasicShape-> Add(point ); 

else if (Tool == DrawLine) { llCM_LINE 301 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(802,0)); 
Set.Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 

....... 
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DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint ); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawArrow) { llCM_ARROW 319 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(992,0)); 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawHas) { llCM_ARROW 335 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(987,0)); 11 987 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
BasicShape-> Add(F irstPoint ); II my 

else if(Tool == Drawls) { llCM_336 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(986,0)); // 986 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 

DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamondend) { llCM_DIAMONDEND 331 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(990,0)); 11 990 
SetCapt.ure(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawSquarend) { llCM_SQUAREND 332 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(989,0)); 11989 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoiot); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawCirclend) { llCM_CIRCLEND 333 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(99 J ,O)); 11 991 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSire(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect. Set.Null(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); II --..J 
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} 

FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(Last.Point); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawLinesend) { llCM_LINESEND 334 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(988,0)); 11988 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(}, 

BasicShape->QueryPenType(}); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); // 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC-> LineTo(Last.Point); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 

else if(Tool == DrawPolyline) { //CM_ POLYLINE 318 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > O){ 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(}, 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
FirstPoint = Last.Point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(Last.Point); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); // my 
} 
else { 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(995,0)); 11 995 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
First.Point = point; 

LastPoint = point; 
DragDC-> MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(Last.Point); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 
} 

else if(Tool == DrawPolygon) { llCM_POLYGON 317 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > O){ 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(}, BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPen Type()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_NOT); II 
F irstPoint = LastPoint; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(Last.Point); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 
} 
else { 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(996,0)); II 996 
Set Capture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPen Type()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); II 
FirstPoint = point; 
Last.Point = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC-> LineTo(LastPoint); 
BasicShape->Add(FirstPoint); II my 
} 

else if(Tool == DrawCircle) { //CM_CIRCLE 303 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(99 8,0) ); 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(}, 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen ); 
DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 

....... 
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DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); 
First.Point = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); 

else if(Tool == DrawRect) { //CM_RECT 304 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(999 ,O)); 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SeledObject(*Pen); 
DragRed.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SeledStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->Redangle(First.Point, LastPoint); 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamond) { //CM_DIAMOND 329 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(993,0)); 11993 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SeledObject(*Pen); 
DragRe<t.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); 
First.Point = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,FirstPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint.x,FirstPoint.y+(LastPoint.y-FirstPoint.y)/2); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x,First.Point.y+(LastPoint.y-FirstPoint.y)/2); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,First.Point.y); 

else if(Tool == DrawParagram) { llCM_PARAGRAM 330 parallolgram 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(994,0)); II 994 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPen Type()); 
DragDC->Sele<tObject(*Pen); 

} 
} 

void 

DragRect.SetNull(); 
DragDC->SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoinLx-FirstPoint.x)/5,FirstPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint.x,First.Point.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)*4/5,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/5,FirstPoint.y); 

else if(Tool == DrawRoundedRect) { //CM_RECT 305 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(997,0)); 
SetCapture(); 
Pen = new TPen(BasicShape->QueryColor(), BasicShape->QueryPenSize(), 

BasicShape->QueryPenType()); 
DragDC->SelectObjed(*Pen ); 
DragRect. SetNull(); 
DragDC->SelectStockObject(NULL _BRUSH); 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _NOT); 
FirstPoint = point; 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->RoundRect(First.Point, LastPoint, TPoint(20,20)); 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); 

TDrawView::EvMouseMove(uint modKeys, TPoint& point) 
{ 
TOleView::EvMouseMove(modKeys, point); 

if(SelectEmbedded() II !DragDC) 
return; 

if (DesignMode = 0)11 seled a notation 
{ 
if(SelectedNotation && DragHit = TUIHandle: :!l.1idCenter && 
!InClient(*DragDC, point)) 
{ II selection 
DragDC->DrawFocusRect(DragRect); // erase old rect 

II Start drag & drop 
TOcDropAction outAction; --...J 

Vo 



TOcDataProvider* ocData = new TOcDataProvider(*OcView, &DocReg. 0, 
(void*)Seled.edNotation, Clean Up); 

OcApp->Drag(ocData, daDropCopy I daDropMove I daDropLink, outAction); 
if(outAction == daDropMove) { 

DrawDoc->DeleteNotation(DrawDoc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNotation)); 
SetNotationSelection(O ); 

} 
ocData-> Release(); 
DragHit = TUIHandle::Outside; 

return; 
} 

11 desigrunode == I 
if(Tool = DrawPen) { 

DragDC->LineTo(point); 
BasicShape-> Add(point); 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawLine) { //CM_ LINE 301 

DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveT o(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawArrow) { //CM_ ARROW 319 

DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC-> LineT o(LaslPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC-> LineTo(LaslPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawHas) { //CM_ HAS 335 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 

else if(Tool == Drawls) { //CM_IS 336 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 

} 

} 

DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 

else if (Tool == DrawDiamondend) { //CM_ DIAMONDEND 331 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawSquarend) { //CM_SQUEREND 332 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC-> MoveT o(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 

else if (Tool == DrawCirclend) { //CM_ CIRCLEND 333 
DragDC-> MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC-> MoveT o(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawLinesend) { //CM_LINESEND 334 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawPolyline) { /ICM_POLYLINE 318 
DragDC-> MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 

} 

LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawPolygon) { /ICM_POLYGON317 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 

DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint); 
DragDC->LineTo(LaslPoint); 
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} 

else if(Tool = DrawCircle) { llCM_CIRCLE 303 
DragDC->Ellipse(FirstPoint, Last.Point); 
Last.Point = point; 
DragDC->Ellipse(FirstPoint, LastPoint); 

else if(Tool == DrawRect) { llCM_RECT 304 
DragDC-> Rectangle(First.Point, Last.Point); 
LastPoint = point; 
DragDC-> Rectangle(FirstPoint, Last.Point); 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamond) { llCM_DIAMOND 329 
DragDC->MoveTo(First.Point.x+(LastPoint.x-First.Point.x)l2,FirstPoint.y); 
DragDC-> Line T o(LastPoint. x,First.Point. y+(Last.Point. y-First.Point. y )12 ); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(Last.Point.x-First.Point.x)l2,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x,First.Point.y+(Last.Point.y-First.Point.y)l2); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(Last.Point.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,FirstPoint.y); 
Last.Point = point; 
DragDC-> Move T o(FirstPoint. x+(Last.Point. x-FirstPoint. x )12,F irstPoint. y ); 
DragDC-> Line T o(LastPoint.x,First.Point. y+(Last.Point. y-FirstPoint. y )12 ); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(Last.Point.x-First.Point.x)/2,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC-> LineT o(First.Point. x,First.Point. y+(Last.Point. y-First.Point. y )12); 
DragDC->LineTo(FirstPoint.x+(Last.Point.x-FirstPoint.x)l2,FirstPoint.y); 

else if(Tool = DrawParagram) { llCM_PARAGRAM 330 
DragDC->MoveTo(FirstPoint.x+(Last.Point.x-FirstPoint.x)l5,FirstPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint.x,First.Point.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(LastPoint.x-First.Point.x)*415,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(LastPoint.x-First.Point.x)/5,FirstPoint.y); 
Last.Point = point; 
DragDC-> MoveT o(First.Point. x+(Last.Point. x-FirstPoint. x )15, FirstPoint. y ); 
DragDC->LineTo(LastPoint.x,FirstPoint.y); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(Last.Point.x-First.Point.x)*4/5,LastPoint.y); 
DragDC-> Line T o(First.Point. x,LastPoint. y ); 
DragDC->LineTo(First.Point.x+(LastPoint.x-First.Point.x)l5,FirstPoint.y); 

else if(Tool == DrawRowtdedRect) { //CM_RECT 305 
DragDC-> RowtdRect(First.Point, Last.Point, TPoint(20,20)); 
Last.Point = point; 
DragDC->RowtdRect(FirstPoint, Last.Point, TPoint(20,20)); 

else if(Selected && DragHit == TUIHandle::MidCenter && 

} 
} 

void 

!InClient(*DragDC, point)) 
{ II selection 
DragDC->DrawFocusRect(DragRect); II erase old rect 

II Start drag & drop 
II 
TOcDropAction outAction; 
TOcDataProvider* ocData = new TOcDataProvider(*OcView, &DocReg, 0, 

(void*)Selected, CleanUp); 
OcApp->Drag(ocData, daDropCopy I daDropMove I daDropLink, outAction); 
if(outAction == daDropMove) { 

DrawDoc->DeleteBasicShape(DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 
SetBasicShapeSelection(O); 

} 
ocData-> Release(); 
DragHit = TUIHandle ::Outside; 

TDrawView: :SetBasicShapeSelection(TBasicShape *BasicShape) 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->Select(false);///I 
Selected-> Jnvalidate(*this ); 

II Selected->Select(fal se); 
} 
Selected = BasicShape; 
if (Selected) { 

} 
} 

void 

Selected->Select(true ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 

TDrawView: :SetBasicShapeSelection(int index) 
{ 

SetBasicShapeSelection(DrawDoc->GetBasicShape(index)); 
} 

void 
TDrawView:: SetNotationSelection(TNotation *Notation) 
{ 

....... 
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if (SelectedNotation) { 

} 

SelectedNotation-> Jnvalidate(*this ); 
SelectedNotation->Select(false ); 

SelectedNotation = Notation; 
if (SelectedNotation) { 

} 
} 

void 

Seled.edNotation->Seled.(true ); 
SelectedNotation-> Jnvalidate(*this ); 

TDrawView: :SetNotationSelection(int index) 
{ 

SetNotationSeled.ion(Draw Doo->GetNotation(index) ); 
} 

void TDrawView: :EvLButtonUp(uint modKeys, TPoint& point) 
{ 
TPoint oldPoint = point; 
if(!DragDC) 

return; 
if (DesignMode = 0)// select a notation 
{ 
if((Tool == DrawSelect) && !Select.Embedded()) { 

} 

if(SelectedNotation && DragHit = TUIHandle::MidCenter) { 
SelectedNotation -> Jnvalidate(*this ); 
DragDC->DPtoLP(&point); 
TPoint newPos = point - DragStart; 
SelectedNotation->UpdatePosition(new Pos ); 
SelectedNotation-> Invalidate(*this ); 
JnvalidatePart(invView); 
DragHit = TUIHandle::Outside; 
ReleaseCapture(); 

TOleView::EvLButtonUp(modKeys, oldPoint); 
return; 
} 
II designmode = l 
if((Tool == DrawSelect) && !SelectEmbedded()) { 

if (Selected && DragHit = TUIHandle: :MidCenter) { 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 

} 

DragDC->DPtoLP(&point); 
TPoint newPos = point - DragStart; 
Selected->UpdatePosition(new Pos ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
InvalidatePart(invView); 
DragHit = TUIHandle::Outside; 
ReleaseCapture(); 

} else if((Tool == DrawPen) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
ReleaseCapture(); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawLine) && !SelectEmbedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->SelectObjed.(*Pen); 
BasicShape->Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool = DrawArrow) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->SelectObjed.(*Pen ); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
double al = LastPoinlx • FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint.y - FirstPoint.y; 
doubler = sqrt(al •al +a2*a2); 
iftr > l ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x • (al/r)*20; 
double py = LastPoint.y • (a2/r)•20; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r)•6,py+( -a l lr)•6)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x - (al /r)•l6,LastPoint.y - (a2/r)*l6)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(px-(a21r)*6,py-(-al /r)*6)); 

...... 
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if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > l) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawHas) && !Seled.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->SelectObjed(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
double al = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint.y- FirstPoint.y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iftr > l ){ 
double px = FirstPoint.x + al/2; 
double py = FirstPoint.y + a2/2; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r )* 15 ,py+(-a l/r )* 15) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r )* 15 ,py-( -a l/r )* 15) ); 
px = px + (al/r)*JO; 
py = py + (a2/r)*30; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px,py)); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > l) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 

} 
} 

Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool = Drawls) && !Seled.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->SeledObjed(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
double al = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint.y - FirstPoint.y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iftr > l ){ 
double px = FirstPointx + al/2; 
double py = FirstPointy + a212; 

BasicShape->Add(TPoint(px+(a2/r)* l 5,py+(-a \ /r)* 15)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r)* l 5,py-(-a l/r)* 15)); 
px = px + (al/r)*JO; 
py = py + (a2/r)*30; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px,py) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > I) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 

} 
} 

Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawDiamoodend) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->SeledObjed(*Pen ); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
double a I = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint.y - First.Point.y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iftr > I ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x - (al/r)*l2; 
double py = LastPoint.y- (a21r)*12; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r)*6,py+(-a l lr)*6)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x - (a l/r)*24,LastPoint.y - (a21r)*24)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(px-(a21r)*6,py-(-a l lr)*6)); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > I) { 

} 
} 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawSquarend) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x-6,LastPoint. y-6) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x+6 ,LastPoint. y+6) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > l) { 
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BasicShape->UpdateBoWJd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawCirclend) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->Seled.Objed.(*Pen ); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x-6,LastPoint. y-6) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x+6,LastPoint.y+6)); 
if (BasicShape->GetlternslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBoWJd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawLinesend) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->Select.Objed.(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
double a 1 = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint. y - FirstPoint. y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
if{r > 1 ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x - (al/r)*20; 
double py = LastPoint.y - (a21r)*20; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x+( a2/r )*6,LastPoint. y+(-a I Ir )*6) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px ,py)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x-( a21r )*6,LastPoint. y-(-a l /r )*6) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBoWJd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawPolyline) && !Select.Embedded()) { 

} 

DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->Seled.Objed.(*Pen); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawPolygon) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2_ COPYPEN); II 
DragDC->Seled.Object(*Pen ); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawRed.) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->Seled.Objed.(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
if (BasicShape->GetlternslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBoWJd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawDiamond) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->Seled.Objed.(*Pen); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)l2,FirstPoint.y)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x, FirstPoint. y+(LastPoint. y-FirstPoint. y )/2) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)l2,LastPoint.y)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(FirstPoint. x,F irstPoint. y+(LastPoint. y-FirstPoint. y )/2) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > I) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawParagram) && !Select.Embedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->Seled.Objed.(*Pen); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)l5,FirstPoint.y)); 
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} 

BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x,FirstPoint.y)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)*4/5,LastPoint.y)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x,LastPoint.y)); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > I) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowidO; 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawRowidedRect) && !SelectEmbedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
ReleaseCapture(); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemsinContainer() > I) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowid(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape{*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

else if((Tool == DrawCircle) && !SelectEmbedded()) { 
DragDC->SetROP2(R2 _ COPYPEN); 
DragDC->SelectObject(*Pen); 

} 

BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 

ReleaseCapture(); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowid(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape{*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
delete Pen; 

TOleView::EvLButtonUp(modKeys, oldPoint); 
} 

void TDrawView::EvRButtonDown(uint modKeys, TPoint& point) 
{ 
TPoint oldPoint = point; 

if((Tool = DrawPolyline) && ISelectEmbedded()) { 

BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() >= 3) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowid(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 

else if((Tool == DrawPolygon) && !SelectEmbedded()) { 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint ); 
if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() >= 3) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 
} 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CePen(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawPen); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDraw View: :CeCircle(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawCircle); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDrawView::CeRect(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawRect); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDraw View: :CeRowidedRect(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawRoundedRect); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); -00 
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void 
TDrawView: :CePolygon(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(fool == DrawPolygon); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeArrow(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(fool == DrawArrow); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDrawView::CeDiamond(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawDiamond); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeParagram(fCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(fool == DrawParagram); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDraw View: :CePolyline(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawPolyline); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDrawView::CeSelect(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawSelect); 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CePenSize(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable((DesignMode == l && Tool != DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == l && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected!= O)); II 

void 
TDraw View: :CePenColor(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable((DesignMode == l && Tool!= DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == l && Tool == DrawSelect&& Selected!= O)); II 

void 
TDraw View: :CeLine(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawLine); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== l ); 

void 
TDrawView::CmPen() 
{ 
Tool = DrawPen; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(O); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

} 

void 
TDraw View: :CmCircle() 
{ 
Tool = DrawCircle; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected->Invalidate(*this); 
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} 

Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView: :CmRect() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawRect; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode ); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected-> Select( false); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmPolygon() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawPolygon; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> lnvalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView: :CmArrow() 
{ 

} 

Tool = Draw Arrow; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode ); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmDiamond() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawDiamond; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode ); I Ill/ 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CmParagram() 
{ 
Tool = DrawParagram; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->Set.FillType(CurrentFillMode ); I I Ill 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CmPolyline() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawPolyline; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->Set.FillType(O); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CmRoundedRect() 
{ 
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} 

Tool = DrawRmmdedRect; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmSelect() 
{ 
Tool = DrawSelect; 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CmLine() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawLine; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(O); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmPenSize() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

GetPenSire(this, *Selected); 
Selected->UpdateBound(); 

DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 
} 
else 

GetPenSire(this, *BasicShape ); 

void 
TDrawView::CmPenColor() 

{ 
if (Selected) { 

GetPenColor(this, *Selected); 
Draw Doc-> ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(* Selected)); 

else 
GetPenColor(this, *BasicShape ); 

void 
TDrawView::CmOrgSire() 
{ 
ZoomScale = 100; 
SetScale(ZoomScale ); 

Ii SetScale(lOO); 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CmDoubleSize() 
{ 
ZoomScale += 20; 
SetScale(ZoomScale ); 

II SetScale(200); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmHalfSire() 
{ 
ZoomScale -= 20; 
SetScale(ZoomScale); 

// SetScale(50); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CeOrgSire(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck( ! Scale. IsZoomed()); 
ce.Enable( ZoomScale != 100); 

void 
TDraw View: :CeDoubleSire(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
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ce.SetChedc.(ZoomScale > 100); 
ce.Fnable( ZoomScale < 200); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeHalfSize(TConunandFnabler& ce) 
{ 
II ce.SetCheck.(Scale.GetScale() = SO); 

ce.SetChedc.(ZoomScale < 100); 
ce.Fnable( ZoomScale > 20); 

void 
TDrawView: :CmClear() 
{ 
i.ftDesignMode = I) 

DrawDoc->ClearBasicShapes(); 
else 

Draw Doc->ClearNotations(); 

void 
TDrawView::CmUndo() 
{ 
Draw Doc-> Undo(); 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CmAddNotation() 
{ 

Draw Doc-> AddNotation(); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmNewNotation() 
{ 

DesignMode = 1; 
Tool = OldTool; 
DrawDoc->NewNotation(); 

} 

void 
TDrawView: :CmModifyNotation() 

{ 
DesignMode = I ; 
DrawDoc->ModifyNotation(*SelectedNotation,DrawDoc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNotation)); 

II DrawDoc->AddNotation();I/ delete after implete ModifyNotation 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmNameNotation() 
{ 

void 
TDrawView: :Cm View Notations() 
{ 

} 

DesignMode = O; 
OldTool = Tool; 
Tool = DrawSelect; 
Invalidate(); II force full repaint 

void 
TDrawView::CmGoToDesign() 
{ 
DesignMode = I ; 
Tool = OldTool: 
DrawDoc->GoToDesign(); 

} 
void 
TDrawView: :CeAddNotation(fCommandFnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Fnable(DesignMode= I &&(_DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Getltems!nContainer()>O)); 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CeNewNotation(TCommandFnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Fnable(DesignMode ==O[l(DesignMode== I && 

(DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->GetltemslnContainer()>O))); 

void 
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TDrawView: :CeModifyNotation(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode == 0 && SelectedNotation != O); II and select notation>O 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CeNameNotation(TCornrnandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode == 0 && SelectedNotation != O); II and select notation>O 

} 

void 
TDrawView: :CeViewNotations(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode== I); 

} 

void 
TDraw View: :CeGoToDesillJl(TCornrnandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode ==O&&(DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->GetltemslnContainer()>O)); 

} 

void 
TDrawView: :CeEditCut(TCornrnandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode ==O && SelectedNotation!=Oll 

DesillJIMode ==I && Selected!= 0 II SelectEmbedded()); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeEditCopy(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesillJIMode ==O && SelectedNotation!=Oll 

DesillJIMode == ! && Selected! = 0 II SelectEmbedded()); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeEditPaste(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

ce.Enable(DesillJIMode ==O llDesillJIMode = I ); 

void 
TDrawView::CleanUp(void* l*userData*I) 
{ 

11 No data clean up to do here 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CmEditCut() 
{ 
if (Selected && DesillJIMode== I) { 

DrawDoc->DeleteBasicShape(DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 
Selected =O; 
hasCutCopy= l ; 

} 
else if(SelectedNotation && DesillJIMode==O) { 

11 Delete the Notation 

else 

void 

Draw Doc->DeleteNotation(Draw Doc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNotation) ); 
SelectedNotation =O; 
hasCutCopy=2; 

TDraw View: :CmEditPaste() 
{ 
if(DesillJIMode== l) { 

I I Paste the BasicShape 
Draw Doc-> PasteBasicShape(); 

else 
II Paste the Notation 
Draw Doc-> PasteNotation(); 

void 
TDrawView ::CmEditCopy() 
{ 
if (Selected && DesillJIMode== I) { 

II Copy the selected BasicShape 
Draw Doc->CopyBasicShape(Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(*Selected)); 
hasCutCopy= I ; -00 
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} 
else if(SelededNotation && DesignMode==O) { 

} 
else 

II Copy the selected Notation 
DrawDoo->CopyNotation(DrawDoc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNotation)); 
hasCutCopy=2; 

II TOleView::CmEditCopy(); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::Paint(TDC& de, boo! /*erase*/, TRect& /*red*/) 
{ 
boo! metafile = (de.GetDeviceCaps(TECHNOLOGY) == DT_METAFILE); 

if (DesignMode = 0) // view notations mode 
{ 

if(DrawDoo->GetNotations()->GetltemslnContainer()>O) 
{ 
II Iterates througti the array ofTNotation objects. 
intj = O; 
int px=10,py=20,higtit= IO; II/Ill 
TNotation• Notation; 

while ((Notation = const_cast<TNotation *>(DrawDoc->GetNotation(j++)))! = 0) 
{ 
TPoint newPos = TPoint(px,py) - Notation->GetPos(); /Ill! 
Notation->UpdatePosition(newPos); 1111 
Notation-> Draw( de); 
TSize size= Notation->GetSize();///// 
px += size.cx+20; 
if( size.cy > higtit) hight =size.cy; 
if (j%4 ==O ) 111111 

{ 
px= IO; 
py+= higtit + 20; 
hight= ! O;////// 
} 

if (Notation->IsSelected()) 
Notation-> DrawSelection( de); 

} 
else if (DesignMode == I) // design mode 

{ 
II Iterates througti the array ofBasicShape objects. 
intj = O; 
TBasicShape* BasicShape; 

while ((BasicShape = const _ cast<TBasieShape *>(DrawDoc->GetBasicShape(j++))) != 0) 
{ 

BasieShape->Draw( de); 
if (BasieShape->IsSelected() && !met.afile) 
{ 
BasieShape-> DrawSelection( de); 
Selected = BasieShape; 

bool 
TDrawView::VnCommit(bool /*force*/) 
{ 

11 nothing to do here, no data held in view 
return true; 

} 

bool 
TDrawView::VnRevert(bool /*clear*/) 
{ 

} 

Selected =O; ///my clear all 
Invalidate(); // force full repaint 
lnvalidatePart(invView); 
return true; 

boot 
TDrawView::VnAppend(uint index) 
{ 
if(DesignMode== I){ 

TBasieShape* BasicShape = DrawDoc->GetBasieShape(index); 
BasieShape->UpdateBound(); 
BasieShape-> lnvalidate(*this ); 
InvalidatePart(invView); 
} -00 
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else { 

return true; 
} 

boo I 

Invalidate(); // force full repaint 
InvalidatePart(invView); 
} 

TDrawView::VnModify(uint /*index*/) 
{ 

} 

Invalidate(); // force full repaint 
InvalidatePart(invView); 
return true; 

boo I 
TDrawView:: VnDelete(uint /*index*/) 
{ 
Invalidate(); // force full repaint 
InvalidatePart(invView); 
return true; 

void 
TDrawView::CmPsSolid() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetPen T)Pe(PS _SOLID); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 

11 BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS _SOLID); 
} 
else 

BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS _SOLID); 

void 
TDrawView::CmPsDash() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetPenT)Pe(PS _DASH); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 

11 BasicShape->SetPen T)Pe(PS _DASH); 

else 
BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS _DASH); 

void 
TDrawView: :CmPsDashDot() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetPen T)Pe(PS _DAS HOOT); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 

II BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS _ DASHOOT); 
} 
else 

BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS _ DASHDOT); 

void 
TDrawView::CmPsDashDotDot() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetPen T)Pe(PS _ DASHOOTOOT); 
Draw Doc-> ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(*Selected)); 
II BasicShape->SetPenT)Pe(PS_DASHOOTDOT); 

} 
else 

BasicShape->SetPen T)Pe(PS _ DASHOOTDOT); 

void 
TDrawView::CmPsDot() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetPen Twe(PS _ OOT); 
Draw Doc-> ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(*Selected)); 

I I BasicShape->SetPen T)Pe(PS _ OOT); 
} 
else 

BasicShape->SetPen T)Pe(PS _ OOT); 

void TDraw View: :CePsSolid(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
........ 
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{ 
if ( Selected ! = 0) II 

ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_SOLID); II 
else II 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_ SOLID); 

II ce.Enable(DesignMode == l && Tool != DrawSelect); II 
ce.Enable((DesignMode == l && Tool!= DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == 1 && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected != 
O)); II 
II ce.Enable(DesignMode == l); 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CePsDash(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

if( Selected != 0) II 
ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_DASH); II 

else II 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_ DASH); 

II ce.Enable(DesignMode == l && Tool!= DrawSelect); II 
ce.Enable((DesignMode ==l && Tool!= DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode = l && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected!= 
O)); II 

void 
TDrawView::CePsDashDot(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ if ( Selected ! = 0) II 

void 

ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_DASHDOT); II 
else II 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryPenTwe() == PS_ DASHDOT); 
ce.Enable((DesignMode = I && Tool!= DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == I && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected!= O)); II 

TDrawView: :CePsDashDotDot(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ if ( Selected != 0) II 

ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryPenT:ype() == PS_DASHDOTDOT); II 
else II 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryPenTwe() == PS_ DASHDOTDOT); 

ce.Enable((DesignMode ==1 && Tool! = DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == l && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected != O)); II 

void 
TDrawView::CePsDot(TCornmandEnabler& ce) 
{ if( Selected != 0) II 

ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryPenType() == PS_DOT); II 
else II 

ce. SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryPen Type() == PS_ DOT); 
ce.Enable((DesignMode == l && Tool!= DrawSelect) 

ll(DesignMode == I && Tool == DrawSelect && Selected!= O)); II 

void 
TDraw View: :CmOverlap() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetFillT:ype( 1 ); 
Draw Doc-> ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(*Selected) ); 

I I BasicShape->SetFillTwe( 1 ); 
} 
else { 

void 

BasicShape->SetFillType( I); 
CurrentFillMode = 1; 
} 

TDraw View: :CmFill() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetFillT:ype(2); 
Selected->SetFiUColor(TColor(0,0,255)); 

Draw Doc-> ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, Draw Doc->GetBasicShapes()-> Find(*Selected) ); 
} 

else { 
BasicShape->SetFillTwe(2); 
BasicShape->SetFiUColor(TColor(0,0,255)); 
CurrentFillMode = 2; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmTransparent() -00 
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{ 
if (Selected) { 

Selected->SetFillType(3); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 
} 
else { 

void 

BasicShape->SetFillType(3 ); 
CurrentFillMode = 3; 
} 

TDrawView: :CmFillColor() 
{ 
if (Selected) { 

GetFillColor(this, *Selected); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 
} 
else 

GetFillColor(this, *BasicShape ); 

void 
TDrawView::CeOverlap(TCornmandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

if ( Selected != 0) II 
ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryFillType() == I); II 

void 

else 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryFillType() == 1 ); 

ce.Enable((DesignMode == I && 

Tool != DrawLinesend && 

Selected == 0 && 
Tool! = DrawSelect && II 
Tool != DrawPolyline && 
Tool != DrawLine && 

Tool != DrawPen) 
(DesignMode == I && 

Selected != 0 && 
Selected->QueryFillType() != 0) ); 

TDrawView: :CeFill(TCommandEnabler& ce) 

if( Selected != 0) II 
ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryFillType() == 2); II 

else 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryFillType() == 2); 

ce.Enable((DesignMode == I && 
Selected == 0 && 
Tool != DrawSelect && II 
Tool != DrawPolyline && 
Tool != DrawLine && 
Tool != DrawLinesend && 
Tool != DrawPen) II 

(DesignMode == l && 
Selected != 0 && 
Selected->QueryFillType() != 0) ); 

void 
TDrawView::CeTransparent(TCornmandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

if( Selected != 0) II 
ce.SetCheck(Selected->QueryFillType() == 3); II 

else II 
ce.SetCheck(BasicShape->QueryFillType() == 3); 

ce.Enable((DesignMode == I && 
Selected == 0 && 
Tool != DrawSelect && II 
Tool!= DrawPolyline && 
Tool! = DrawLine && 
Tool != DrawLinesend && 
Tool != DrawPen) II 

(DesignMode == I && 
Selected != 0 && 
Selected->QueryFillType() != 0) ); 

void 
TDrawView::CeFillColor(TCornmandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable((DesignMode == I && 

Selected == 0 && 
Tool != DrawSelect && II 
Tool! = DrawPolyline && 
Tool != DrawLine && 

........ 
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Tool != DrawLinesend && 
Tool != DrawPen && 
CurrentFillMode == 2) II 

(DesignMode == I && 
Seled.ed != 0 && 
Selected->QueryFillTwe() == 2) ); 

void 
TDrawView: :CmDiamondend() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawDiamondend; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillTwe(CurrentFillMode); ///// 
if (Seled.ed) { 
Seled.ed->Select(false ); 
Selected-> lnvalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CeDiamondend(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawDiamondend); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDrawView::CmSquarend() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawSquarend; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected-> Select( false); 
Selected-> lnvalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CeSquarend(TCommandEnabler& ce) 

{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawSquarend); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDraw View: :CmCirclend() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawCirclend; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Seleaed-> In validate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDraw View: :CeCirclend(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawCirclend); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

void 
TDrawView: :CmLinesend() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawLinesend; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(O); ///// 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CeLinesend(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawLinesend); 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I); 

....... 
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void 
TDrawView::CmHas() 
{ 

} 

Tool = DrawHas; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CeHas(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == DrawHas); 
ce.Enable(Desi@lMode== 1 ); 

void 
TDrawView::Cmls() 
{ 

} 

Tool = Drawls; 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
BasicShape->SetFillType(CurrentFillMode ); 11111 
if (Selected) { 
Selected->Select(false ); 
Selected-> Invalidate(*this ); 
Selected=O; 
} 

void 
TDrawView: :Cels(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 

} 

ce.SetCheck(Tool == Drawls); 
ce.Enable(Desi@lMode== l ); 

void 
TDraw View: :CeDatalnput(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
I 
ce.Enable(Desi@lMode == 1 && 

Tool != DrawSelect); 

void 
TDrawView::CmDatalnput() 
{ 
char inputText(6]; 
TPoint FirstPoint,LastPoint; 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
wsprintfl:inputText, "%d", O); 
if(Tool == DrawPen) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(801,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawLine) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(802,0) ); 
else if(Tool == Drawls) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(986,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawHas) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(987,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawLinesend) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(988,0) ); 
else if(Tool == DrawSquarend) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(989, 0) ); 
else if(Tool == DrawDiamondend) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(990, 0) ); 
else if(Tool == DrawCirclend) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(99 l, 0) ); 
else if(Tool == DrawArrow) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(992,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawDiamond) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(993,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawParagram) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(994,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawPolyline) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(99 5,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawPolygon) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(996,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawRowidedRect) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(997,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawCircle) 

....... 
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BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(998,0)); 
else if(Tool == DrawRect) 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(999,0)); 
if(Tool == DrawPen II Tool == DrawPolyline II Tool == DrawPolygon) 
{ 
FirstPoint.x = atoi(inputText); 
FirstPoint.y = atoi(inputText); 
while (FirstPoint.x >= 0 && FirstPoint.y >= 0) { 

if(TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 
"Start point X:", 
inputText, 
sireoftinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
{ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
return; 
} 

FirstPoint.x = atoi(inputText); 
if (FirstPoint.x >= O){ 

if(TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 
11Start pointy '. 11

, 

input Text, 
sireoftinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
{ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
return; 
} 

FirstPoint.y = atoi(inputText); 
if (FirstPoint.y >= 0) 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); 
else { 

if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > l) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBowid(); 

} 
} 
else { 

DrawDoo-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > 1) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBowid(); 
DrawDoo->AddBasicShape(*BasicShape); 
} 

BasicShape->Flush(); 

} 
else 
{ 
if (TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 

"Start point X:", 
input Text, 
siz.eoflinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
{ 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
return ; 
} 

FirstPoint.x = atoi(inputText); 
if(TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 

"Start point Y:", 
inputText, 
siz.eoflinputText)).Execute() != !DOK) 
{ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
return; 
} 

FirstPoint.y = atoi(inputText); 
BasicShape-> Add(FirstPoint ); 

if (TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 
"End point X:", 
input Text, 
siz.eoflinputText)).Execute() != !DOK) 
{ 
BasicShape->Flush(); 
return ; 
} 

LastPoint.x = atoi(inputText); 
if(TlnputDialog(this, "Input Data", 

"Endpoint Y:", 
input Text, 
siz.eoftinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
{ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
return; 
} 

LastPoint.y = atoi(inputText); 
BasicShape-> Add(LastPoint); 

........ 
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if(Tool == DrawLine II Tool == 
DrawRowtdedRe<.t II Tool == DrawCircle II Tool == DrawRe<.t) 

{ 
if (BasicShape->GetltemsinContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowtd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 
} 

else if(Tool = Drawls){ 

} 

double al = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint.y - FirstPoint.y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iflr > 1 ){ 
double px = FirstPoint.x + al/2; 
double py = FirstPoint.y + a2/2; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r )* 15 ,py+( -a I /r )* I 5) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r )* 15 ,py-( -a l/r )* 15) ); 
px = px + (al /r)*30; 
py = py + (a2/r)*30; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px,py) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetitemsinContainer() > 1) { 

BasicShape->UpdateBowtd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 

else if(Tool == DrawHas){ 
double al = Last.Point.x - FirstPoint.x; 

double a2 = LastPoint. y - FirstPoint. y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iflr > 1 ){ 
double px = FirstPoint.x + al /2; 
double py = FirstPoint. y + a2/2; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r)* l 5,py+(-a l/r)* 15)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r)* l 5,py-(-a l/r)* 15) ); 
px = px + (al/r)*30; 
py = py + (a2/r)*30; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px,py) ); 

if (BasicShape->GetlternsinContainer() > 1) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBowtd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 

} 
else if(Tool == DrawLinesend){ 

double al = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = Last.Point. y - First.Point. y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
if{r > 1 ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x - (al/r)*20; 
double py = LastPoint.y - (a2/r)*20; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x+( a2/r )*6,LastPoint. y+( -a l/r )*6) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(px ,py)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x-( a2/r)*6,LastPoint.y-(-a l/r)*6)); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemsinContainer() > 1) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBowtd(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 

else if(Tool == DrawSquarend){ 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x-6, Last.Point. y-6) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x+6,Last.Point. y+6) ); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemsinContainer() > 1) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamondend){ 
double a 1 = LastPoint.x - First.Point.x; 
double a2 = Last.Point. y - First.Point. y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iflr > 1 ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x - (a l /r)*l2; 
double py = LastPoint.y- (a2/r)*l2; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r )*6,py+(-a I /r )*6) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x - (al/r)*24,Last.Point.y- (a2/r)*24)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r)*6,py-(-a l /r)*6)); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemsinContainer() > 1) { -\0 
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} 

} 

BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 

else if(Tool == DrawCirclend){ 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x-6,LastPoint. y-6) ); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x+6,LastPoint. y+6)); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > l) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 

} 
else if(Tool = DrawArrow){ 

Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 
BasicShape->Flush(); 

double a I = LastPoint.x - FirstPoint.x; 
double a2 = LastPoint. y - FirstPoint. y; 
doubler = sqrt( al *al +a2*a2); 
iflr > 1 ){ 
double px = LastPoint.x - (al/r)*20; 
double py = LastPoint.y- (a2/r)*20; 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px+( a2/r)*6,py+(-a J/r)*6)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(LastPoint.x - (al/r)* 16,LastPoint.y- (a2/r)*l6)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(px-( a2/r)*6,py-(-a 1/r)*6)); 

if (BasicShape->GetltemslnContainer() > I) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 

} 

} 

Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape-> Flush(); 

else if(Tool == DrawDiamond){ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 

BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(993,0)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,FirstPoint.y)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x,F irstPoint. y+(LastPoint. y-F irstPoint. y )/2) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/2,LastPoint.y)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x,FirstPoint.y+(LastPoint.y-FirstPoint.y)/2)); 

if (BasicShape->GetitemsinContainer() > I) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 

BasicShape->Flush(); 
} 

else if(Tool == DrawParagram){ 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(994,0)); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)/5,FirstPoint.y)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(LastPoint. x, FirstPoint. y) ); 
BasicShape->Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x+(LastPoint.x-FirstPoint.x)*4/5,LastPoint.y)); 
BasicShape-> Add(TPoint(FirstPoint.x,LastPoint. y) ); 
if (BasicShape->GetitemslnContainer() > l) { 
BasicShape->UpdateBound(); 
Draw Doc-> AddBasicShape(*BasicShape ); 
} 
BasicShape-> Flush(); 
} 

} 
} 

void 
TDrawView: :CmSaveNotationSet() 
{ 
char inputText[20]; 
wsprintftinputText, "o/os", "SetName"); 
if(TinputDialog(this, "Save Current 00 Notation Set", 

"Notation Set Name:", 
input Text, 
sizeoftinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
return; 

else DrawDoc->SaveNotationSet(inputText); 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmLoadNotationSet() 
{ 
char inputText[20]; 
wsprintftinputText, "o/os", "SetName"); 
if (TinputDialog(this, "Load 00 Notation Set", 

} 

"Notation Set Name:", 
input Text, 
sizeoftinputText)).Execute() != IDOK) 
return; 

else DrawDoc->LoadNotationSet(inputText); _. 
IO 
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void 
TDraw View: :CeLoadNotationSet(TComrnandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesignMode== I II DesignMode==O); 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CeSaveNotationSet(TComrnandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DrawDoc->GetNotations()->GetltemslnContainer()>O); 

} 

void 
TDrawView::CeScale(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesignMode ==O && SelectedNotation!=Oll 

DesignMode ==I && Selected! = 0 ); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeScalex(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesignMode = O && SelectedNot.ation!=Oll 

DesignMode ==1 && Selected! = 0 ); 

void 
TDrawView: :CeScaley(TCommandEnabler& ce) 
{ 
ce.Enable(DesignMode = O && SelectedNotation! =Oll 

void 
TDrawView::CmScale() 
{ 
char inputText[20); 
wsprintf(inputText, "o/nS", "1 "); 

DesignMode == I && Selected! = 0 ); 

if (TlnputDialog(this, "Scale the selection", 
"Scale:", 
inputText, 
siz.eof(inputText)).Execute() != !DOK) 
return; 

else { 

} 
} 

void 

if(DesignMode ==O) //&& SelectedNotatioo!=O 
{ 
SelectedNotation->Scale(atof(inputText)); 
SelectedNot.ation->UpdateBoWld(); 
DrawDoc->UpdateNotation(*SelectedNotation, 

DrawDoc->GetNot.ations()->Find(*SelectedNot.ation)); 
} 

else //DesignMode == I 
{ 
Selected->Scale(atof(inputText)); 
Selected->UpdateBoWld(); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, 

DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 

TDrawView: :CmScalex() 
{ 
char inputText[20); 
wsprintf(inputText, "o/nS", "I"); 
if(TlnputDialog(this, "Scale X ofthe selection", 

else { 

"X scale:", 
inputText, 
siz.eof(inputText)).Execute() != !DOK) 
return; 

if(DesignMode ==O) //&& SelectedNotation!=O 
{ 
SelectedNotation->ScaleX(atof(inputText)); 
SelectedNot.ation->UpdateBoWld(); 
DrawDoc->UpdateNot.ation(*SelectedNotation, 

DrawDoc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNotation)); 
} 

else //DesignMode ==1 
{ 
Selected->ScaleX( atof( inputT ext)); 
Selected->UpdateBoWld(); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Selected, 

DrawDoc->GetBasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); -\0 
0\ 



} 
} 

void 
TDrawView::CmScaley() 
{ 
char inputText(20); 
wsprintftinputText, "o/os", "l "); 
if (TinputDialog(this, "Scale Y of the selection", 

else { 

} 
} 

11Y scale:", 
inputText, 
si:reoftinputText)).Execute() != IOOK) 
return; 

if(DesignMode ==O) //&& SelectedNotation!=O 
{ 
SelectedNotation->ScaleY(atoftinputText)); 
SelectedNotation->UpdateBound(); 
DrawDoc->UpdateNotation(*SelectedNotation, 

DrawDoc->GetNotations()->Find(*SelectedNot.ation)); 

else //DesignMode ==1 
{ 
Selected->ScaleY(atoftinputText)); 
Selected->UpdateBound(); 
DrawDoc->ModifyBasicShape(*Seled.ed, 

DrawDoc->Get.BasicShapes()->Find(*Selected)); 

,_. 
\0 
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GLOSSARY 

CASE 

GUI 

HCJ 

HTA 

KAT 

Lower-CASE Tools 

MJGOCE 

OMT 

00 
OOA 
OOAD 
OOD 
OOMs 

OONW 
OOP 

OOSD 
TA 

TAKD 

TKS 

TM 

Upper-CASE tools 

UOODT 
WIMP environment 

Computer-aided Software Engineering. 

Graphical User Interface. 

Human-Computer Interaction. 

Hierarchical Task Analysis- a method of task decomposition. 

Knowledge Analysis of Task - a method of knowledge based 

task analysis. 

These tools that automate or support the "lower" or back-end 

phases of the life cycle; namely, detailed systems design, 

systems implementation, and systems support . 

Methodology-Independent Graphical 00 CASE Environment. 

The Rumbaugh methodology- Object Modeling Technique. 

Object-Oriented. 

Object-Oriented Analysis . 

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design. 

Object-Oriented Aesign. 

Object-Oriented Methodologies. 

00 Nation Workshop. 

Object-Oriented Programming. 

Object Oriented Software Development. 

Task Analysis. 

Task Analysis for Knowledge Description -a method of 

knowledge based task analysis. 

Task Knowledge Structures- a method of knowledge based 

task analysis. 

Task Modeling. 

These tools that automate or support the "upper" or front-end 

phases of the systems development life cycle; namely, systems 

planning, systems analysis, and general systems design. 

Universal 00 Diagraming Tool. 

Window, Icon, Menus, Pointer environment. 


